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Abstract
Using an intense evanescent light wave as the lower mirror, and the gravitational force as the upper

mirror, a vertical cavity for storing atoms can be constructed. Transverse confinement is obtained by
totally intemally reflecting the light off a concave as opposed to a planar crystal surface, which results
in any atom reflected by the evanescent potential at a position away from the central axis receiving an
impulse towards it.

After a cursory discussion of atom optics and atomic cavities, we outline the configuration of the
atomic trampoline cavity described above, and present analysis of the motion of atoms within it. A
discussion of the classical dynamics and quantum modes in the cavity is given, together with other
complicating factors which act as loss mechanisms out of the cavity. Various aspects of obtaining
experimental realizations and applications of the cavity are considered.

A detailed study of the quantum dynamics of atoms in the three dimensional cavity reveals that
the dispersion can be adequately described in the transverse directions using a simulation involving a
classical distribution of point-like atoms, where the probability density of finding an atom at a particular
position in the simulation corresponds to the probability density of the atomic wavefunction. The
classical simulations, however, significantly underestimate the spreading in the vertical direction.

By calculating the modes of the atomic trampoline cavity, both in and out of the evanescent potential,
the proportion of each of the modes in the excited state, and hence the decay rate, or linewidth due
to spontaneous emission can be calculated. We found that even when the effect of the evanescent
potential was included, the modes obtained correspond to those calculated by Wallis, Dalibard and
Cohen-Tiennoudji [Appl. Phys. B 54,407 (1992)], who treated the bottom potential as infinitely steep
and not exponentially decaying. In contrast to an optical Fabry-Pdrot cavity, the linewidth was found to
be strongly dependent on energy. Various other cavity parameters (finesse and e) which depend on the
loss due to spontaneous emission were also calculated.

Using a ring cavity rather than a laser traveling wave to provide the light that totally internally
reflects off the internal surface of the dielectric crystal, we can accumulate the phase change due to
the single atom bouncing into and out of the evanescent wave and altering the refractive index of the
cavity. A measurement of the phase of this light will reveal information about the atom. We found
that the measurement did not significantly alter the mean or standard deviation of the aromic energy
distribution across the modes of the cavity, as to first order the phase change of the light in the cavity
is independent of the energy of the atom. The significant change in the energy distribution was the
introduction of oscillations, which occurred when the phase measured was significantly different from
the expected mean. The reason for these oscillations is that the measurement implies the weighting of
modes just entering or leaving the evanescent wave should be increased or decreased. Ways of bringing
this currently infeasible experiment closer to being achievable using novel design mechanisms are also
discussed.
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Preface
Science has "explained" nothing; the more we know the more fantastic the world becomes

and the profounder the surrounding darl<ness.

Aldous Huxley

I assert that the cosmic religious experience is the strongest and noblest drivingforce behind
scientific research.

Albert Einstein

A work of magninrde is often begun with a history of the subject to date; a thesis on light then, has a
long history to record.

In the beginning ..... God said ler there be light. Genesis I: I

My lecturer in third year cosmology suggested in contrast that God had acrually said 'T-et there be
quantum field theory". From the relative safety of across the Tasman I would dispute this, not least
because I very much doubt whether there are Hebrew words for "quantum field theory", and if there
were Moses probably would not have known how to spell them. Certainly no Hebrew scholar I have
ever discussed the subject with has been utterly convinced.

Nevertheless, ever since then people have been trying to work out exactly what God meant. Everyone
used to think they knew what "In the beginning" was trying to get across though lately people have started
to dispute that there ever was a beginning; no-one ever claimed to know what "God" meant, at least not
in public; "said", "let" and "there" are relatively obvious and not worthy of discussion, and there has
been little interest in "be". "Light" is enclosed in the subject ofthis thesis.

Between the time God said this and now, even though there is little chance of comparison, we claim
a lot of progress has been made. One of the clever things that physicists have done is to change the name
of light. The advantage of changing the name of some physical property is that it gives the impression
to people who know little about it that you actually know what you ar€ talking about. A classic example
is gravity. Gravity is the force that makes two masses attract one another, and physicists can tell you a
lot about it. They can tell you that rocks fall and that planets go around the sun and many other things,
but they cannot tell you why. As one observer noted,

People used to think that angels pushed the planets in their orbit around the sun. With gravity
the only thing that has happened is that the angels are pushing in another direction. Author
unknown and quotedwith considerable license.

It is quite incredible that after all these years of watching rocks fall we honestly still don't know why
they do it. Obviously physicists got annoyed with never being able to answer the always asked question
"Why do rocks fall?", and so they invented a new name for the force of attraction called gravity. Now
when people deftly avoid the falling debris from a nearby volcano or construction site, and turn to a
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physicist to ask "W'hy?n', the physicist can deftly reply 'Because of gravity", which translated into real

English means "Rocks will do what rocks will do". Of course physicists can explain how the rocks fall,

and on seeing a rock thrown by a tyre on an asphalt road, if they're quick enough they can calculate

whose windscreen it's going to smash, but this is an altogether different question to why the rock did it.

Description and understanding are not the same thing.

As for light, physicists changed the name of light to photons, so that when anyone asks "What'is

light anyway", they can immediately reply "Light is made up of little particles, called photons", which

sounds a whole lot better, but means little more than "Light is light". Einstein is reported to have said

"Every physicist thinks he knows what a photon is. I spent my life trying to find out what a photon is,

and I still don't know." Whilst we might berate Einstein for his use of sexist language, we still must

admire his honesty.

Some people, and especially physicists anxious to defend the homefront will think I have overstated

my case. Perhaps they would point to the sentence above describing light as particles, and claim that

we have added to our understanding of the world; before we didn't know light was a particle, now we

do. While I am more than content with saying that we can describe a bit of nature we couldn't describe

before, I would claim it is nonsensical to suggest that we have increased understanding by describing one

thing (light) in terms of something else (particles) that we also don't understand. To be able to describe

something we need to say what it does, to be able to understand something we need to say why it doesn't

do something else.

Lord Rutherford, who did all of his work in England and yet is still a great New Zealand scientist,

said, 'All science is either physics or stamp collecting". I disagree. I claim all science including physics

is stamp collecting. A physicist's job, like other scientists is to record and describe nature; not to explain

it, and most certainly not, as has been the wont of recent famous physicists, to explain it away.

I love physics. The knowledge and description of the universe brings fulfillment and enduring

satisfaction. We do a disservice to physics and all of science when we make out that it is something it is

not. It is important to describe, to test, to analyze, but a simple look at the scientific method shows that

it is impossible for it to explain. Layers of description can be replaced by deeper layers of description,

but understanding is always one step beyond where science can reach.

Anyway, to conclude with the world's worst metaphor, come and wander through God's amazing

stamp collection. Notice a new and colourful design, an unusual style of paper, or the way that when

you hold a particular stamp up to the light you can see a rift of watercolour adding depth to the original

simplicity. I hope you feel a small sense of awe that I do when I think of the wonderfrrl collection that

God has made, and the privilege it is to study it.
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Chapter 1

Atomic cavities

The last thing one discovers when writing a book is what to put first.

B laise Pascal, l7th Century

l.L lntroduction

1.1.1 The wave-particle duality

The wave-particle duality of matter, despite being notoriously difficult to understand, is nevertheless a
well established consequence of quantum theory. Both waves and particles can be characterized by three
distinguishing features.

We characterize classical particles by the fact that they are indivisible, have trajectories, and that they
are analyzed by adding probabilities. First, particles are indivisible because they cannot be divided into
smaller, but otherwise identical constituents. If someone were to make a measurement of particles shot
out of a "particle-shooting" device, they would find that the measuring apparatus would always record
whole particles, not a half or a quarter of a particle. This is what is meant by calling particles particulate.
Second, particles have trajectories because their mean position is a singly valued function of time. A
single particle cannot be in two positions, or go in two directions at once. Third, particles are analyzed
by adding probabilities because the probability of the particle getting to a given position is the sum of the
probabilities for each of the possible routes it could have taken. Note that we do not claim in any sense
that particles with the above three characteristics exist, but rather that a classically conceived notion of
particles involves these factors.

-Waves, 
in contrast to particles are characterized by their continuity, their spatial extension, and that

they are analyzsd by adding amplitudes. First, waves are continuous as they can be infinitely divided. A
measurement of the intensity of waves from a "wave-making" device could record any value at all, with
no non-zero minimum possible value. [f the source producing the waves moves just a linle, then the
amplitude measured is small. If the source moves a lot, the amplitude measured is large. Second, waves
are spatially extended as they take every available path to get from one position to another. Different
"parts" of the wave travel along different routes. At least at this point in the discussion, this feature seems
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to be a consequence of the continuity of the wave. Third, waves are analyzed by adding amplitudes as the

intensiry of the wave being measured at a particularposition is not equal to the sum of the probabilities for

the different paths it could have taken, but rather the square of the sum of the different paths' amplitudes.

The amplitudes of the wavefronts can add constructively to give a large intensity, or destructively where

a peak lines up with a trough and gives no resultant intensity.

ln some sense it should not surprise us that matter does not behave entirely like a wave or entitdy

like a particle; instead it acts like matter, for after all that is what matter is! Why should we expect that

matter should behave in microscopic detail as it does macroscopically? It is perhaps more of a surprise

that on close inspection light acts extremely similarly to matter. Nevertheless, different parts of the

behaviour of matter (light) can be understood in terms of analogies to wave and particle behaviour. For

example, in terms of a piece of matter's indivisibility or continuity, matter (light) acts like a particle, with

measurements of matter (light) always recording whole units, not any of a continuum of values. In terms

of its spatial extent, matter (light) acts like a wave, with it travelling along every available path to get

from one position to another. Lastly, matter (light) adds via probability amplitudes, which opens up the

possibiliry for matter to interfere with itself. The traditional "Copenhagen" interpretation of quantum

mechanics states that the wave and particle-like behaviour are complementary aspects of both light and

matter.

1.1.2 llistory

The suggestion that matter may have some of the aspects of a wave was first speculated by Louis de

Broglie as a part of his Ph.D. thesis ( I 924). At this time there was already a great deal of evidence for the

wave-particle duality of light, with the wave nature confirmed by Hertz's experimental verification (1866)

of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory (1860), via the production and detection of electromagnetic waves

using only electronic appanrtus, and the particle theory of light gaining evidence due to the description

of the photoelectric effect in terms of light energy being absorbed by atoms in whole pieces or quanta

@instein, 1905) and later the Compton effect (1922), which described the shift in the wavelength of the

radiation scattered from electrons using a ballistic particle interpretation. Both of these explanations

exploited the connection between the energy and frequency ofthe light, and suggested that the observed

effects could be accounted for by postulating that light of a given frequency z only came (or had to be

exchanged) in quanta of energy E = hu. Here, h is Planck's constant, which was first used by Max
Planck in 1900 to explain the emission spectrum from a black body. In a paper marking the beginnings

of the quantum theory, Planck correctly predicted the spectrum by assuming that the thermal radiation

was in equilibrium with harmonic oscillators in the black body, and found that the correct spectrum could

be obtained if the energy absorbed or emitted by one of these oscillators with frequency z could only be

multiples of a finite energy quantum givenby hu,

De Broglie suggested that this wave-particle duality, well known for light, extended to matter where

the frequency of the piece of matter was given by the same eguation as the energy of a quantum of
light,E - hu,andsoconsequentllp=hlA,wherepisthemomentumof aunitof matterand)isits
wavelength. He showed that with this assumption the earlier prediction by Bohr that the electron only

moved in certain stable orbits with angular momentum a multiple of hl2tr around the proton nucleus
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of the hydrogen atom (1913), reduced to a standing wave condition. An integral number of electron

waves had to fit exactly for a stable orbit to be allowed. Wavelike aspects of the nature of matter
were experimentally confirmed by Davisson and Germer in 1927 when they diffracted electrons from a

polycrystalline nickel target.

The wave picture of a matter particle was developed into a fully consistent and mathematical theory
by Erwin Schrtidinger in 1926, who by judicious application of physical intuition developed the wave

equation that bears his name,

(l.l)

where "E is the Hamiltonian, ,h(r,t) is the Schrddinger wavefunction at position r and time i, and

h : hl2r is known as the reduced Planck's constant. (Schrddinger initially thought this described
a genuine matter wave.) Max Born in 1926-1927 interpreted the Schrddinger wavefunction as the
probability amplitude of the atom being in position r at time t. This interpretation gives the basis from
which we understand the wave nature of matter in the quantum theory. Whereas in standard wave theory
(for example water waves) the amplitude is a physical quantity corresponding to perhaps the transverse
deviation of a given particle from its mean position, in quantum theory the amplirude is a probability
amplitude, with its modulus squared being the probability of the particle being measured in a given
position at a given time. As such, it is possibly more accurate to say that matter has a particulate nature
that is calculated probabilistically using complex amplitudes rather than saying matter has a wave-particle
duality.

To observe wavelike behaviour, the de Broglie wavelength of the object .\ must be at least of the
same order as its physical size Ar. Hence the larger and heavier the matter particle the more difficult it
is to observe its intrinsic wave nature. To date, waveJike behaviour has been experimentally observed
in electrons [l], neutrons [2], atoms [3] and even small molecules [4], though interference between truly
macroscopic elements such as cricket balls or cricket players is still experimentally unachievable.

1.1.3 Structure

This thesis is concerned predominantly with the wave nature of atoms. We exploit the parallels the
wave nature of matter has with the wave nature of light, which though of extremely similar nature is
perhaps through familiarity more easily understood. We consider extensions of these concepts which
predict behaviour for atoms that light (though having aspects of a wave nature) could never achieve.
One of the crucial optical elements with respect to manipulating light is the Fabry-pdrot cavity, which is
predominantly used to decrease the bandwidth of a beam of light with a broad frequency range, although
it is also used as the external cavity for a laser. The reason the Fabry-P6rot cavity can perform these
functions is that it stores light in a simple way that retains the light's intrinsic wave nature. We similarly
want to consider the design of a cavity that retains the wave nature of the atom. In particular we study a
promising example: the atomic trampoline cavity. Before beginning this, we undertake a more general
study in the remainder of this Chapter. Section 1.2 categoizes the different subjects involved with atom
optics (the study of atoms which exploits their wavelike nature) and shows how the studv of atomic

H{(r,t) = ih*Ih|,t),
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cavities fits into the broad sweep of this rapidly expanding field. The classification system suggested is

mainly for the sake of dividing a huge subject into approachable parts, and arguments could be made

that particular atom optical experiments don't fit into the scheme or iue incorrectly placed within it. In
Section 1.3 we become more specific by examining some of the well known atomic cavities and any

experimental realizations of these that have been achieved. Lastly in Section 1.4 we detail the structure

of the thesis in the following Chapters

L.2 Atom optics

I.2.1 Characteristics of atoms

It was noted in the previous Section that matter is remarkably similar to light, and it is indeed from analogy

to light optics and from constructing various standard optical elements for atoms that atom optics derives

a grcat deal of its motivation. Most interest, however, involves exploiting those properties of atoms that

are different from light, which enable new and novel experiments to be performed. Outlined here are

some of the differences between atoms and photons, and how they can be exploited in experiments.

First, atoms have a non-zero rest mass. This means that the atoms can interact significantly more

strongly with gravitational forces than photons. As a result, gravitational fields can be used to affect

the motion of the atoms, or the atomic motion can be used to detect extremely small changes in the

gravitational field. A further consequence of the non-zero rest mass of the atoms is the possibility of
having variable velocities. Second, atoms interact strongly with one another. Significant variation in the

atomic motion can be obtained due to atomic collisions, which can be either a positive factor (such as its

use to populate the ground state of a trap in order to obtain Bose condensation [5]), or a negative factor

(such as limiting the achievable density in an atomic trap [6]).

The two features mentioned are of course common to all elements of matter; for example neutrons

and electrons also have non-zero rest mass and interact with each other. A difference between atoms and

smaller particles, though, is that atoms have greater variety, they differ in structure, mass and magnetic

moment, which allows a large variety of manipulation techniques. Unlike electrons or ions, they have

no net charge and so are not strongly affected by external magnetic or electric fields, and unlike neutrons

which require particle accelerators or nuclear reactors, they are simple to produce and hence accessible

to small scale laboratories. What is unique to atoms and makes atom optics interesting over and above

neutron optics or electron optics, is that atoms have a well-defined, easily probed and exploitable internal

structure. Either through magnetic fields or the use of interactions between the atom and a light field, the

atomic extemal motion and internal state can be sensitively controlled. The current technological ability

to fine tune the frequency of laser light, to switch it rapidly on or off and to vary its intensity provides

mechanisms to accurately alter and resolve the motion of the atoms.

1.2.2 External forces on atoms

There are essentially three different external forces that are used in atom optics to control the atomic

motion. The first two are to do with the momenrumrecoil kick given to an atom when it absorbs or emits
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a photon. The third force is due to the Zeeman shift in the energy level of an atom when in a magnetic

field. Magnetic forces will not be discussed in this thesis.

We consider first the conservative force due to interactions between the atom and a near resonant

electric field. The potential due to this force can be described via the use of the semiclassical Jaynes-

Cummings Hamiltonian,

H=ft,uoo,*d.E(r,t), (r.2)

where 6c,.'6 is the atomic transition energy, o, = (le)(el - lg)(gl)lZis an operator giving information on
the relative populations of the excited state le), and the ground state l9), d is the dipole moment of the

atom, and E(r, t) is the electric field at position r and time t. The atom is for simplicity assumed to have

only two energy levels. The force on the atom can be derived from the Heisenberg equation of motion
for momentum p,

and is known as the gradient, or the dipole force. It results from the spatial gradient in the electric field,
which can be produced for example by a Gaussian mode laser, or an exponentially decaying evanescent

wave. Note that because the force arises from the gradient in the Hamiltonian, it must be conservative.

Further, the dipole force is not the only possible force arising out of this particular Hamiltonian. ff there

are spatial gradients in the population of the ground and excited states or even the atomic transition
frequency this also creates a force. A method of addressing all of these forces is by using a dressed
state approach, which is detailed in Chapter 2. The direction of the dipole force depends on the relation
between the atomic transition frequency and the laser frequency, so that for a red detuned light field,
(where the frequency of the light is less than that of the atomic transition frequency), two level atoms aJe

attracted towards regions of higher intensity, whereas for a blue detuned light field atoms are repelled
from such regions.

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.2) is semiclassical, as the light is treated as a Maxwellian electromagnetic
field. To obtain a quantum mechanical understanding of the dipole force, we simplify to the case of a
single mode radiation field in a cavity, and use the same Hamiltonian, but quantiza the modes of the
electromagnetic field [7], so that the Hamiltonian becomes

F = # = #to, fl)= -yn - -v [a.n1r,t)] ,

E = huoo, t fr, (o*o-at"rk'r * golo"-tk'') ,

where the coupling constant g is

(1.3)

(1.4)

( l.s)

oT and a are the creation and annihitation operators for a quantum ofenergy (a photon) in the particular
cavity mode, o - = lgl (el and o1 = l") (g I are the lowering and raising operators for the two level atom,
and es is the permittivity of free space. The electric field has been taken to be a single travelling mode,
with frequency uL and wave number k, in a cavity of volume V. The quantized Hamiltonian gives

uL'
ffio,
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Laser

Direction
Atom

Source

Tapered solenoid

Figure 1.1: A Tneman slower. Atoms allowed through the pinhole from the source have their transition

energy altered by the magnetic field of the solenoid, and are slowed by absorbing photons from the

laser. Often some magnetic trap is put at the observation region to confine the atoms there for as long as

possible.

a simple interpretation of the dipole force in terms of quanta of energy (photons) being absorbed and

emitted by the atom. If a photon is absorbed (the second term in the curved brackets, where a represents

the removal of a photon from the field, and a.u represents the atom being excited from the ground state),

the wavefunction gets a kick fik in momentum space, (described by the 
"-ik'r 

factor), conesponding to

the conservation in momentum for an atom absorbing a photon. Similarly the first term in the curved

brackets describes the stimulated emission of a photon by the atom. Hence the conservative force is

simply the result of momentum recoil on the atom when it absorbs or stimulatedly emits a photon.

The second force is due to spontaneous emission, and hence only occurs when an atom is in the

excited state. As the photon is emitted in a random direction, there is no resultant acceleration of the

atom, but rather the force is dissipative. As this force destroys the coherence of the atomic motion, in

atom optics it is generally suppressed as far as possible by causing the atom to stay in the ground state.

This is achieved either by keeping the frequency of the laser manipulating the motion of the atom far

off resonance with the atomic transition frequency, or by other techniques such as dark states [8]. The

dissipative force has some positive applications, predominantly heating and cooling. For example, if an

atomic beam is travelling in the opposite direction to the photons in a laser beam, the atomic velocity can

be significantly reduced t9l (Fie I .l). An atom absorbing a photon will be kicked in momentum and lose

some velocity. Stimulatedly emission will be in the same direction as the laser beam and so the atom

will regain its lost velocity. If it spontaneously emits in some random direction, however, there will be a

net reduction in its longitudinal velocity. Repeated absorption and spontaneous emission will result in an

overall decrease in the velocity of the atom in the direction of the laser, with some dissipation but no net

velocity change in the transverse directions. Of course as the atom slows it will see the laser frequency

as changing due to the Doppler effect, so it is necessary either to chirp the laser so that the viewed

frequency of the laser is always resonant with the atomic energy level difference, or to use a spatially

varying magnetic field which shifts the energy levels of the atom so that they always stay resonant with

the laser frequency.
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Incident atomic beam Reflected atomic beam

Figure I '2: An atomic mirror. The conservative force from the evanescent light field reflects atoms with
small perpendicular velocities.

1.2.3 Classes of atom optics

Atom optics, similarly to light optics can be divided into three categories, which we classiff here as

zeroth, first and second order [l0]. In this Section we briefly outlinehow each of these classes is defined,
and give examples of recent experiments in each of them.

?*roth Order

For zeroth order experiments atoms are treated as classical particles moving in a conservative potential,
or getting random kicks in momentum due to the dissipative force. It is equivalent in the optical regime
to geometric, or ray optics.

Atom mirrors have been proposed and demonstrated using the conservative force of an evanescent
wave caused by an intense laser beam totally internally reflected at the internal surface of a dielectric
crystal tl ll iFig 1.2). An evanescent wave is particularly useful as an atom mirror because of its short
range (of the order of wavelengths of light). As will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2, a laser which has
a frequency just greater than the transition frequency of the atom produces a repulsive potential which
can be used to reflect the atom away from the crystal without it ever reaching the crystal surface. One of
the problems with such a device is that the conservative potential created by the laser is not particularly
Iarge compared to typical atomic energies: a standard laser power (l0OmW) totally internally reflected
from an area of rcasonable size ( 10 mm2) is unable to reflect atoms with transverse velocities above I m/s.
If for a particular application the motion is required to be coherent then the laser frequency must be set to
a value significantly different from the atomic transition frequency (targe detuning) so that the atom is not
signfficantly excited and the dissipativeforce is negligible, which reduces the magnitude of the potential

Evanescant Wave
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Figure 1.3: A large scale atomic lens. The potential created by the standingwave acts as a series of
mirrors. Introducing the dissipative force by reducing the magnitude of the detuning can lead to focusing

closer (red detuning) or further away (blue detuning) than the image would be if the dissipative force

was negligible

even further. The first demonstrations of atomic reflection used sodium atoms at glancing incidence

angles, so as to reduce the velocity perpendicular to the mirror surface [ 2]. Ways of enhancing the

field either by exciting surface plasmons (charge density waves that propagate along the metaldielectric

interface, using a a thin metallic layer coated on the surface) ll3,14, l5l, or by using a waveguide (by

coating the crystal with further thin layers of dielectric of varying indices of refraction) [16, 17] have

been demonstrated (see Section 2.5.2). Minors employing exponentially decaying magnetic forces have

also been experimentally achieved [18].

Atomic lenses can be created on either a large or small scale using electromagnetic standing waves.

Like those involving the atomic mirror, these experiments work most effectively in the rcgime where the

conservative force dominates over the dissipative force. For the large scale lenses, the periodic cosz(&z)

potential produced by the standing wave acts as a series of mirrors. Some of the atoms will be ejected on

the far side of the standing wave in the same direction as their incident direction, while other atoms will
be emitted so that they retum to an image position on the central axis the same distance from the standing

wave as the source I 19] (Frg I .3). If the laser frequency is brought closer to tresonance, heating or cooling

of the atoms can result in them being focussed closer to or further away from the standing wave than

the image would be if a purely conservative potential was used; a variable focal length atomic lens. On

a smaller scale, each of the potential troughs itself acts as a small microlens, which can be understood

by noting that the form of the potential close to the bottom of the trough for a blue-detuned light field is

quadratic. By placing a surface at the peak of the Gaussian spatial profile, a normally incident beam of

atoms can be focussed to form a series of lines at a periodic distance Al2 apan. This technique, which

Image for
small red

detunings
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has many applications in the areas of microfabrication and atomic lithography has been demonstrated
for sodium l2O, ?.1), chromium 122, 231and more recently in two dimensions, etching a partem on a
semiconductor surface [24].

Perhaps the most interesting of the zeroth order experiments are those that have no clear optical
analogue. Most of these exploit the dissipative force, either to heat or to cool the atom. Already
mentioned in this category is the Zeeman slower [9]. Another similar experiment is optical molasses,
which consists of two counter propagating laser beams whose frequency is runed just below that of the
atomic transition frequency (red detuning). An atom that is moving in the longirudinal direction of these
Iasers will see the beam propagating in the same direction as its motion Doppler shifted away from
resonance, and the counter-propagating beam shifted towards resonance. The probability ofabsorbing
photons from the counter-propagating beam is thus greater than from the other, and the atom is more
likely to be slowed down from the momentum recoil of absorbing a photon. As in the Z,e,emanslower, if
the atom undergoes a stimulated emission, there will on average be no net reduction in velocity, but if the
atom spontaneously emits, its velocity will be reduced. This cooling mechanism, which can be extended
to all three dimensions by using six laser beams is limited fundamentally by the momentum recoil
imparted to the atom by each individual spontaneous emission, and with sodium can obtain temperatures
as low as24O microKelvin. For a summary of other cooling mechanisms see[25,26).

First order

First order atom optics treats the atom as a wave via the use of its de Broglie wavelength, but doqs
not fully quantize the external motion of the atom. In this way it is somewhat analogous to physical
optics, which utilizes the wave nature of light but does not quantize the electromagnetic field. Important
physical devices in this category include various coherent beamsplitters which find an application in
atomic interferometry.

A standing laser light wave can be used as a transmission grating, where the periodic optical potential
is regarded as a diffraction grating, and the atom is treated as a de Broglie wave. Alternatively, we can
consider the standing wave in the quantum picture, where the interaction between the particle and the light
field is due to the possibility of an absorption of a photon travelling in one direction, and then a stimulated
emission in the other, which allows a resultant momentum shift of Zhk, wherc fi& is the momentum of
a single photon. Hence an incident atomic beam passing through the standing wave can be split into
many different diffraction peaks, at varying momentum shifts corresponding to multiples of 2h,k. Energy
conservation means that lp;l : lpll, and momentum conseryation means that the momentum change
can only occur in the direction of a wavefront and with magnitude Zfi,k,for one photon absorbed and
one photon emitted. For a broad waist, the wavefronts are almost planar so only one side band can
be populated (which is known as Bragg scattering), while for a thin waist, the wavefronrs are in many
directions so many sidebands can be observed (which is known as Kapitsa-Dirac scattering) (Fig 1.4).
Using a beam of sodium atoms and a retroreflected dye laser both Kapitsa-Dirac scattering [27 ,28, Zg]
and Bragg scattering [30] have been observed, with angular separations of the order of 100 microradians.

Similarly, a standing evanescent wave can be treated as a reflection grating [31], with a wave and
quantum interpretation similar to that for the transmission grating. A significant problem for such
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Figure 1.4: Kapitsa-Dirac (left) and Bragg (right) scattering.

Intense laser beam

Figure 1.5: An atomic reflection grating. Cooled atoms falling on the modulated evanescent wave are

reflected into different sidebands.
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Figure 1.6: A dark state atomic beamsplitter. The energy level diagram on the Ieft shows the involved
energy levels and the transitions induced by the laser, where for example an A1 transition only occurs
when the atom is illuminated by o-. light. The diagram on the right shows a schematic setup of the laser,
with the beam coherently split into two beams separated in momentum space by 4hk.

gmtings is that the optical potentials are quite small compared to the energies of typicat atoms, so the
transverse velocities of atoms must be reduced so that reflections can occur. To overcome this problem
either cooled atoms or grazing incidence roflections can be used. Using the first solution, a cooled
metastable neon beam has been reflected from such a standing evanescent wave reflection grating, and
first order diffraction observed, with angular separations of the order of 50 milliradians [32] (Frg 1.5).
These observations were in agreement with theoretical predictions [33]. Using the second solution, the
fast beam of atoms Doppler shifts the lasers away from the near-resonance condition rcquired, causing
additional problems. To combat this two counterpropagating beams with different frequencies can be
used to produce a reflection grating which appears to move at approximately the same velocity as the
atoms. To date no diffraction peaks have been measured using such an experimental configuration [34].

Once again, probably the most interesting of the atomic beamsplitters are those which have no optical
analogue. An example is the dark state beam splitter, which exploits quantum coherences of the internal
atomic states (Fig 1.6). A three level (lambda) atom interacting with two lasers, one tuned slightly above

and one below resonance gives the possibility of having an eigenstate of the atom-field system which
has no atomic excited state component. The advantage of this is that never being in the excited state, the
atom cannot spontaneously emit and hence does not feel the dissipative force. These states, due to the
Doppler shift of the frequencies of the laser as seen by the moving atom, are not only in a superposition
of ground states, but also a superposition of momentum states

lOeT = cos(d) 
"-iat;- 

t, p - ftk) * sin(d) ei^'l+I, p + hk). (1.6)

where A is the detuning of the lasers from the atomic transition frequency, and the atomic quantum
mechanical state is characterized by its internal atomic state and its momentum p. By overlapping
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two laser beams, the first with a- polarized light and the second with aa polarized light, an atom

traversing the beams can be adiabatically shifted from the l-1,p - frk) state to the l+l,p * fifr) state,

a shift in momentumof Zhk. This process can be repeated over and over again resulting in a significant

transverce momentum shift. A state initially in the superposition state where both terms have the

same transverse momenta,lrb) = 410,0) + bl-1,0) will emerge from crossing the beams in a state

lrb t) -- a10,0) * bei:/l-l,zhk),a coherently split wavefunction where the different stares have different

transverse momenta. 7 is some real number depending upon, among other things the time taken

to traverse the laser beams. This beam splitting technique has been experimentally achieved using

metastable helium with907o coherent momentum transfer, and transverse momentum shifts of 6E& using

three sets of overlapping lasers t351. A related technique involving cooling with these dark states can

be used to obtain temperatures as low as 250 nanoKelvin and coherently split a collection of atoms to

macroscopic (centimetre) separations [8].

Finally, coherent atomic beamsplitters can be used to build atomic interferometers. The advantage of
atomic interferometers over light interferometers is increased sensitivity (- l0l0 increase in gyroscopic

sensitivity for similar geometries), but they also have the disadvantage that current beamsplitters only
give small momentum splittings, so the enclosed areas are significantly less than those for optical

interferometers. Any interferometer generally consists of three elements: the first coherently separates

the beams, the second reverses the direction of their transverse momentum so that they return to the same

position, and the third recombines the beams. The phase difference between the two paths is measured

by observing the interference of the wavefunctions when the two beams recombine. What the phase

difference depends on determines the physical parameter that is being measured. To date, among other

uses, atomic interferometers have measured collisional phase shifts of sodium molecules in neon [36],
the electrical polarizability of sodium [37], the acceleration due to gravity [38], rotational acceleration

[39], the d.c. polarizability of magnesium [40] and the a.c. Stark etrectl4l,42l.

Second Order

Second order atom optics uses a fully quantum tr€atment of the atomic motion, quantizing all of the

internal and external variables. It corresponds to the experiments in light optics where the electromagnetic

field must be quantized. Central to this class and indeed to the thesis is the idea of an atomic cavity,

which is a device that coherently stores atoms so as to retain their wavelike nature. A discussion of
various proposed atomic cavities is left to the next Section and discussed in more detail. Here we will
mention only two of the other major experiments to date in this category.

The first, which is possibly the most exciting area in all of recent physics, is the experimental

verification of the Bose condensation of atoms. Bosons, when cooled to such a low temperature that

their de Broglie wavelength is larger than their physical separation are predicted to all condense into the

lowest quantum mechanical energy state of the trap that contains them. Using a hybrid cooling technique

which first involved laser cooling, and later evaporative techniques in a magnetic trap, the formation of a

Bose condensate has been observed in rubidium-87 atoms. Temperatures as low as 20 nanoKelvin were

obtained, and the condensate lasted for longer than fifteen seconds t43]. A surprising further result is

the more recent observation of Bose-Einstein condensation in lithium-7 atoms, which have a negative
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scattering length t441. It was previously thought that atoms would need a positive scatrering length to
achieve condensation without forming molecules or other non-condensate states.

The second example is the experimental verification of the predictions of quantum chaos. Here, a
cold cloud of atoms was placed in a standing wave whose position was varying with time (cos{ft[c -
Ar sin(c.rt)]]), and the well known quantum chaotic feature known as dynamic localization was observed

1451. To give a simplistic explanation, we note that using classical chaos, if the amplitude of the

oscillations Ac were continually increased it would be expected that the final spreading of atoms would
similarly continue to increase, but due to the fact that in the quantum situation different transitional
amplitudes to states with large momenta destructively interfere the atom is "dynamically localized" to
a confined momentum distribution. This feature was predicted by Graham et al. [46] in a slightly
different setup where the atoms were passed through an oscillating standing wave. Atom optics, having
the features of small (and controllable) dissipation, together with strong potentials that can be rapidly
varied in time, provides an ideal testing ground for quantum chaos.

1.3 Atomic cavities

Atomic cavities are perhaps the archetypal examples of second order experimental atom optics, as their
very purpose is to be able to observe the quantized nature of the external atomic variables. We outline
several of the criteria that we would like an atomic cavity to satisfy, and then comparc various suggested
traps in relation to these criteria. Note that all of the cavities considered here are light induced, and that
there is a second class of cavities in atom optics involving magnetic forces which, if anything, have been
more successful than those using light.

1.3.1 Cavitycharacteristics

The first features essential for an atomic cavity are quantized energy levels and long storage times.
We mention these features together as they are intimately connected. More or less any atom optical
system can be analyzed using a fully quantum mechanical treatment, but for atomic cavities we wish
the quantum mechanical treatment to be the only possible description, and for the quantized, coherent,
wavelike behaviour of the atoms in the system to be experimentally observable. To see that quantized
energy levels and long storage times imply that the description must be quantum mechanical, we use the
energy time uncertainty relationship, a(E)o (t) > h 12, which says that the characteristic time scale o(r)
over which an operator changes its value multiplied by the minimum resolution width in energy o(E)
is always greater than half the value of the reduced Planck's constant P7l. To observe the quantized
motion of the atom in the trap (i.e. that the allowed energies are quantized and not continuous) we must
have the fulfilled conditions that these levels are actually quantized (obviously), but more impoftantly
that we can resolve that quantization. This means that the characteristic decay time a(t) = L /f for an

atom put in a particular mode of the cavity must be so long that the corresponding uncertainty in energy
is reduced well below the difference in energies of two adjacent quantum levels A.E,

l3
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(1.7)

where .E,, is the energy of the zth excitational state in the rap, and f is the rate of decay of the atom from

the mode in which it was initially placed, or equivalently the inverse of the characteristic decay time.

Quantitatively we can define the finesse of the cavity as F = AE lhI. , and we note that the condition for
an atomic cavity to have resolvable quantized energy levels reduces to having the finesse of the cavity

much greater than unity.

Second, we wish to have the possibility of achieving high densities in an atomic cavity, and in

particular to occupy a single mode in the trap by more than one atom. Such a situation opens the

possibility of observing quantum statistical effects, as individual particles cannot be distinguished from

one another, which affects their overall behaviour. For bosons it leads to the recently experimentally

achieved and long sought after Bose-Einstein condensation. ln particular, it should be noted that the

mode of the trap that is excited need not necessarily be the one with the lowest energy. To populate a

state other than the ground state means that we will not be reducing the energy of the atoms as much as

possible, but in contrast we will be reducing their spread around some central mean energy. Similarly,

if we say that a Bose condensate depends on having a low temperaturen then the temperature must be

defined as the extent of the spread around the central energy, not the spread around zero energy. A brick

placed in the freezer and then thrown at some large velocity is not a hot brick, but rather a fast cold brick.l

The number of atoms in a single mode of an atomic cavity is normally limited by atomic collisions.

The third feature desired for a quantum cavity is to have as little interference as possible with the

atoms in the cavity. To measure the properties of the atom that are made available due to their long

storage times (e.g. atomic transitional energies), it is desirable for the atom to be free from any external

forces which will disrupt the properties that we are trying to measure. The ideal cavity then, would be

some kind of box inside which atoms move totally unimpeded until they hit a side of the box, at which

point they would be instantly reflected.

Last, and somewhat obviously, for our atomic cavity we require an input/output mechanism. To

measure the motion of atoms in the cavity we clearly need some way of getting atoms into it, and,

although not as fundamentally necessary, for applications such as an atom laser a coherent output

mechanism is desired.

Before proceeding from here to a discussion of some physical realizations of atomic cavities, we

note that the standard optical Fabry-Pdrot cavity fulfills all of these conditions. For example, finesse

values exceed 107 for visible frequencies, a laser pumped above threshold can have a macroscopic

number of photons in a single mode, mirrors reflect light almost instantaneously, so that the light is

entirely uninterfered with, and input/output mechanisms are easily obtainable using partially reflecting

and transmitting mirrors.

L,E: En*t - E'-> o(E)> h
hf
2

'The credit for coming up with this pithy statement belongs to G.l. Opat and not the author
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1.3.2 Focussed red detuned laser

We shall now discuss atomic cavities formed by light forces. First, we consider a simple trap consisting
of a tightly focussed red detuned laser beam. We have noted previously that the conservative light
force causes atoms to be attracted to regions of high intensity, and as the cen6al focal point of the laser
beam is the position with the largest intensity, we expect atoms near this point to be trapped. Further,
by retroreflecting the laser some degree of cooling due to optical molasses may be achieved, although
this would introduce the extra complexity of a rapidly oscillating potential due to the standing wave
produced. This type of atomic cavity is simply overloaded with difficulties, fulfilling close to none of
our criteria. While it has quantized energy levels, simply because of the fact that it is a bound system,
the rate of loss from such a trap is so great that it seems unlikely that their effect could ever be observed.
The predominant loss rate is due to spontaneous emission, which is large because the atom is constantly
interacting with the laser beam, and hence is atways partially excited. The effect of a spontaneous
emission is not just to eject an atom out of the trap, but more importantly to cause an atom to jump
randomly from one mode to another, destroying the possibility of any coherent atomic motion. For large
detuning, both the probability of spontaneous emission and the depth of the trap are proportional to the
intensity of the laser, and inversely proportional to the detuning, so it is impossible to obtain a trap that is
sufftciently deep while also having a negligible dissipative force. As a resulte, all cavities where the atom
is constantly interacting with the laser light (e.g. magneto-optical traps [48]) have a large dissipative
force. While they are extremely successful at obtaininglargedensities and cold temperatures, they do
not fulfill the criteria for atomic cavities that we require, as the atomic motion is not coherent. For this
reason' we shall only consider cavities formed by light forces for which the atom is predominantly kept
away from the light. In general, this requires a blue detuned laser beam.

1.33 Atomic Fabry-P6rot cavity

The most obvious physical cavities with which to achieve the required criteria are those suggested by
Balykin and Letokhov [6]. The systems they propose correspond exactly to normal light cavities, either
Fabry-Pdrot cavities with only two mirrors or ring cavities with more than two. The atomic mirrors are
created as was described in Section I.2.3,by totally internally reflecting an intense Gaussian mode laser
beam from the internal surface of a concave dielectric crystal, where the dielectric is concave so that the
atom is also trapped in the transverse directions (Fig 1.7). The benefit of using the evanescent waves is
that the reflection mechanism for the atoms is extremely short range, so that the atom travels for the great
majority of the time in the cavity unaffected by extemal forces, except for gravity. The input of atoms
into the cavity is achieved using one dimensional optical molasses, where an initial beam of atoms at
some finite angle to the longitudinal direction is fired toward the cavity to intersect at the same position
as the red-detuned lasers. The interaction with the light removes the transverse velocity of the atomic
beam so that it now lines up with the cavity mode. The longitudinal width of the collimating lasers
can be made significantly less than the total length of the cavity. tf the mirrors are vertical, so that the
cavity is aligned horizontally, then the atoms will soon be accelerated out of the cavity due to gravity.
More sensibly, for a vertically aligned cavity, gravity can be treated as a spatially dependent refractive

15
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Figure 1.7: An atomic Fabry-P6rot cavity. The atomic mirrors are produced using the conservative light
force of the evanescent waves, and the atoms are injected by inserting them at some tangential angle,

then removing their transverse velocities using red-detuned cooling laser beams. Such cavities require

prohibitively large laser powers to be feasible.

index for the atoms. By increasing the atomic velocities gravity will play an increasingly minor role in

the cavity dynamics. While the atomic Fabry-P6rot cavity in other ways fulfills most of the required

criteria, the laser potentials required to reflect atoms with typical velocities need intensities so large as

to be prohibitive, as was mentioned in Section 1.2.3. This makes a caviry such as suggested here for the

present impractical.

1.3.4 Atomic trampoline cavity

Alternatively, we could consider a cavity involving only one mirror, with the upper mirror replaced by

gravity, which bends the atomic trajectories so that the atoms return and bounce on the lower mirror
repeatedly (Fig 1.8). The major advirntage of such a cavity over that suggested by Balykin and Letokhov

is that the atomic velocities are smaller, and consequently the laser powers required to reflect the atoms

are not so prohibitive. A first demonstration of such an "atomic trampoline cavity" was performed

by Kxevich et al. [49]. They dropped sodium atoms onto an evanescent mirror after cooling them

in a magneto-optical trap, and after reflection caught them again in the trapping region. Reflection

efficiencies were extremely low (O.03Vo), mainly because the dielectric causing the evanescent wave was

planar, so any initial trirnsverse velocity or positional spread was accentuated by the interaction with the

evanescent light field. With no trapping in the transverse directions, the transverse atomic modes were

not quantized. As was suggested by these authors, such a situation can be remedied by totally internally
reflecting the laser from a concave dielectric, so that atoms spread away from the central vertical axis feel
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Figure 1.8: An atomic trampoline cavity. Gravity plays the role of the upper mirror by reflecting the
atomic trajectories. This cavity has the advantage of only requiring feasible laser powers.

a restoring force due to their interaction with the light. Such a configuration does have quantized modes
in all three dimensions. Assuming the potential due to the evanescent wave to be infinitely steep rather
than exponentially decaying these modes were calculated by Wallis et al. [501. Using such a curved
dielectric crystal, but otherwise a similar setup to Kasevich et al.. nitial experiments reported observing
up to a few bounces [5], 52]. More recently, as many as eight bounces for cesium were observed by
Aminoffer al. [53].

The atomic trampoline fulfills the majority of our requircments for a cavity. It cleady has quantized
energy levels (AE/ h - l25s-t for bounce heights of 3mm and using pararneters for cesium) and long
life times (r = 0.1 seconds), although at present lifetimes are not long enough to observe the quantized
nature of the modes. As with those cavities where the atom constantly interacts with the light field, the
depth of the potential depends linearly on the intensity and is inversely proportional to the detuning,
and the rate of spontaneous emission depends inversely on the detuning. In contrast, though, the rate of
spontaneous emission does not depend on the intensity of the laser at all. This means that the conservative
force can be made to dominate over the dissipativeforce by increasing the detuning (which will decrease
the rate of spontaneous emission and the depth of the potential), and increasing the intensity of the laser
(which will only increase the depth of the potential). For the majority of the time the atom is in the cavity,
it is unaffected by extemal forces other than gravity. The input mechanism is simple: a magneto-optical
trap. A continuous input mechanism or a coherent output would prezumably be possible although no
suggestions have been made to date.

l7
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Figure 1.9: Cross Sections of atomic cavities produced by a cone (left) and a pyramid (right) hollowed

out of a dielectric crystal. Because of the sharp point at the bottom, the laser light will be more likely

to totally internally reflect for narrow and deep trap configurations, resulting in significant transverse

confinement.

1.3.5 Conal and pyramidal cavities

A disadvantage of the atomic trampoline cavity is the limited degree of transverse trapping. One might

have thought that transverse trapping strenglh could be improved by decreasing the radius of curvature

of the concave reflecting surface, and hollowing out more of the dielectric crystal. Unfortunately,

such a configuration no longer presents a geometry capable of totally internally reflect the laser beam.

The confining potential in the transverse directions for a realistic cavity will be weak. For the atomic

trampoline cavity, the shallower the dielectric concave surface the better. In contrast to this, Dowling

and Gea-Banacloche have proposed an atomic cavity for which it is advantageous to have a deeper and

narrower reflecting surface [54]. The configuration they suggest consists of a pyramidal or a cone-shaped

hollow in a dielectric, which by virtue of the sharp point at its lowest vertical position is more likely to

totally internally reflect a laser beam if the cavity's geometry is deep and narrow (Frg 1.9). The totally

intemally reflected laser beam creates an evanescent potential that reflects atoms away from the crystal

surface. This configuration has all the advantages of the atomic trampoline cavity (with the exception

perhaps of the atoms not being quite so easy to probe with a laser beam), which together with the tighter

confinement in the transverse directions can yield atomic densities significantly larger than the atomic

trampoline cavity. Together with cooling mechanisms which utilize both atomic state changes so that

the velocity of the atom coming up out of the cavity is not as large as that going in, and momentum

changes due to the atoms predominantly absorbing photons when travelling upwards so that on average

the atomic velocity is slowed, densities and temperatures approirching those needed for Bose-Einstein

condensation are predicted t55]. It should be noted also that coherence times more than an order of

magnitude larger than those in the atomic trampoline cavity have been obtained by trapping bouncing

atoms between two sheets of blue detuned light in a "V"-type configuration [56].

I'
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Figure l.l0: The cross Section (left) and external setup (right) for an atomic cavity made from a hollow
optical fibre. Sending light through the external region creates an evanescent wave inside the fibre which

confines the transverse motion of the atoms.

1.3.6 Hollow optical fibre cavity

The last type of cavity we shall consider in this (clearly non-exhaustive) treatment is that consisting of
a hollow optical fibre [57]. Sending blue-detuned light down the external region of the fibre creates

an evanescent potential in the central hole, which confines the atoms in the transverse directions. Due

to the fibre's flexibility, its shape can be adjusted to practically any geometry, either static or dynamic.

Including the effects of gravity on a static fibre bent into a cycloid shape results in an atomic Hamiltonian
which for lower order modes has the same form as an one dimensional harmonic oscillator [58]. Using

a dynamic ,urangement, with the curve of the fibre being gradually flattened, allows the possibility of
adiabatic cooling mechanisms. A first demonstration of such a cavity, in which there was no evanescent

wave and atoms were reflected off the inner surface of the hollow optical fibre showed evidence of up

to l8 reflections [59]. Other theoretical ideas utilizing such a device include creating a cavity within the

fibre itselfby stepping the evanescent potential [60]. For a short length of the tube the potential from
the evanescent field would be different from that along the rest of the length, perhaps by adjusting the

thickness of the glass circumference. Atoms with de Broglie wavelengths very different from the length
of the stepped potential will be reflected, while atoms with wavelengths similar to the inner cavity length

will be supported and transmitted.

1,4 Strucfure of the thesis

This thesis presents a detailed examination of the atomic trampoline cavity, its structure, its features and

its applications. Initially in Chapter 2 we consider the three dimensional configuration of the cavity,

and use the adiabatic approximation and the large detuning limit to simplify the mathematical form as

much as possible. Various complicating factors such as spontaneous emission or inter-atomic collisions

are then noted, and the limits in which they can be neglected are outlined. We then study the quantum

l9

Cycloid tube cavity

Evanescant Field
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mechanical modes of the system when it is reduced to its most simpleform: a one dimensional situation

where because of its short range the evanescent potential is considered to be infinitely steep rather

than exponentially decaying. The complexity of the system is gradually increased, introducing first

the exponentially decaying potential and then the three spatial dimensions. The effect on the mode

structure of each of these added complications is observed. We describe an extremely successful recent

experimental realization of the atomic trampolinecavity in orderto give someideaof physical parameters,

together with some novel suggestions for increasing the evanescent wave intensity, and detecting the

number of atoms bouncing in the cavity. Finally, as the atomic trampoline cavity is not merely useful

for storing atoms in a way that retains their wavelike nature, we look at two possible applications, one

involving atomic interferometry, and the second quantum chaos.

While much of Chapter 2 is not original work, it is included so that the thesis is to some approximation

self contained. The following three Chapters consider three different facets of the atomic trampoline

cavity in detail. ln general, each Chapter's structure is divided into four parts. First, we describe the

particular facet of the cavity under examination, second, we outline the methodology by which we have

approached the problem, third, we show the mathematical machinery by which the problem is solved,

and last we present and discuss the results from the analysis. The three facets of the atomic trampoline

cavity examined are as follows.

ln Chapter 3, we discuss the quantum dynamics of atoms in the atomic trampoline cavity. As opposed

to a classical treatment where the motion of the atoms is considered ballistically, we start our atom with a

given spread in momentum and position space, and determine the time evolution of the atom by a direct

calculation of the time dependent Schr6dinger equation.

Chapter 4 considers the effect of spontaneous emission. The effect of this dissipative force using

a classical analysis was considered briefly in Chapter 2. In this Chapter we extend to the "quantum"

situation, first deriving the modes in the cavity are first derived (including the effect of the exponentially

decaying potential), and then calculating the fraction of each mode in the excited state. This fraction,

multiplied by the spontaneous emission rate, gives the decay rate for the mode, or the linewidth due to

spontaneous emission. Using these analytical results, it is possible to evaluate various critical parameters

such as the cavity finesse and 8.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the effect of measurement. We use a novel detection mechanism for the atom

in the cavity which involves measuring the phase of the laser that is creating the evanescent potential.

We consider a setup similar to that of the previous Chapters, but where the light field is confined to

a ring cavity. The phase change due to the interaction between the evanescent wave and the atom is

accumulated, and a correlated state builds between the phase of the light field and the energy of the atom.

Measurement of the phase of the light field gives information about the atom and reduces its wavepacket.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarise the results obtained and suggest some possible extensions and

further experiments.



Chapter 2

The atomic trampoline cavity

Give us the tools, andwe wiIIfinish the job.

Winston Churchill, Radio broadcast addressing President Roosevelt, l94l

The atomic trampoline cavity, which was outlined qualitatively in Section I .3.4, forms the basis of our

discussion in this Chapter. We first outline its configuration (2.1), and discuss various approximations

that can be made to simplify its analysis (2.1.1 -- 2,1.2), namely the adiabatic approximation and

the limit of large detuning. ln Section 2.2 we analyze some of the complicating factors which were

neglected in the simple first formalism considered. Particular attention is paid to spontaneous emission,

with other factors being given a cursory treatment. Section 2.3 analyzes the system both classically and

quantum mechanically in one vertical dimension, starting with the gravitational potential alone, then the

evanescent potential alone, and finally treating the combined potentials. Section 2.4 shifts to a more
complete picture involving all three dimensions, giving an analysis of classical stability, and then briefly
noting the techniques used to solve for the eigenfunctions of the three dimensional Hamiltonian if the

evanescent wave is considered to be infinitely steep rather than exponentially decaying. Section 2.5

explains the experimental realities of the system, first describing a recent successful experiment using

the trampoline cavity, then discussing various methods for enhancing the evanescent wave, and noting

an elegant non-destructive detection mechanism for the atoms. Finally, in Section 2.6 we discuss some

applications of the trampoline cavity: atomic interferometry and chaos.

2.L Configuration

The configuration we consider consists of an intense Gaussian mode laser beam, perpendicularly

polarized with respect to the incident plane, which is totally internally reflected off the internal surface

of a dielectric crystal (Fig 2.1). This creates an evanescent wave extending from the crystal surface into
the vacuum above it, and is characterizedby a maximum amplitude €"n, and a characteristic decay length

I I x. The amplitude of the evanescent wave is related to the incident amplitude of the laser e 1n by [61 ]

2l

(2.r)
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Two Level Atomso
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of the configuration for the stable gravitational cavity

and the characteristic decay length is given by

(2.2)

where n is the refractive index of the dielectric crystal, A is the optical wavelength, and d is the angle

of incidence of the laser. Tlvo level atoms are cooled and confined in an optical trap, so that when it
is turned off, they fall under the influence of gravity, and are accelerated down to the region where the

light field is intense. Treating the field classically and the internal and external atomic variables quantum

mechanically, the Hamiltonian for this system is given by

E : E^tom* trIinteracrion, (2.3',)

where

JT"tot

-Eintcraction

p2

2*+ twooz + rngz

-d. [o.,-E*(r,t)* o-E(r,t)] .

(2.4)

(2.s)

Evanescant Wave

Iluto,o is the atomic term in the Hamiltonian, and has variables of the atomic momentum p, the atomic

mass rn, the gravitational constant g, the vertical position operator z, the energy level population operator

or, and the atomic transition frequency ar6. The interaction term -Elinjsras6on, has additional variables

of the dipole moment of the atom d, the electric field E(r, t) at position r and time t, and aa and

o-, respectively the atomic raising and lowering operators. More specifically, writing lg) and le) as

the ground and excited states of the two level atom, the atomic operators are defined by o- : lg)("1,
aa = le) (gl and o, = (le)(el - lgl (gl) lZ, and obey the commutation relationships
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[o+,o-] = 2o"

lo+,o"1 = To*.

n, = #* h.6ou * mgz- d. [o1E. (r,t)e-;.t't f o-E(r, t)ei,r,tf ,

(2.6)

(2.7)

Note that when we quantize the electromagnetic field there will be an extra term in the Hamiltonian
involving the energy of the field, but at present this energy is constant and hence can be defined as zero.

Before continuing, it is convenient to transform to an interaction picture, with a frame of reference

rotating at the laser frequency et,. Writing fl = Eo f V where Ho = hw1o" gives an interaction
Hamiltonian

(2.8)

where 5 = uo - c.r; is the detuning of the laser frequency from the atomic transition frequency.

ff we were using a plane crystal, then the electric field due to the evanescent wave would have the
forml

(*)'] "-iwr'I,
(2.e)

where b)s, uv are the waist dimensions of the beam at the crystal in the c-y plane and rc is the decay
constant in the z-direction. ln order to obtain stable trajectories and quantized modes in the transverse
directions, we totally internally reflect the laser off the surface of a concave crystal, with radius of
curvature r?. The vertical position z must then be replaced by z, where

z' = z-

! z_

ftz-(szlyz)

(2.10)

for (x2 + yz) < 42. The approximation is exact if we replace the spherical curvature with a quadratic

curvature. Note that the transverse spatial dimensions of the concave reflecting surface must be much
smaller than the radius of curvature of the crystal surface, otherwise the light from the laser will not
be totally internally reflected. Likewise, we assume that the total internal reflection angle $ changes

negligibly over the reflecting surface, so that rc and le", f einl are the same at all positions on the crysral
surface. Qualitatively we say the trap is shallow and broad, and quantitatively we write the field as

E(r, r) = €ev exp 

l-," 
- (*)' -

[^B -
1

2n\-
2 + y2),

E(r, r) = €ev eXp l-*" * (+ -1) ,, +L r2-R ,?)' '

Defining the Rabi frequency of the system as

(" l\,.| -i,.,(tE - 4)")e-'lult ' (2.tr)

rNotethattheelectricfieldhasaterme-i&"'omitted. 
Thistermrepresentsthefactthattheelectricfieldisatravellingwave

in the positive r direction, because the x f z plane is the plane of incidence of the laser. As we shall in general be concemed
with the limit where the momentum recoil in this transverse direction is almost immediately compensated by the recoil due to
emission, this exponential term is neglected.
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and the maximum Rabi frequency

,r(r) - f lt{r, t)e+t'rt.d1,

,lr, = fr1..".a|,

^n(s)lj(s)) = e;(s) lj(s)).

The adiabatic theorem [62] then states that

lim
?-oo
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(2.r2)

(2.13)

(2.r4\

(2.1s)

(2.t6)

we find

,r(") - u1"exp 
[-., 

* (*- h).,- (* - +) r]
Using this notation the interaction Hamiltonian becomes

', 
= *+ h6o" + rnsz- *'t,", [o1 + a-] '

An imponant point to note is the difference in the length scales on which the various terms in the

Hamiltonian are significant. Using typical bounce heights of the order of millimetres, the evanescent

potential is significant only for very small vertical positions above the crystal, of the order of micrometres,

and over these distances the gravitational potential can be considered essentially constant. For the regions

which have vertical positions above this the gravitational potential is significant, but the evanescent wave

is negligible. This separation of the scales is used repeatedly in the following Sections to simplify

calculations that othenvise would have been analytically intractable.

2.1.1 The adiabatic approximation

Our analysis and understanding of the atomic motion in the cavity is simplified by using the adiabatic

approximation. This approximation assumes that if the atom is travelling slowly enough and the

potential varying slowly enough, the atom remains at all times in the eigenstate that evolves from its

original eigenstate. In this Section, we first outline the formalism of the adiabatic approximation and the

condition for it to be valid, and then apply the formalism to our system of the atomic trampoline cavity.

Formalism

We consider a system where the Hamiltonian changes with time, over a period ? from time to to t 1 . We

write the Hamiltonian II(s) and the time evolution operator Ur("), as functions of the dimensionless

parametric variable s = (t - to)lT. The adiabatic approximation corresponds to the long time limit

when the period becomes very large, ? --+ oo, so that the Hamiltonian changes infinitely slowly. Let the

instantaneous eigenstates and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian be given by

ur(s)= 
T"*o { + lo" 

e5l)ds,} Ur")){ito)t, (2.r7)
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so that, for example if the system starts off in an eigenstate of the initial Hamiltonian it will at any later
time be in the eigenstate of the new Hamiltonian which has evolved from the initial eigenstate. To show

this, we simply define an additional evolution operator UeG) where

Ur(s) = AUt(s), (2.r8)

and A is the unitary transformation A = Dt lr("))U(0)1. Substituting this into the differential equation

for the time evolution operator,

(2.20)

where HA : AI E A. Given that the Hamiltonian and hence the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are well
behaved, the first term in the square brackets will become dominant over the second as ? becomes large,
so that we can write

fl
ih *U7g) = ?fl(s)Ur(s),

we obtain a differential equation for U1(s),

,;nftu eG) = lr 
a n - thA, K] u nG)

/$ u,r(s) = Qr(s),

where Qr(s) obeys the differential equation

._a
ffi *6r(s) = THtdr(s),

and the initial condition dT(O) = l. Solving this differential equation gives

dr(s) = 
T"*o { + lo e1e)d,s,} Utot)trtolt

(2.te)

(2.2r)

(2.22\

(2.23)

which when substituted into Eq. (2.18) returns the adiabatic theorem.

The Hamiltonian is of course not altered infinitely slowly, and so the crucial question is to what extent
the approximation remains true when the Hamiltonian is varied over a long but still finite time period.
In Appendix A we show that the probability of an atom initially in state lz(0)) being in srate lj(t)) at

time t, (where i I j and the eigenstates are now labeled by the actual time rather than the parametric
variable s) is much less than unity, and hence negligible, if the amount the Hamiltonian changes in one

Bohr period (r;'), is much smaller than the energy difference fir.r;; between the states,

lw;t q11t11ar latli(il)l K hw;i. (2.24)

If this condition is fulfilled then the adiabatic approximation is valid and the complexity of the analysis

of the system is significantly reduced.
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Application

The Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2.15, is not time dependent; but an atom moving through a spatially

varying potential has clear similarities to a stationary atom in a time dependent potential, with the speed

of the atom's movement and the spatial rate of variation of the potential corresponding to the rate of
change of the time dependent Hamiltonian. Hence we can use the adiabatic approximation to simplify
the dynamics of the atoms in the trampoline cavity.

If for the moment we consider all of the Hamiltonian except the kinetic energy tem, (p2lzrn), it is
possible to diagonalize the remaining terms evaluated at each position r, resulting in a dressed state basis

[63], with

l+) = sino(r)ls)*coso(r)le)

l-) = cos@(r)ls)-sino(r)le),

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.2e)

where

cos2O(r) =

sin2@(r) =

-6
n(")
,r(")
Q(")'

and

Cl(r) =

We find the energy eigenvalues of the l+) ana l-) states to be

(2.30)

Note that both the eigenstates and the eigenvalues depend on the Rabi frequency at that particular
position. When there is no field, the bare atomic state that the dressed state l+) corresponds to depends

onthedetuning6. If 6 ) 0,thencos20- -l,socos@= 0,andl+) = lg).Similarly,if 6 < 0,

then cos2@ = l, and cos@ = l, so l*) = le). The only term in the expression for the potential that

contributes to a force on the atom in the region where the electric field is constant is the gravitational

term. We can express the entire Hamiltonian in a new form, -Il = 1p2 /2m) * V(r), where

v(r) = Ea(r)l+)(+l+ r-1"11-11-1.

E*(") , Q(r) rn

h -= Z aEgz.

(2.3r)

It is important to remember that as well as the dressed energies, the dressed states as functions of the

bare atomic states also depend on position. Ignoring transverse effects, in Fig 2.2 we have plotted the

eigenenergies as a function of the position along the vertical axis, for a field that is bluedetuned with
respect to the atomic transition frequency. If an atom is initially well out of the evanescent wave and in

the ground state, (or similarly the l*) state), it will fall due to the gravitational force until it interacts with

dz 1 c..,1(r)2
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Eo(0)
2

Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of the energy levels corresponding to the two dressed states l+) and

l-) u. a function of their vertical position along the vertical axis, for a field that is blue-detuned with
respect to the atomic transition frequency. Note that this diagram is clearly not to scale.

the evanescent wave. Given that it remains in the l*) dressed state, and that its velocity is not so large

that it strikes the surface of the crystal, it will feel a repulsive force repelling it away from the crystal

surface. That is, the atom will repeatedly bounce on the crystal surface as if on a trampoline. ln conffast,

if the atom is in the excited state and it does not spontaneously emit, the interaction with the evanescent

wave causes it to suffer an attractive potential accelerating it towards the crystal surface.

Some physical understanding about the adiabatic approximation, and its application in this situation
can be gained by analyzing an atom "nailed down" at a particular position in an electric field whose

amplitude is varying with time. This argument is supposed to give an intuitive understanding of what

the adiabatic approximation means and it neither is nor is intended to be rigorous. The Hamiltonian
describing such a system can be written as

27

ho(o)
7

Ht = h6o" - *rr(t) [o+ + a-] , (2.32')

where there is no kinetic energy term as the atom is stationary, and the Rabi frequency is now dependent

on time. The instantaneous eigenstates and eigenenergies for this system have already been calculated

above, except that here we have excluded the already diagonalized gravitational term. In the case of no

electric field, if the atom initially is in the ground state, it will remain there as this is an eigenstate of the

total Hamiltonian. If an electric field is switched on instantaneously at time t1, after which it remains

constant for a a time, the Rabi frequency will be non-zero, and the state of the atom lf (t)) will oscillate

in phase space around the dressed state corresponding to that Rabi frequency ultr). llo see this, we

note that as a function of time,
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lrl(t)) = cos t"-;o+t/ft1*),, * sin @"-;E-'/hl-1,,. (2.33)

where the dressed states arc labeled by their Rabi frequency. For small r.r1(t1), the modulus squared of
theinnerproduct l(+l{(t))|'z- I - ?ta(r)16 isclosetounityandindependentof time. If atalater

second time 12, the electric field is again changed instantaneously, the atomic state starts to oscillate

around the new dressed state coresponding to the new Rabi frequency. If we consider replacing the one

big jump in the amplitude of the electric field with many small increments, so that the Rabi frequency

changes from 0 to e(tz) in several small instantaneous jumps, at each step the state of the system will
oscillate around the dressed state at that time, and we can understand the evolution as a competition

between two rates. First, there is the rate at which the system oscillates around the dressed state, given

by lEalkl = QlZ. Second, there is the rate at which the dressed state corresponding to each Rabi

frequency is changing. As this is not a rigorous argument, it is not particularly important how we define

the difference between two states, which we intend to take the time derivative of to show how quickly

the dressed states are changing. The definition used here is that the difference between two states la)
and lb) is given by /l - l(olb)12, which yields a rate of change of the dressed state as

(2.34)

forcul(t) < d. If the rate of oscillations is much greaterthan this latter rate, then the amplirude of
the oscillations around the dressed state will remain small, and the adiabatic approximation is valid. If,
however, the states are changing faster than the oscillation rate, the state of the system will not "keep

up" with the changing dressed state, and then the approximation is not valid. Note here that the rates we

have evaluated algebraically depend on the atom initially being in the ground state.

Returning to our original system and Hamiltonian, the question is to what extent an atom will remain

in a particular dressed state. We shall consider a classical atom (in the sense that its position and

momentum are both well defined) confined to the vertical axis, which is travelling at velocity o and is at

position z. The rate of change of the Hamiltonian (in this case the potential) is given by

0V dz

0z dt

Using this type of approach the atom moving through a time independent potential is equivalent to a
stationary atom in a time varying potential. For an atom initially in the l*) dressed state, the adiabatic

approximation will be valid if

av
=a-oz

lr.,tl u(-lav I a 4+)l K h.u4-,

where ho+.- = E+(") - E-(z) = nQG).After some simple calculations we find

(-llvl0zl+l = Ea(z)(+l *,n+ E-(z)(- tftt+l

= o(z) [coso(")ry - sinot,)S],

0v
-=0t

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)
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so the condition for the adiabatic approximation to hold is

29

< ct(")' (2.39)

Recalling the earlier picnrre where the continuous change in the Hamiltonian was viewed as a large
number of small instantaneous jumps, we note that the condition we have derived here corresponds to
that interpretation of the competing rates. The rate at which a state different from the dressed state rotates
around the dressed state was given by O/2, which is half the value on the right hand side of Eq. (2.39),
and we saw that for the system to remain close to the instantaneous dressed state this rate had to be much
larger than the rate at which the dressed state coresponding to each Rabi frequency was changing. This
Iatter rate is given by

*, (#) " #*sin2@(z) = l, |"",o(")ql# *,rq,l$], e.4o)

where the approximation is valid if ar1 is small compared to the detuning. This rate corresponds to half
the magnitude of the left hand side of Eq. (2.39) as the rates that we determined were based on the initial
state being the ground state, and for the ground state sin @(z) is zero.

We now wish to establish whether the adiabatic approximation is valid for typical parameters of our
system' Using a simpleorder of magnitude calculation, we have the maximum velocity of the atom
is approximately a - {zgt{o, where zfi is ttre maximum bounce height of the atom. The cos O and
sin @ terms have magnitudes of order unity, and their dependence can change from one to zero on a
spatial scale of order I f n. This gives the value of the term in the square brackets to within an order
of magnirude as K' Noting that ff(r) is alrv!.ys greater than the detuning 6, we find that the adiabatic
approximation will certainly be valid it tf ZgSn ( 6. For bounce heights of the order of millimetres,
and the evanescent wave on the scale of hundreds of nanometres, we find that the detuning must be much
larger than several megahertz. As a typical detuning for these atomic trampoline cavities is of the order
of a gigahertz this condition is easily satisfied.

2,1.2 The limit of large detuning

The limit of large detuning is interesting and useful for two reasons. First, the larger the detuning, the
smaller the proportion of the atomic wavefunction in the excited state, and so the smaller the effect of
spontaneous emissions. Second, the limit of large detuning reduces the mathematical complexity of the
potential's spatial dependence. To be in this limit, the Rabi frequency must be much smaller than the
detuning for all positions where the atomic wavefunction is non-negligible. For an atom of external
energy E, a blue detuned light field and the atom initially in the l*) dressed state, the maximum value
of the Rabi frequency corresponds approximately to the bottom classical turning point, 2fi, which from
Eq. (2.30) is defined as

l, ["* 
@(")4#@ - .in o(")%;o(4]

ryP *mszf;o= B. (2.4r)
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If at this position the Rabi frequency is much smallerthan the detuning, the same will be true of all other

positions, and the limit of large detuning is valid. This is equivalent to the condition2E < h6. Using
parameters for the cesium atom, and bounce heights of the order of millimetres the large detuning limit
will be valid for detunings much greater than hundreds of megahertz.

Assuming the large detuning limit we can write

Ignoring the constant terms, the potential of the l*) dressed state is simply described by two terms. One

corresponds to the gravitational force, which is linear in a and accelerates the atoms downwards in the
absence of other forces. The other term corresponds to the dipole interaction between the atom and the
light field, and is directly proportional to the intensity of the light at position r.

ln this limit of large detuning the proportion of the atom in the upper state at any position is small.
As a.'1(r) ( 6, to second order in u1(t) I 6, we write

a(r) = o *+,
which gives the energy eigenvalues for the dressed states as

E+(") = ry-ry*msz
E-(") = -ry-w+rnsz.

cos2@(r) = -t +'#!
sin2@(r) ! +,

so O(r) x r 12 - w1(r) 126, and substituting into 84. Q.25) and Eq. (2.26) gives

r+) = ('-#) rnr*#'",

l-) = +ffw-('-#) ,.,

(2.42\

(2.43)

(2.M)

(2.4s)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

As r,.r1(r) < 6, there is a very small probability that the excited state is populated. Despite this, the atom

still feels a significant force due to its interaction with the field, as is seen in Eq. (2.43). The form of
the evanescent potential has a simple interpretation in terms of the bare atomic states. The excited state

population for the l+) dresseO state is given by P" = ul1462, and when the atom is excited it absorbs

photons with energy frd greater than that of the excited atom. Ignoring constant terms, the energy excess

P"fr,6 is precisely the conservative potential felt by an atom in the l*) state. Physically, we attribute this

force to the atom regularly absorbing and almost instantaneously stimulatedly emitting a photon. The

kicks in momentumfrom the absorbed and emitted photons produce a resultant force on the atom which
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for a blue detuned light field repels the atom away from the crystal surface. Similarly, by absorbing and

re-emitting many photons the atom retards the phase of the light field that causes the evanescent wave.

From now on, unless explicitly stated, we shall consider the atom to be in the l*) dressed state at all
times, and also assume that the the light field detuning is large and positive, so that for low energies an
atom is trapped by the gravitational and evanescent potentials.

2.2 Complicatingfactors

The situation is not nearly as simple as was presented in the previous Section. There are many factors
which have a tendency to destroy the coherent evolution described by the potentials in Eq. (2.43) nd
Eq- (2.M). First, there are technical experimental considerations. Up to this point, the atomic motion
has been considered to be in a vacuum, with the only light coming from the evanescent wave, and with a
crystal that is perfectly smooth and motionless. An experimental realization will of course not be so ideal.
Atoms bouncing in the cavity will collide with other atoms which are not, causing them to be ejected
from the cavity, or to have their motion significantly altered. Stray light from the laser which reflects
off other experimental apparatus, or is not totally internally reflected due to crystal surface irregularities
will excite the atom in a way different to that analyzeA, and once again alter the atomic motion. Last, an
irregular or moving crystal surface will alter the evanescent wave.

Admittedly these are merely technical problems, and one might hope that a better vacuum, a better
crystal, a better experimental apparatus and a better experimentalist would reduce them to negligible
Ievels. There exist, however, fundamental differences between the previous analysis and what a*ually
occurs in the atomic trampoline cavity, which even ideal experimental equipment and an ideal experi-
menter would not be able to avoid. The first is spontaneous emission; for an atom even partially in the
excited state there is a probability that it will spontaneously emit a photon and have its coherent motion
destroyed. Second, there is van der Waal's force, which causes an atom close to a dielectric surface to be
attracted towards it. Third, there are collisions with other atoms that are bouncing in the cavity. Finally,
there is laser noise: the laser is not an ideal semiclassical travelling wave, with perfectly defined phase
and amplitude. This Section is devoted to discussing these complicating factors.

2.2.1 Spontaneousemission

A detailed discussion of the effect spontaneous emission has on the atoms in the atomic trampoline cavity
in the quantum situation will be given in Chapter 4. Here we shall outline a semiclassical model, and
report the results of some semiclassical simulations.

Probability of a spontaneous emission

The probability of an atom at some particular well defined location spontaneously emitting is proportional
to the fraction of the atom in the excited state.

31
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where'y is the spontaneous emission rate of an excited atom. For an atom in the l*) dressed state, the

probability of an emission is small as most of the atom is in the ground state. To obtain some intuitive
understanding of the effects of spontaneous emission, we derive some simple one dimensional classical

results for an atom bouncing on an evanescent wave. We neglect non-adiabatic transitions so that the

atom always remains in the l*) state, and assume the atom to have well defined position and momentum.

For an atom with mass rn constrained to one dimension and under the influence of gravity, bouncing

on an evanescent wave with characteristic distance l/rc, Rabi frequency at z = 0 of o;1^r, and angular

frequency detuned by d from the atomic transition frequency, where 6 > E lh,.E being the total external

energy of the atom, the potential the atom suffers is given by Eq. (2.43) as

where the constant terms have been neglected. We consider a situation where the energy .E of the atom

is so large that there exists a position ze which with reference to the evanescent wave is a large distance

away

zo ) r-1, (2.51)

while with reference to the gravitational potential is indistinguishable from the crystal surface,

pr2 a-2xzV(z)-t*msz,

TEzoKzfu= *g.

,, = 
Ioouo".^t 

PEQU))d't.

(2.50)

(2.s2)

Considering the atom to be instantaneously reflected by the evanescent wave at z = 0, which can be

justified by the previous assumption, as the majority of the time the atom is bouncing in the region above

z0 where the evanescent wave is negligible, we can easily calculate the period ? of its motion

(2.s3)

At any time in the evolution, the probability of a spontaneous emission is the proportion of the atom

in the excited state PE(z(l)) multiplied by the rate of spontaneous emission 7, so the probability of a
spontaneous emission in one bounce P1 is

(2.54)

Spontaneous emission will only occur while the atom is partially excited: that is within the evanescent

field. An integration from the time when the atom was at position zs travelling towards the crystal, to the

time at z6 travelling away will give an extremely similar result to an integral over the entire bounce time.

Further, as the motion between zs and the bottom classical turning point is only due to the evanescent

potential, we can replace the integral over the duration of the bounce by one over all time where we ignore

the effects of gravity and suppose that the atom approaches the mirror along a flat potential. Converting

the integral to one over z using Eq. (2.81), and substituting Ps(z(t)) = cos2 O(z), we find

2E
-----i.
rng'
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Pr=#, (2.55)

by dividing the probability of a

(2.s6)

Finally, we calculate the average rate of spontaneous emission F
spontaneous emission in one bounce by the time for one bounce

mg'l
' = zki;'

So, if we have a large number of atoms with the same energy .0, and the only way they can leave the
cavity is via spontaneous emission, then the fraction of atoms left after a time t will on average be e-Ft.
The quantity F is thus in some sense similarto a mode linewidth. This quantity is independent of energy,

which can be understood as follows. The probability of spontaneous emission on each bounce increases
with the depth of penetration into the evanescent field and thus with the atomic energy. However, the
time between bounces also increases with energy and does so in such a way that the decay probability per
unit time remains constant. Given the approximations we have made, these two competing tendencies
exactly cancel to give a linewidth independent of energy. Using parameters for cesium and a detuning
of 1.9GHz Eq. (2.56) gives a characteristic decay time of 30ms. Note that this is not the timescale of
the atomic cavity alone, as an atom may well spontaneously emit and still remain confined to the cavity.
Rather, it is the time scale of the coherent motion of atoms within the cavitv.

Broadening effects of spontaneous emission

If a spontaneous emission occurs then the atom receives a recoil momentum kick that can be determined
from the direction of the spontaneously emitted photon. The probability of the photon being emitted in
a particular direction depends on the characteristics of the light field, so that for a circularly polarized
light field the probabiliry of an emission into any given infinitesimal solid angle dO is given by t6al

Pr[emission into dO] = frtl + cos2 g)ddt, (2.s7)

where 0 is the angle between the direction of the spontaneously emitted photon and the incidentradiation.
For a linearly polarized light field [64],

Pr[emission into dO] : fr sin2 R dA, (2.5g)

where p is the angle between the polarization direction of the light field and the wave vector of the
emitted light.

The dispersive effect of a spontaneous emission is twofold. Not only does it give the atom a
momentum recoil kick in some random direction, but it also removes the atom from the dressed state,
because immediately after a spontaneous emission we know that the atom must be in the ground state.
This ground state can be written as a superposition of dressed srates, lg) = sin@(r)l+)+ cos@(r)l-),
but the different scalar potentials will immediately cause the l*) dressed state part to be repelled from
the crystal surface, and the l-) state to be attracted towards it.

mE
2
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Seifert et al. |51studied the effects of this dispersive mechanism both experimentally and theoret-

ically for metastable argon atoms reflecting off an evanescent wave at glancing incidence. They found

that while the effects of momentum recoil due to spontaneous emission spread the atomic distribution

slightly, changes of state and the consequent dispersive evolution produced a very significant broadening.

We present an analogous analysis, except that we consider the atomic motion to be similar to that of
atoms in the atomic trampoline cavity, so that rather than glancing incidence angles we consider near

vertical incidence angles.

For our semiclassical simulation, we make several approximations. First we assume that the mo-

mentum and position of the atom are both well defined at all times. Second, we assume that the atom

is travelling slowly enough that the adiabatic approximation is valid, so that if the atom enters the

evanescent wave in a l+) state, it will stay in a l*) state, feeling a repulsive force due to the positively

detuned light field. If a spontaneous emission occuts, we know the atom must then be in the ground

state, which we can write as a superposition of l+) ana l-) states. Our last approximation is to neglect

the coherences between these l*) and l-) states, by making a probabilistic choice at each spontaneous

emission, thus resolving the atom to be in either the l*) or l-) state.

In the region where the evanescent wave is negligible, the evolution of the atom is exactly the same as

for Galilean kinematics. In the evanescent wave, the force on the atom is F = -V(E+), depending on

whether the atom is in the l+) or l- ) state. We determine whether a spontaneous emission has occurred

by evolving the atom over a short time dt, and then comparing the probability of a spontaneous emission

in that time period with a random number between 0 and I . lf P4dt is greater than the chosen random

number, where P" is the probability the atom is in the excited state, and 7 is the rate of spontaneous

emissions for an excited atom, then a spontaneous emission is deemed to have occurred. When this

happens, the atom gets a kick in momentum that can be determined from the momentum direction of the

spontaneously emitted photon, which is chosen randomly, with weighting depending on the polarization

of the laser causing the evanescent wave. These weightings have an overall negligible effect as compared

to the situation where the photon is spontaneously emitted with equal probability in all directions. We

then resolve the atom to be in the l+) or l-) state, and continue the evolution. The only way an alom

can be lost is if in the course of its evolution it reaches a point which is below the surface of the crystal.

We choose our initial position distribution of ground state atoms to be a spherically symmetric

Gaussian, characterized by mean position r and standard deviation o(r). Velocities are chosen according

to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution characterized by a temperature ?. The Monte-Carlo type simulation

proceeds by randomly choosing a position and a velocity according to the initial distributions, and

computing the evolution of the atom for a time period approximately equivalent to ten bounces, whilst

recording the position of the atom at regular time steps. This procedure is repeated many times to obtain

the average behaviour.

We consider three effects that have a tendency to broaden the position distribution from its initial
tight spatial confinement. The first is simply the initial velocity distribution. If we neglect spontaneous

emission, so that the atom starts and always remains in the l*) state, then two atoms incident upon the

evanescent wave with the same position and velocity will always rebound in precisely the same manner.

The only spreading is due to the initial variance in the velocity distribution, and the fact that atoms fall on
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Figure 2.3: Plot of some possible trajectories for an atom doing one bounce on the evanescent wave,
where no spontaneous emissions occur (dashed line), one spontaneous emission occurs (dotted line) and
a state change to a l-) state either approaching (upper solid curve) or leaving (lower solid curve) the
crystal occurs.

different positions of the spherically shaped crystal. Second, the momentum kicks due to photons being
spontaneously emitted result in a change of velocity of the atom which tend to spread the distribution.
The dotted curve in Fig 2.3 shows a possible resultant change in the position of an atom due to a single
spontaneous emission, where the atom always remains in the l*) state. Last, the effects of a change
in state of the atom can cause the position distribution for the atoms to be significantly broadened, and
more of the atoms to be lost. If an atom undergoes a spontaneous emission, and is randomly chosen to
undergo a state change to the l-) state, then it can be seen from Eq. (2.30) that the sign of the force the
atom feels due to the interaction with the light field is reversed, and hence instead of being repelled by
the evanescent wave, it is attracted to regions of higher intensity. If no further spontaneous emissions
occur, it will accelerate into the concave crystal and hence be lost from the simulation. If however,
another spontaneous emission occurs, and the atom changes back to a l+) state, it may be re,ejected into
the area above the evanescent wave, but significantly perturbed from its original path. If the potential
changed while the atom was falling towards the crystal, it would be ejected from the evanescent wave
with significantly more kinetic energy than it entered with, and if the potential changed while the atom
was moving away from the crystal, then the atom would be significantly retarded or slowed down [15J.
The curves in Fig 2.3 plot possible perturbations from the unaffected trajectory (dashed line) of an atom
undergoing a state change while either approaching (upper solid curve) or leaving (lower solid curve)
the crystal.

The oscillating curves in Fig 2.4 show the number of atoms with z positions between 2.3 and 3.3

millimeters above the crystal, for no spontaneous emission (dashed curve), spontaneous emission with
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0.05 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
time (sec)

Figure 2.4: The oscillatory plots show the number of atoms with e-positions between 2.3 and 3.3mm,

where there is no spontaneous emission (dashed line), spontaneous emission with no state changes

(dotted line) and including state changes (solid line). The bottom lines show the total number of atoms

lost. Note that no atoms are lost for the case when there is no spontaneous emission. Initial conditions
were a spherically symmetric position distribution characterized by a mean position r = 2.9lmm, a
standard deviation o(r) - 0.4mm, and a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in velocity characterized

by a temperature T = 0.5 x l0-6K. Atomic parameters were those of cesium, having a spontaneous

emission rate ? = 3.1 x l07s-1, a mass rnlk -- 2O9.3 x 107kg/(Js), with atomic transition frequency

aro = 852nm. The evanescent wave was characterized by a characteristic distance l/rc where r :
4.76x 106m-1, waistsinthec and grdirectionsar, - lmm,ar, = l.lmm,adetuningd = 1.9 x 109s-1,

andcerl,* = 5.68x l09s-1. Thecrystalhasaradiusofcurvature R=2cm,andthegravitationalconstant
g = 9.8m/s2.
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no state changes (doued curve), and with both spontaneous emission and state changes (solid curve).
Underneath we plot the number of atoms lost in the respective simulations. The major broadening effect
is clearly due to the influence of spontaneous emission, causing an increase in both the spread of the
distribution of the particles, and in the loss of particles. The added effect of the state changes is only
small, due mainly to the fact that the number of state change events is much less than the number of
spontaneous emissions, especially if the atom has a small total energy compared to the detuning.' Even
if the atom does undergo a state change, th" l-) state has the excited state as its major componenr, so
the probability of another spontaneous emission becomes very large, and the atom rapidly returns to the

l+) state. Consequently, if the state change does occur, the overall effect is only slight as the atom feels
the attractive force for only a short time, and the resultant change in velocity in the z-direction is small.
The magnitude of all of these broadening mechanisms depends in particular on the total energy of the
atom, the detuning and the spontaneous emission rate.

Additional comments

In addition to the factors considered thus far, Thn and Walls t64l have considered a further broadening
effect of spontaneous emission. Rather than considering the atom as a point particle, they extended the
semiclassical analysis to give the atom both spatial and momentum spread. In this situation the part of
the atomic wavefunction that is the most excited is the part that is closest to the crystal surface. If a

sPontaneous emission occurs then the external wavefunction of the atom collapses to the component that
was previously in the excited state. That is the atomic position shifts towards the crystal, in addition to
feeling a possibly varying force due to it being in a different dressed state, and receiving a momentum
kick due to the spontaneously emitted photon. Performing simulations including this mechanism showed
slight broadening over the previous semiclassical situation.

The picture of spontaneous emission presented to this point, even if looked at in the context of
a semiclassical model is still not wholly correct. A further problem that needs addressing is that the
probability of spontaneous emission for an atom is altered when it is in the near vicinity of a dielectric [65] .

The usual method for treating the probability of spontaneous emission is to quantize the radiation field
using mode expansions over all space. Near a dielectric it is necessary to impose boundary conditions
appropriate to a dielectric filling a half space, which alters the spontaneous emission rate. The rate also
depends on the orientation of the dipole moment. This additional complication can be satisfactorily
neglected if the light potential is large enough that the atom remains a significant distance (greater than
50 nanometres) from the crystal surface. Certainly, if all the different effects are included, an analysis of
spontaneous emission is extremely complicated.

2.2.2 Surfaceinteractions

Quantum tunnelling

As we are dealing with particles in a quantum mechanical framework, there is always a possibility that
an atom which would classically be reflected by the evanescent potential will tunnel through the barrier
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and strike the crystal surface. The probability of an atom of energy ,E reaching the crystal surface is

given by [66]

(2.se)

where the wavenumber ,t(z) is imaginary due to the fact that the atom is tunnelling through a barrier.

For E ( Vs, we can evaluate the integral as [6]

If the atom tunnels through the barrier and strikes the surface of the cavity, then it either sticks to the

surface due to van der Waal's force (see below), or is re-ejected with a thermal velocity. Either way it
is lost from the coherent evolution within the cavity. The lifetime of the cavity due to atoms tunnelling

to the crystal surface is given by tun = Tuun""/ P, where Tboun." is the period of the bounce. Typical

values of rtun can be made very large, (- 20 seconds)2. By increasing the maximum potential, which

corresponds to increasing the maximum intensity of the evanescent wave, tunnellingeffects can be made

negligible.

van der Waal's and Casimir-Polder forces

The light induced conservative and dissipative forces, and the gravitational force are not the only forces

acting on the atom. As it approaches the surface the atom interacts with an "imrge" atom in the

dielectric. Close enough to the crystal so that the reaction force can be considered instantaneous, the

potential suffered is that from the van der Waal's force [67],

(2.60)

(2.6r)

where z is the distance from the surface, e is the relative permittivity of the dielectric, e6 is the permittivity

of free space, and d, and d," are the components of the electric dipole parallel and perpendicular to the

wall. This formula assumes that the size of the atom is much less than the distance to the surface. For

larger separations, the van der Waal's force, which is entirely due to the atomic self reaction becomes

less important, and the Casimir-Polder force [68], which is entirely due to vrrcuum fluctuations, becomes

dominant [69]. The form of the potential resulting from this force is given as

e-l | 3h,c
LbcP =-r+l4o^gnr+ao' (2.62)

where a6 is the static electrical polarizability of the atom. In between these two limits there is an

intermediate region, where the potential can be determined using the formalism of Zhou and Spruch

t701.

nNote that the value of the lifetime depends strongly on the parameters chosen, and how close the atom comes to the surface.

Here we have taken the atomic energy to be an order of magnirude smaller than the potential.

LEvw= -## #(o',+2d2),
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The group at lnstitut d'Optique Thdorique et Apliqu6e have been investigating these forces by
dropping atoms with well defined velocities onto a plane surface with a variable evanescent potential.
The maximum atomic energy that can be reflected depends on the value of the evanescent potential
minus that of the attractive potential created by the interaction between the atom and the surface. If
the size of the evanescent potential is gradually decreased, fewer and fewer atoms are reflected due
to increased tunnelling, with no atoms reflected at approximately the situation where the maximum
combined potential is the same as the energy of the atoms. Using these techniques, the potential due to
the van der Waal's force, that due to the Casimir-Polder force and also the intermediate region can be
probed [71].

The effect of these forces, because they are attractive, is to increase the probability of the atom
tunnelling through the potential and striking the crystal surface. Using the same parameters as previously,
we find the new lifetime due to tunnelling losses fls rtun = 2 seconds. It should be noted also that these
effects only become significant close to the surface, with separations less than fifty nanometres, and so
can be avoided by ensuring the evanescent potential is sufficiently large that the atom never gets that
close to the surface.

2.23 Other complicating factors

There are various other complicating factors which we shall not consider in detail. The first is atomic
collisions with the background gas. Due to the excellent vacuum technology currently available, pressures
down to as low as 10-12 to 10-la Torr are achievable. The atomic lifetime in the cavity is rr"u1 B
(onan1)-t - l0O seconds, where o is a typical scattering cross section ( - l0-14cm21, and o,"1 is the
relative velocity of the particles in and out of the cavity ( - l0acm/s), and n is the background density
( - l05cm-3;3' Atomic collisions between two atoms which are both in the cavity wiII also occur, but
as the density for current experiments is small, these collisions arc for the present neglected. Eventually
it is expected that atomic collisions will be the ultimate limiting factor for achievable densities in the
atomic trampoline cavity.

Second, some atoms witl fall outside of the transverse region where they will be reflected, and hence
strike the crystal. This loss mechanism can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the waists of the laser
producing the evanescent wave, at the expense of a decrease in the potential.

Third, due to crystal and surface inegularities the form of the electric field will not be exactly the
szune as that given in Eq. (2.11), especially close to the surface. Furthermore, some stray light from
the laser creating the evanescent wave will be absorbed by the atoms during their evolution between
bounces, causing spontaneous emissions and loss of coherence. For experiments to date this has been
found to the largest contributing factor to short cavity lifetimes. At present there is no adequate theory
explaining the effect of crystal roughness on the reflected atoms. While a few theories have been devised
1721, in comparison with the experiments they all underestimate the broadening of the atomic cloud.

3This value uses pressures significantly larger than those quoted above. The problem is that if the pressure is too small
then the optical trap takes a prohibitively long time to load, so experiments use higher pressures at the expense of increasing
background collisions
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Fourth, due to the fact that the coherent state from the laser has amplitude fluduations, the evanescent

wave produces a fluctuating potential.

The discussion of complicating factors here is not exhaustive, and is designed to give a qualitative

understanding of some of the differences between the original analysis and reality. A detailed discussion

of some sources of loss out of the atomic Fabry-P6rot cavity studied by Balykin and Letokhov, much of

which applies in this situation, is given in [6].

2.3 One dimension

Having discussed some of the complications, we return now to the simplified interpretation which is

valid in the limits outlined in the previous Section. To gain some physical intuition about the system, we

consider only the one vertical dimension.

2.3.1 The gravitational potential

For typical bounce heights, the length over which the gravitational potential is significant is three orders

of magnitude larger than the length for the evanescent wave. As a first approximation, then, we consider

the evanescent potential to be infinitely steep, which for the l*) dressed state gives a potential of the

form

Classically, the dynamics of an atom in such a potential is analyzed using Galilean kinematics. For an

atom of initial position zs and initial momentumps, its position z at any time t is given by

(
v(z)-l*n' z>o

I oo z(0

is the time to the first interaction with the bottom potential, and

(2.64)

whereomax = Jm,E =pfl2m+rngz,andtheremainderfunctionisdefinedbyrem(t,T)=t-flT,
where n is an integer and the output is the lowest possible positive value. Further,

-t+\_lto+fft-lotz tltro\o)- 
\ u,n*rem(t-tt,r)-ig[rem(t -tr,T)]z t]t1 '

t, = U*- sgn(po)

(2.63)

(2.6s)
( po\z ,o

\srrr) 'zg'

(2.66)

is the period for a bounce. Note that the period depends on the energy (in contrast to a simple harmonic

oscillator), and that larger energies have larger periods.

Looking now at the quantum situation, we wish to find the stationary states of this idealized system.

The following analysis is based on that of Wallis et al. 150). To find the eigenstates of the system we

must solve the time independent Schrtidinger equation (TISE),

r=zffs,,
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(2.67)Hlrh) = Elrb),

where

(2.68)

As the potential is linear, the solutions to this differential equation are the shifted Airy functions,
Ai(C - (B) where ( - {7"2, C" = 2m2g f h,2, and the shift simply means that at the upper classical

turning point, the Airy function acts on zero, so eE = WE f mg. Notethatl lW has the dimensions
of distance and is the characteristic distance for the atomic trampoline cavity. The lower order modes
have significant probability of being found over a mnge of order the characteristic distance above the
crystal. Note that for cesium the decay length of the evanescent wave is of the same order as this
characteristic distance I lW, so we would expect the lower order modes using the infinitely steep

potential approximation to be inaccurate. The boundary condition imposes the limitation that r/(0) = Q,

as the potential at the surface is considered to be infinite, and so the normalizable solutions are those for
which the Airy function evaluated at z = 0 is a zero, Ai(-(r) = 0. The normalizable eigenfunctions
can then be written as

H = *+ve).

,b"(r)=Ai(C-("),

where (" is defined as being the zth positive and real number where

Ai(-c,) :0.
The energy of the nth eigenfunction is given by

(2.6e)

(2.7O',)

(2.7r)

(2.72)

The potential and the first thirteen normalizable eigenfunctions are shown in Fig 2.5.
In general, we will be working in the regime where the quantum excitation is large, n ) I, and in

this regime the position space structure of the mode at a large fraction of the allowed positions can be
found accurately by using the WKB approximation [73J. The physical concept behind finding the modes
and allowed energies using the WKB approximation is given in Section 4.1.1, where it is contrasted
with the technique used to find the eigenfunctions in three dimensions. ln the one dimensional case, the
modes for theregion 0 < z < &*"given by

n,=ffie,,.

,/wxn(z) = h"" (l' kQ)d,z') ,

where ,t(z) is the atomic de Broglie wavenumber at position z and is given bya

k(z) = c"("[o -
aNote that the definition of the wavenumber,t(z) at times in the literature diffen from here by a factor of fi

(2.73)
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Figure 2.5: A plot of the first thirteen eigenfunctions of the atomic trampoline cavity (solid lines),

together with the potential (dashed line). The center line for each of the modes is at the energy for that

mode.

where zfi is the upper classical turning point. Note that at the bottom classical turning point, zFoo = O,

,/wKB(0) = 0, like the Airy function solution, as there is an infinite potential at this point. The
quantization condition is given by

(2.74)

where p is a positive integer. We note that in contrast to the situation for non-infinite potentials there is

only a single r l?phase change in addition to the phase change due to the evolution between the classical

turning points. There is no phase change at the bottom turning point as the atom cannot tunnel even a

small way into the potential wall. Evaluating the integral gives the allowed energies as

Ep=msl#l''' (r-I)''' (2.7s\

which means that for larger atomic excitation numbers the energy levels are more closely spaced. It is
interesting to note that even for the lowest energy level the energy given by the WKB approximation

is less than one percent different from the exact analytical energy. The splitting between two adjacent

energy levels is given by

, 
Io^ 

k(z')d,zt * | = 2atr,

0E- ZtrhEo-Lp_t=6=V, (2.76)

for large atomic excitation numbers, where ? is the classical period of an atom with energy near Eo. This
relationship between the energy differences and the period will be used in the interpretation of the results

Wz
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in Chapter 5. For now, it is sufficient to note the similarity between this result and the Jaynes-Cummings
model [74], where the difference between the energy levels determines the time of the revival.

2.3.2 The evanescent potential

When we include the evanescent potential (in the limit of large detuning), we do not obtain a potential
that decays instantaneously but rather one that decays exponentially, giving a total potential of the form
(ignoring constant terms),

V(z)=Voe-z^'*mgz, (2.77)

where V9 is the value of the potential at the crystal surface. A potential of this form has no known exact
analytical solution, and so we can only use the approximate WKB solutions. Before finding the WKB
approximation atomic modes, though, we examine the situation with no gravitational potential. In this
case there is an analytical solution, in terms of the modified Bessel functions [75]. The solution of the
TISE with the gravitational constant g set to zero is given by

,he)=* t1f #d]"' t -,,rurz))- r,(u(z))) (2.78)

(2.7e)

(2.80)

where

Jffid=h"

u(r) = @r-*
When far away from the classical turning point the solution can be divided into incident and reflected
waves. This solution has been normalized so that both of these have unit flux. We can identify two clear
limits' First, a ) 1, which corresponds to a regime where the incident momentum has a corresponding
de Broglie wavelength that is much smaller than the length scale of the evanescent wave. ln this regime
a semiclassical approximation is valid, and the phase shift of a plane wave approaching the evanescent
potential depends on the energy of the plane wave. The evanescent wave has a dispersive effect on the
atom reflected from it. Second, for o ( l, no semiclassical analysis is valid, and the phase shift of a
plane wave reflected from the evanescent wave is independent of energy. This is because the approaching
atomic wave sees the evanescent potential as essentially instantaneous on the length scale of its de Broglie
wave' As such, the reflection is non-dispersive. We shall be working entirely in the semiclassical regime.

Not surprisingly, if the gravitational potential is neglected, we can not only determine the exact
analytical solutions for the TISE, but also exact analytical expressions for the classical trajectory of the
atom. For a classical atom of energy .O, approaching the evanescent potential, we can write

where

z(t) = zo(E)* log[cosh(t/r'"n)],
K

(2.81)
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(2.82)

is the turning point of the atom, which is just reached at time I = 0, ond r,p6 characterizes the time spent

in the evanescent wave, where

lf rnn- 17 (2.83)

For times when the atom is well out of the evanescent wave, so that ltl ) rrcR, the atom moves with

a constant velocity \En. Retarding and advancing the asymptotes of the trajectories for the atom

leaving and arriving at the evanescent potential respectively, we find they intersect at time I = 0, and at

position

""r(E)=zs(E)-ry =|toc(#) . e.84)

This means that the atom acts as if it performs an instantaneous reflection at a position za(E).

2.3.3 The combined potential

Returning now to the situation including the gravitational potential, we can write the position for all

times t of the atom using the formalism of Eq. (2.64) with positions shifted by the instantaneous bounce

position za(E).The period of the bounce is given by

"o(E) = firce(f) ,

uso4) -- ffi*' {* l",rt,'1b,', -;\,

o+lt"

where the approximation is valid given that the gravitational potential is essentially constant over the

region where the evanescent potential is non-negligible.

Finally, we use the WKB approximation to find the eigenstates and eigenenergies of the potential in
Eq. (2.77). These have the form

(2.8s)

(2.86)

(2.87)

where

k(z) = (2.88)

zfo is the lowerclassical turning point and y'flso is the normalization constant. The allowed energies must

satisfy

; l:,' k(2'|)dz'I =

2E
m

2m (Eo - v(r)),

(2.8e)
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where p is an integer *d ,40 is the upper classical turning poinf. To evaluate the condition for the

allowed energies, we assume the existence of a position z6 which with reference to the evanescent wave

is effectively at infinity, while with reference to the gravitational potential is effectively at the crystal
surface. This allows us to separate the integral over the wave number into two parts,

If urro, = I;ke)d,2'|* I:r' k(z')d,2, '(2.90',)

For the first integral, we change variables to g(z) = E lh, - V (z) lh, where lz(z) contains only the terms
for the evanescent potential, as the gravitational potential over this range can be considered constant.
We then use the approximation that the position z9 is a significant distance out of the evanescent wave.

Removing the part of the solution that conesponds to the phase change over a flat potential, we obtain

(2.er)

For the second integral, we set zo to zero because with reference to the gravitational potential this position
is essentially at the crystal surface, which gives

!"' r,1,,1a,' : -*rf#1, *,o, (#)]

lo4 
*t''10'' =

Combining these gives the condition for the allowed energies as

(2.92')

(2.e4)

(2.es)

(2.e6)

(2.e7)

(2.e8)

(2.e3)

Further, given that e is well above the evanescent wave, we obtain the integral in the expression for
us(z) in Eq. (2.87) as

4 lrn'
-{ 

t 

-
3ghV rn

lzmnl^.. /vo\t ._

I e- lz 
+ toe \E )J = (2P * r)r.

k(z'\d,z': 2 rl;' ''^
3sn v *1"'' - (E - mszf /zf lr*E

'V-',
( .l\ 2 12,- r?/.)= 
\o 

+ Z)" - Wl;@ - msz)5t2.

Finally, we find the normalization constant,

I - l* uiQluB(z)d,z

TI; [z+ro*(#)]
I

ZR

= lNalz 1+ 
t + cos{t E*nQ')a'' - T}

2 J**, k(r)
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As we are working with large atomic excitation numbers, the cosine term oscillates rapidly and can

be neglected. By using a technique similar to that used to obtain 4. Q.93), we can separate the

norrralization integral into the part over the evanescent wave and the part over the gravitational potential,

fi" d'z f4' d'z t"in dz

J* A= J"F,, kk)+ J",, T6 Q'ee)

For the integral over the gtavitational potential, we set zo = O, the potentialv(z) = 'trlgz, and by

changing variables to k(e) = 1@,we get

[r'# 3 l,^ JWE=@
lrE:uw

For the integral over the evanescent wave, we set the potential to V = Voe-Z*" ,and by changing variables

to

["o d,z I ('ffi - k(")\
la, t1r7= - z*r,ffiIos\@ + k@)'

(2.r00)

(2.101)

(2.r02)

Using a series of approximations based on the fact that z is a long way above the evanescent wave we

obtain

(2.103)

The second term on the right hand side is the contribution from a flat potential. Since we have assumed

all of the free evolution of the modes is in the gravitational potential, we may neglect this term. Hence,

we can write the normalization constant, y'fr, as

r, ,[z"rtg' I
lYEo: U E ,m,

(2.104)

where

["u d,z I /Vo\ z

l,i, tr1"1* -m tos \48/ - ,-2,*'

.tp=t W,*(rA)
Well above the evanescent wave, the atomic energy eigenmode has the form

r;)
rla@ - rnszf tz | .

\rn )

(2.r0s)

usoe):h.",{{r*l) " -# (2.r06)
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2.4 Three dimensions

Having analyzed the one dimensional case, we now turn our attention to the three dimensional sinlation.
In section 2.1 we found the spatially dependent Rabi frequency to be of the form,

c.rr(r) - .(*-h)rl
We obtained this form by considering a Gaussian mode laser totally internally reflected off an intemal
concave surface of a dielectric crystal, acting as a concave mirror. If the dielectric crystal was planar
rather than concave, any small deviation of an atom from the vertical axis would result in the atom being
accelerated away from the central axis, and thus away from the light producing the bouncing mechanism.
hovided the energy of the atom is sufficiently small, the concave mirror produces stable trajectories for
an atom when treated classically, and "quantized" modes for an atom considered quantum-mechanically.
To obtain quantized modes we must ilssume that the potential at the crystal surface diverges to infinity,
or at least never decreases.

In this Section, we introduce some of the more fundamental ideas of three dimensional atom dynamics
which will be studied in the detailed analysis of Chapters 3 and 4. As in the one-dimensional case, we
shall for simplicity's sake consider the potential to be infinitely steep at the crystal surface, and ignore
the exponentially decaying nature of the evanescent potential. This gives a potential of the form,

47

a,1^neXp l-** (*- il* (2.r07)

(2.108)

(2.110)

v(z\_[^n, ,>(tz+y\lzR\) [m z1(x2+y2)l2R
where we have assumed the crystal surface to be parabolic rather than spherical.

2.4.1 Classicalstability

Following the approach of Wallis et aI. [50), we consider an atom initially confined to the c-z plane that
remains close to the vertical axis (paraxial motion). We examine stability using an approach similar to
that used for studying stability in an optical cavity [?6]. Denoting the transverse position and velocity
of the atom just after the nth bounce on the mirror by c," and u,, respectively, we can write the position
after the (n * l)th bounce as

xn*l = t".l Ltnlsn, (2.r09)

where At,, is the time period between the two bounces. The transverse velocity is retained throughout
the entire period between the bounces, and changes only at the reflection with the mirror, so that

nn+t -- -o" sin (20,.) f ?,, cos (29,^) ,

where u, is the vertical velocity at the bounce, and 0, is the angle the infinite potential makes with a line
parallel to the c-axis at position s. If we are in the paraxial regime then d" is small,
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(2.rrr)

so the vertical velocity at each bounce and the time between each bounce Lt - 2u, f g are approximately

constant. Using these approximations, we can write the position and velocity after each bounce in a
matrix format,

f n )=,[ ;;]' (2.tt2)

/z\ r
0x=ar.Ctarr( il*-\a/ R'

where

,=lo ul=f t

LC Dl l-Za,lR
According to Sylvester's theorem,

Zarl g

r - +u!l@s)
(2.113)

l

l,+ "f"= 
I f Asin(z{) -sin((n-l)d) Bsin(nQ) I .-.-.

LC D) sin@l csin(z{) Dsin(ng)-sin((z-l)d)l' (2'tt4)

where cos / - (A + D) 12, so the position and velocity of the atom after n bounces is

f ;I=lt;l"[il] (2.1rs)

fi lTl Ml < 2, then / is real and the position and velocity of the atom after rz bounces will be of the

same order as the initial position and velocity; that is, the motion will be stable. This condition for
stability is a! < .Eg, which, as the top of the atomic trajectory is at h = ,?12g, can be expressed in
terms of the maximum height h achieved by the atom and the focus of the crystal surface paraboloid, r.
asft.< F= RlZ. Stablemotionispossiblewithbounceheightshigherthanthefocusoftheparaboloid,

but these trajectories are not paraxial t501. In this thesis we will not be concerned with anything other

than paraxial motion.

2.4.2 Quantum Modes

With a potential of the form of Eq. (2.108), a transformation to parabolic coordinates is particularly

useful, as separability allows the three dimensional situation to be reduced to three one dimensional

problems, both in the classical and the quantum mechanical case. As will be explained in Chapter 3, this

transformation is no longer useful if the reflecting potential is exponential rather than infinite. To avoid

the complexity of introducing the parabolic coordinate reference frame, we shall omit the calculation

of the modes of the three dimensional atomic trampoline cavity with an infinite potential at the crystal

surface. In Chapter 4 we calculate the modes including the effect of the evanescent wave, and find in an

appropriate limit that above the decaying potential are exactly tle same as for the infinitely steep case.
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2.5 Experimentalrealization

2.5.1 The erperiment

In this Section, we shall discuss the principal experiment involving the atomic trampoline cavity [53].
The purpose of this is to give a guide to the parameters involved with the system, and to compare
an experimental realization with the theoretical understanding. In the experiment considered, the type
of atom used was cesium. Cesium is an alkali metal, with a single electron outside a centrat inert
core of filled electron shells and the nucleus. A cesium atom can thus be approximately modeled as

a two level atom corresponding to the ground and excited states of the lone electron. Cesium atoms
have a mass approximately 130 times that of an hydrogen atom, a transition frequency between the
g=65r/z-+e=6Pt/r,Fs=4*Fu=5atomicenergylevelscorrespondingtoawavelength,\=852
nanometres, and a spontaneous decay rate ? = 3.1 x l07s-1.

The laser used was an 800 milliwatt titanium-sapphire laser, with detuning above the atomic transition
frequency between I and 10 gigahertz. During the time when the atoms were bouncing, a weak repumping
beambetweentheFg=3*Fr=4stateswasleftontokeeptheatomsintheFn=4groundstate.
The reason for this is that if a spontaneous emission occurs, there is a slight chance (- Z0 Vo) that an
atom will be left in the Fs = 3 state. If the detuning is below 9 gigahertz (the separation berween the
Fg : 3 and the Fs = 4 states), then the light field is red detuned with respect to these Fg = 3 atoms
and so the atom will feel a force attracting it towards the crystal surface. On the other hand, if the
Clebsch-Gordon coefficient for the particular Fs = 4 magnetic sublevel the atom is in is smaller than for
another sublevel, then the reflecting spot size will be reduced and the atom will be more likely to strike the
crystal surface. After a variable amount of time, a probe laser beam was shone at the resonant frequency
of the cesium atoms, between 2 and 4mm above the crystal surface, and with a transverse width of 3mm.
The resonance fluorescence produced by the atoms in the beam gives a measure of how many atoms the
laser is illuminating. It also has the effect of giving them a large number of random momentum kicks due
to the dissipative force, heating them to such an extent that any further measurement of their evolution
is impossible. The experiment was repeated many times with different time delays to obtain a complete
set of results.

Using this experimental seop, Aminoff er a/. observed more than 8 bounces of the cesium atoms,
with loss rates per bounce as low as 27Vo. They categorized the predominant loss rates as being due
to sPontaneous emission (- l2%o), stray light from the laser producing the evanescent wave (- Z3Vo),
background gas collisions (- 23Vo), and the remaining loss rates (- 42Vo) as due to either stray light or
other technical causes.

2.5.2 Evanescent wave enhancement

one of the major difificulties involved in constructing the stable gravitational cavity is obtaining an
evanescent potential large enough to reflect the falling atoms. In particular there has to be a compromise
in choosing the detuning. A large deruning will reduce the fraction of the atom in the excited state,
causing the atom to behave coherently, and allows the atomic relaxation terms in the Hamiltonian to be

49
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of energy levels and frequency of light illuminating the lambda atom.

neglected. A large detuning also has the effect, however, of reducing the magnitude of the evanescent

potential %(r), which varies as

The resolution of this dilemma might seem to be to use large detunings and to enhance the square of
the Rabi frequency. The detuning cannot, however, be increased arbitrarily without running into the

complication of being on or near resonance to other atomic sublevels. Unfortunately, the realistic atoms

used in experiments do not have only two levels. One possible improvement has been suggested by

Hope and Savage [77], who have shown that by adiabatically eliminating the two upper energy levels of
a lambda atom (Fig 2.6) illuminated by two lasers of different frequencies (t 11 and u2) and amplitudes

(Al (r) and 42(r)), the atom feels a potential

%(r)=w

,, - hAl(r)
' - 4(56) '

(2.1l6)

(2.rt7)

(2.ne)

This is the same form as the potential for a two level atom interacting with a far detuned laser field, but

the detuning is multiplied by a factor 5 given by

s-r-L Atrft)r=r+ 4M, (2.118)

which can be made large by decreasing A or increasing the intensity A!(r) of the second laser. Further-

more, the fraction of the atom in the excited state is given by

so that the effective detuning (.9d) can be made significantly large without ever encountering the problem

of runningintootherenergy levels. Theproblemof enhancementof theintensityof theevanescentwave

remains to be solved. We shall now discuss two of the novel experimental techniques which have been

devised to enhance the intensity of the evanescent wave, which do not rely on simply increasing the

output power of the laser.

4(56)2',
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Figure 2.7: Diagrarn of the dielectric crystal setup required for the dielectric waveguide

Dielectric Waveguide

We consider a dielectric waveguide on the surface of the initial crystal (Fig 2.i). This consists of
two thin dielectric surfaces, the first having a small, and the second a large refractive index. As in
our treatment without the waveguide, we cause the laser beam to be totally internally reflected off the
interface between the crystal and the middle Iayer of the dielectric substrate, causing an electric field in
this region. This field subsequently excites the elecffic field modes inside the top dielectric, which acts
as a waveguide and in turn produces an evanescent wave extending from the dielectric surface into the
vacuum above it. The transmission factor which relates the electric field of the evanescent wave in the
vacuum to the electric field of the laser is given by

5l

la,

lo.l-

q- lEa(z = 0)12r---lF (2.r20)

(2.r2r)F exp{n2d,2} + Gexp{- 
^zdz}l 

't'
where rc2 is the decay length of the evanescent wave in the middle dielectric layer, and 1n and G are
complex numbers which depend on the waveguide thickness and the incident angle, but not on the distance
d2 between the crystal and the waveguide. In general, for a large distance d2 the term J' exp{ n2d.2} is
significantly larger than the other term in the denominator, and so dominates the transmission factor. If
'F is very much smaller than G, and n2d'2 is not too large, the second term in the denominator becomes
dominant, and the transmission factor can be written as

I

I

(2.r22)

This condition -F K G corresponds to being close to the resonance condition for the modes of the
waveguide

zd4%racos 93 : th+ * $tz ! Ztntr, (2.123)

where {;; is the phase change at the total internal reflection in the waveguide between medium i and
medium j, m is a positive integer and w7 is the angular frequency of the laser. 03 is the angle of

, * 
&exp{2n2d,2}.
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refraction in the waveguide. At resonance we can exponentially increase the transmission factor by
increasing the width of the middle dielectric surface, and hence also the intensity of the evanescent wave

in the vacuum above the top dielectric medium. The strength of such an amplification is characterized

by an enhancement factor, defined as the ratio between the actual evanescent wave intensity and the

evanescent wave intensity that would have been obtained if only the original crystal was used.

There will also be crystal losses due predominantly to absorption. These can be included by adding
an imaginary patt nl to the index of refraction of the waveguide layer. Using these losses we find that

the enhancement factor has a maximum, reflecting the compromise between having a large distance d2

to gain the exponential increase, and losing all of this increase due to crystal losses. This enhancement

of the evanescent wave has been experimentally verified [16], with a measured enhancement factor of
4 x 103, and predicted enhancement factors perhaps an order of magnitude larger [78].

Surface Plasmons

Coating the surface of the dielectric with a thin metal layer allows the possibility of exciting surface

plasmons, charge density waves that propagate along the metal-dielectric interface. The plasmons can be

excited via a coupling to an evanescent wave similarly propagating along the interface, since we choose

the wavenumber of the surface plasmons,

t- 
-QDt--

c

fr
I cl

!r'3t'

, 2tr
tre1 = f,-nsmp

(2.r24)

to be very similar to the wave number of the evanescent wave in this direction,

(2.rzs),

where €\ + i€l is the relative permittivity of the metal. If this condition is fulfilled, the incoming light
beam can be severely attenuated by the excitation mechanism, the absorbed energy being eventually
predominantly transformed into heat, although some is dissipated away as scattered light. The advantage

of exciting the plasmons is that the evanescent wave produced (which extends away from the surface

in both directions) is significantly enhanced due to the resonant excitation, with an enhancement factor
given by

-€iGz- l)-ez
(2.126)

where e2 is the relative permittivity of the dielectric. According to this formulae the enhancement factor
is limited by plasmon dissipation, determined by the complex term in the permittivity of the metal. In
practice, however, the enhancement factor is limitedby the roughness in the metal coating. Experimental

verifications of the enhancement have been obtained by reflecting atoms at glancing incidence off
dielectrics coated with silver, and have obtained enhancement factors of 60t20 [3], 100 [4] and 20*5
[5]. There are various disadvantages to using surface plasmons. The heat generated can damage the

metal surface and so there are limits on the maximum laser intensity. There are technical difficutties in

o=ffi
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creating a uniformly thick metal layer, unevenness rcsulting in fluctuations in the evanescent potential.
The characteristic decay length of the created evanescent wave depends only on the wavelength of the
plasmons and the perminivity of the metal, and cannot be altered to give more rapidly decaying potentials.
These problems, together with the larger enhancement factors obtainable using the dielectric waveguides
seem to make the latter the most effective way of increasing the evanescent wave intensity.

2.5.3 Non-destructivedetection mechanisms

The detection mechanism used in the experiment of Aminoff et al. [53] reported in the earlier Section was
destructive, in the sense that detecting the number of bouncing atoms destroyed their coherent evolution
by the introduction of the dissipative force. Even worse, the measurement forced alarge number of the
atoms out of the cavity. A method of detecting how many atoms are bouncing without destroying their
evolution would be desirable. Various solutions suggested include using an off-resonant, weak probe
laser or a standing wave in a cavity that measurcs the effective refractive index and hence the number
of atoms in the beam by virtue of its phase shift. In a more elegant solution, Aspect et al. f79), have
suggested measuring the phase change of the laser producing the evanescent wave. As the atoms bounce
in and out of the evanescent wave, they alter the refractive index of the medium through which the laser
is propagating, so that the greater the number of atoms, the greater the refractive index, and the greater
the phase change. Following Nienhuis et al. [8O], using a calculation that first determines the atomic
polarization, then calculates the radiation emitted in the direction of the laser beam, and finally derives
the modification to the refractive index, the phase change induced by the atoms is given as

A@(r) = (2.r27)

where

-ii u I e,{",t)e-z^' d,z,

, 3n cos@

' z'(n2- l) (2.r28)

and po(z,l) is the instantaneous atomic density at position z. firephase change is greater if the atomic
density is large near the surface of the crystal, as the intensity of the light is greater at those positions. If
a cloud of atoms falls onto the evanescent wave, during the smafl time (- 2 milliseconds) that they are
in the wave the phase of the laser will be retarded slightly. As the atoms bounce out the phase shift of
the reflected light will gradually return to zero. The advantage of this technique is that the measurement
doesn't disturb the atoms. The disadvantage is that the total phase change is quite small. Extremely
optimistic parameters give values of A@ = 3 x l0-B radians, with a signal to noise ratio (with noise due
to the shot noise) of around 4. Using the dielectric waveguide to enhance the intensity of the evanescenr

wave, increased sensitivity can be obtained which is directly proportional to the enhancement factor.
The intensity of the laser can be reduced, while the potential remains at the same value. The atoms thus
interact with a greater fraction of the Iaser photons and the phase change is larger. This configuration
would give phase shifts of lO-a radians, with signal to noise ratios of around 300.

Such a novel detection mechanism raises interesting theoretical questions, such as whether the
measurement, which is obviously a non-demolition measurement, is also a quantum non-demolition
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mensurement, or whether fluctuations in the atomic flux incident on the evanescent wave correlate with
the fluctuations in the phase of the laser. Courtois et aL [81] show that the coupling is in fact equivalent

to a crossed Kerr effect between the atoms and the light, where both are treated as fields. Using such a

treatment, they show further that a quantum non-demolition measurement of the atomic intensity on the

evanescent wave is theoretically possible using a measurement of the phase shift of the light field.

2.6 Applications

The atomic trampoline cavity is not merely useful for storing atoms in a way that retains their wavelike

nature. Various novel mechanisms for manipulating the atoms have also been proposed. Here, we briefly

discuss two, both concerned with modulating the amplitude of the evanescent mirror, either at rapid

frequencies, which produces sidebands on the atomic momentum distribution, or at low frequencies that

are comparable to the frequency of the atom bouncing on the potential, which results in chaos.

2.6.1 Interferometry

The influence of modulating the evanescent wave can in some respects be understood by considering a

plane atomic wave reflecting offan atomic minor, where the position of the infinite potential is oscillating

in time. For a mirror whose position varies sinusoidally as z(t) = z0 sinart, the incident and reflected

waves can be written as

4n"(",t)

6nnQ',t)

exp{i(-kz - ot)}
exp{i(kz - O, - 2kzs sin wt + n)},

(2.r29)

(2.130)

(2.r31)

where the latter solution is valid if Zkzsu ( Q. Note that the reflected wave is determined from the fact

that there must be a node at the miror surface at all times and can be understood as a sum of many plane

waves

Q,"n(z,t) = exp{r(tcz -dlt +")} t J*(Zkzs)exp{-i.rwt},

each having a frequency corresponding to the carrier frequency (which is equal to the initial frequency

of the atom) plus a multiple of the modulation frequency (which is equal to the frequency of oscillation

of the mirror), Cl * nar, and weighting given by the Bessel function lJ"(2kzs)12.
This understanding comes across to the case where we are not working with plane waves but

atomic wavepackets, provided that the initial momentum distribution is much nanower than the shift

in momentum of the sidebands. For an exponentially decaying potential whose amplitude is varied

sinusoidally in time (Voe-2*' - Vo[l * e sin(a.'t)]e-2*'),which is equivalent to a shift in position (z ---'

z-e sin(art) lZnif eissmalls,thesituationbecomessignificantlymorecomplicated. lnthequantumcase

where the de Broglie wavelength of the approaching atom is much larger than the scale of the evanescent

sNote that e does not necessarilv have to be small.
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wave, the results arc the sirme as for an ideal oscillating mirror (for small e), because the approaching

atom sees the mirror as effectively infinitely steep. In the semiclassical limit, however, we find the

introduction of asymmetry in the amplitude of the sidebands due to the finite slope of the evanescent

potential, together with an alteration in their amplitudes. ln general though, the understanding based

on different sidebands being populated applies equally well in all situations. An atomic wavefunction

of well defined energy will be split into several sidebands of different energy, and, as a consequence,

different bounce periods [82].

As the different sidebands that are populated are coherent, this modulated minor has clear applications
in the area of atomic interferometry. In contrast to a Mach-Zender interferometer, which is extended

in space and varies the motion of the light or the atom in the direction transverse to its motion, an

interferometer based on the modulated mirror is extended in time, and varies the motion of the atom in
the vertical direction. In the setup for the atomic trampoline cavity, as gravity bends the trajectories so that
the atoms return to bounce on the mirror repeatedly, the same optical element can perform the function
of all three interferometric elements, splitting, redirecting and recombining the atomic wavefunction.
In the interferometer illustrated in Fig 2.8, which has an evanescent wave modulation so that only the

central and two immediate sidebands are significantly populated, the initial atomic cloud of energy E;
can emerge into one of two channels, E; and E; t fus, each of which can be reached by either of two
paths. Note that the other possible trajectories can be neglected as the entire mirror is tumed off at the

times when they would be reflected. Such an interferometer, which is independent of the gravitational
constant and the initial momentum (provided of course that the atom continues to bounce) would make

an extremely useful method of testing whether coherence is preserved after a number of reflections.

An interferometer that used a different number of bounces between the splitting and the recombining
for each of the two trajectories, would be extremely sensitive to, and could measure very precisely, the
gravitational constant g, although as it is also extremely sensitive to initial momentum it is questionable

whether such a device is experimentally feasible.

A first realization of an atomic beamsplitter has been experimentally achieved t83l by dropping a
cloud of cooled cesium atoms with well defined energies onto an amplitude modulatedevanescent wave.
The cloud of cesium atoms was dropped from an atom trap, situated 3.0mm above the crystal surface,
and allowed to bounce off the evanescent wave. The evanescent wave was switched on for a short
time (0.4ms), so that only atoms with specified energies were allowed to bounce. The next time the
atoms returned to bounce the amplitude of the evanescent wave was modulated (r=0.82) with frequencies
between 0 and 2 MHz. Once again, the evanescent wave was given sufficient intensity to reflect atoms for
only a short time to aid in energy resolution. The atoms from this second reflection were left for a time in
order to reach their maximum height and then began to descend. As they descended, the presence of the
atoms at a height of 1.7mm above the miror was measured by recording the absorption of a probe. By
measuring the times of flight of the atomic wavefunction in this way, the populations and energies of the
carrier and the different sidebands have been obtained. Using such a setup, the presence of the sidebands

with energies in nearly exact agreement with the theoretical predictions, and weights with reasonable
agreement were observed. Further atom optic experiments involving time modulated evanescent mirrors
are currently being performed [84].
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E;*hu

Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of an interferometer setup using the amplitude modulated evanescent

mirror. The dotted trajectories represent the atoms that bounce on the minor when it isn't illuminated

and hence can be neglected. The two output ports have energies Ei and E; ! hw and can be reached by

two different paths which are macroscopically separated in spacetime.

2.6.2 Quantum Chaos

Quantum chaos is concerned with the evolution of quantum systems that in their classical limit are

chaotic. A textbook example of classical chaos is the so called Fermi-accelerator, a lossless system

where a ball instantaneously bounces off an infinite potential floor whose position is oscillating with
time. For chaos the frequency of the oscillating floor must be comparable to the frequency of the

bouncing ball. The atomic trampoline cavity, with the evanescent wave modulated as previously but

at much lower frequencies than the previous example, so that the oscillation frequency ra is similar to

the bouncing frequency LtrfT, where ? is the classical bounce period, bears a strong resemblance to

this Fermi-accelerator. As has been shown by Milburn and Chen [85], if the pernrrbation is small, the

classical atomic dynamics undergo a transition to chaos, with the phase space curves that have a ratio of
driving frequency to bounce frequency non-rational being distorted, while the curves with a rational ratio

are destroyed. Viewing the atomic position stroboscopically at fixed periods of the driving frequency

reveals the emergence of this chaotic structure, with periodic fixed points and islands around them.

Using par.uneters for cesium, and bounce heights of 0.3 mm (which may just be within reach of current

experiments), a period-2 resonance is predicted to occur (with c.r=230H2). Extensions to the quantum

regime are currently being analyzrd [86].
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2.7 Summary

We have presented the basic configuration of the atomic trampoline cavity, and shown how the adiabatic
approximation simplifies the analysis of the system, and that for standard cunent experimental parameters
it is valid. We found that an atom initially in the l+) state remains in the l*) dressed state because we
can neglect non-adiabatic transitions. Such an atom acts as if it were in a scalar potential of the form

v+(r)= *ry + msz. (2.r32)

Similarly, if the atom is initially in the l-) state, it remains in this state and behaves as if in a scalar
potential,

v-(")= -Ear(") tmsz.
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(2.133)

We derived the effects of going to the large detuning limit, which both reduces the complexity of the
scalar potentials, and decreases the fraction of the l+) dressed state that is in the excited state.

Further, we considered various complicating factors that tend to destroy the simple coherent evolution
due to the scalar potentials. tn particular, we studied the effect of spontaneous emission on both the
coherent lifetime of the caviry and how it broadened an initial atomic cloud of atoms. In contrasr to
Seifert et aI- flll, who found the effect of state changes between the dressed states to be a major cause of
broadening in the case of glancing incidence reflections, we found that for normal incidence reflections
only slight increases in broadening over and above that due to momentum recoil from spontaneous
emission occurred- Other complicating factors, notably tunnelling rates to the crystal surface and
increased runnelling due to crystal surface interactions were also considered.

We presented an analysis of the classical and quantum dynamics of an atom inside an onedimensional
atomic trampoline cavity. We first examined the case where the evanescent potential was considered to
be infinitely steep rather than exponentially decaying, and exactly analytically calculated the classical
trajectory and the quantum eigenfunctions. We found that for the larger atomic excitation numbers
the WKB approximation gave valid solutions over a large fraction of the classically anowed region.
Second, the evanescent wave ignoring the gravitational potential was examined, and exact analytical
expressions for the quantum modes and classical trajectories were presented. Tlvo limits were found,
depending on whether the atomic de Broglie wavelength was much larger or much smaller than the length
scale of the evanescent wave. Finally, we used the WKB approximation to find the eigenfunctions for
the total one-dimensional system, including the gravitational potential and the exponentially decaying
evanescent potential' To achieve this we made use of the different scales of the two potentials, as
the gravitational potential does not alter significantly over the range of positions where the evanescent
potential is significant, and the evanescent potential is negligible over almost all of the range where
the gravitational potential is significant. Milbum and Chen have performed a study of the long time
behaviour of the atomic trampoline cavity, predicting that an atomic wavefunction will disperse and then
revive due to the quantized energy levels similar to the Jaynes-Cummings model for a two level atom in
a single mode radiation field. They compare the dynamics with and without the evanescent wave and
find that for large atomic energies the evanescent potential can be treated as if it were infinite [g7]. While
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such a result is valid if only the atomic dynamics is taken into account, to either study or exploit the

interaction between the light field and the atom it is mandatory to include the evanescent potential as we

have done.

We briefly considered a three dimensional classical and quantum analysis of the atomic trampoline

cavity, first performing a classical stability analysis that concluded paraxial motion was only possible

if the maximum bounce height of the atom was below the focus of the paraboloid potential, and then

noting the techniques used to obtain the quantum modes. For both these cases the exponential potential

was considered to be infinitely steep rather than exponentially decaying.

The Chapter concluded with two Sections that described the current progress on the utilization of
the atomic trampoline cavities. The first described the principal experiment so as to give a guide to the

experimental realities of the system, and then outlined some novel techniques to enhance the intensity

of the evanescent wave without merely increasing laser power. We also described a novel detection

mechanism which measured the number of atoms in the cavity by detecting the phase change of the laser

producing the evanescent wave. Finally, we considered two applications of the atomic trampoline cavity,

in atomic interferometry and as a testing ground for quantum chaos.



Chapter 3

Quantum dynamics

We can lick gravity, but sometimes the paperwork is a little overwhelming.

Werner von Braun, 1958

In the previous chapter we explained how the dynamics of a classical atom (with well defined
position and momentum) bouncing in the atomic trampoline cavity could be solved using Galilean
kinematics. The formula rne- = -V(E+) used in the simulations in Section 2.2.1, together with some
simple numerical algorithms accurately reveal the dynamics of such a system. The quannrm keatment
is not nearly so simple. In addition to the atom's mean motion, (which at least for small time periods
remains similar to that of a classical atom provided the initial spatial and momentum spread of the atom
is small) there is the question of the standard deviation of the atomic position, and how it varies with
time. Eventually, atomic dispersion will cause the atom to spread so much that there will be little, if any
relation to the classical situation.

In this Chapter we present a fully three-dimensional quantum analysis of the atom bouncing in the
atomic trampoline cavity based on the time-dependent Schriidinger equation. We assume that the detuning
and the intensity of the laser producing the evanescent wave are sufficiently large that spontaneous
emission and other complicating factors are neglected. The spreading of the atomic position distribution is
calculated and compared with analogous classical simulations which also neglect spontaneous emission.
We find that while the classical simulations adequately describe the spreading in the x and y (horizontal)
directions they greatly underestimate the spreading in the z (vertical) direction.

It is important to stress at the outset that the analysis we use is only valid for small times when
the atom has not spread so much that it interferes with itself. As discussed later, this means that the
analysis even for small times will not give good results around the classical turning points. The essence
of the method used lies in evaluating the wavefunction when all but a negligible fraction of the atom
is travelling in a given vertical direction (either upwards or downwards) after having bounced a given
number of times. Extensions to the case where the atom interferes with itself can be accommodated at
the expense of more complexity by including more of the terms in the sum of Eq. (3.1 8).

Initially in Section 3.1, we describe the system and address the problem of a choice of coordinate
system, contrasting the parabolic system useful for an infinite paraboloid potential to our choice of
a Cartesian coordinate system. We also explain the methodology used to solve the time dependent
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Schr6dinger equation, and establish its equivalence in one dimension to the more commonly used

method of expanding the initial conditions in terms of the eigenmodes, and then multiplying by a rotating

phase factor. Finally we discuss the complications which occur in the extension to three dimensions.

Sections 3.2,3.3 and 3.4 describe the mathematical implementation of the one-dimensional method in

three dimensions, with Section 3.2 describing the situation between the classical tuming points, Section

3.3 describing the situation around the classical turning points, and Section 3.4 describing the inclusion

of time dependence in the solution. Last, in Section 3.5 we present the results of the analysis, and

comparc them with a classical simulation using Galilean kinematics, and a collection of atoms having

the same initial probability density as the atomic wavefunction'

3.1 Methodology

If we neglect spontaneous emission, so that the atom always remains in the 11) state, but do not use the

classical approximation that the position and momentum of the atom are precisely defined, we must then

consider the time dependent Schnidinger equation (TDSE)

where the Hamiltonian.[1 is defined bv

.HY(r, t) - ihYP,

n2
H = h* E1(r),

3.1.1 A coordinate system

The first problem is the choice of coordinate system. Wallis et al. 1501, considered an infinitely steep

potential rather than the rapidly exponentially decaying potential that is actually caused by the evanescent

wave. The quantized energy eigenstates were calculated using a transformation to parabolic coordinates,

which causes both the solution of the time independent Schriidinger equation and the boundary conditions

to be separable. If the exponentially decaying nature of the potential is included, then the boundary

conditions are no longer separable and so the transfomration to parabolic coordinates is not useful. We

note that if the Gaussian beam waists in the r and g directions (t,r" and c,;r) are different, then even

using the parabolic coordinate system, the loss of rotational symmetry around the vertical axis causes the

boundary conditions to be inseparable. This problem, however, could be solved by a simple scaling of

the c and y coordinates. A more fundamental problem with the use of the parabolic coordinate system

for the atomic trampoline cavity can be seen by considering the foci of the surfaces of constant potential,

which a classical atom would be expected to just strike. Ignoring gravitational effects, and assuming the

evanescent wave has the same waist in both horizontal directions, from Eq. Q.43) we see the surfaces of

constant energy are paraboloids described by

(3.1)

(3.2)

where

z - r(E) = (*- h) (*'+ a') , (3.3)
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(3.41

In contrast to Wallis et aI. paper [50], where the foci of the paraboloid reflecting surfaces at the bottom

of the bounce remained in the same position for all energies, the foci of these paraboloids have e-value

I

":ffE)r-71E_ frT

- f-#+v(e)Y -ihffi,

which depends non-trivially on the energy. Even in this classical situation then, the boundary conditions

that apply for the motion of the atom cannot be separated using a transformation to parabolic coordinates,

when the exponentially decaying nature of the potential is taken into account. Hence we choose to retain

a Cartesian coordinate svstem.

3.1.2 Methodology in one dimension

In this Chapter we wish to obtain the time-dependent behaviour of a wavepacket which occupies a niurow

range of energies and which remains reasonably well confined in space throughout the motion. A well

known technique for solving the time-dependent Schriidinger equation (TDSE) for systems such as the

one we are considering [88], is to solve the time-independent Schrddinger equation (TISE) to obtain the

quantized energy eigenstates (D"(r), and use these to expand the TDSE solution as a sum of the energy

eigenstates multiplied by a weighting cn (determined from the initial conditions) and a time dependent

phase factor. The solution of the TDSE is then taken to be of the form

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)

Y(r, t) = I.,,O,,(r) exp-iE r/fi .

Due to the nature of our problem, and in particular its intrinsic time dependence, we have chosen to use

a different technique, which allows us to obtain a simple physical interpretation in terms of wavefunction

parts travelling in different directions, and also avoids the need to calculate the eigenmodes. This section

describes the method by considering a general one dimensional case and demonstrates its equivalence

with the previously mentioned technique involving energy eigenstates.

We wish to solve the TDSE

for a potential V(c) which diverges to positive infinity as c + *oo, and so has a countable number of
energy eigenstates. We shall suppose that the energies of interest correspond to high-order modes of the

trap so that the wavefunction undergoes many oscillations between the classical turning points and the

particle remains largely confined to the region between these classical tuming points.

To introduce the notation used, we shall first describe the well known "eigenstate" method of solving

the TDSE. Choosing two arbitrary points -m ( 11 I 12 < m divides the r-axis into three regions,

and in the central region t,1 1 r ( o2, solving the TISE gives two linearly independent solutions uE@)
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and u!(c) for each energy, which without loss of generality can be chosen to be complex conjugates.

Any general solution in this range can be written as a linear combination of these two solutions,

Ya(c) = a+(E)ua@) * a-ub@). (3.8)

For the ranges x I xl and c > cz, the solutions (bws(x) and dus(a) respectively) must satisfy the

additional constraint that they cannot diverge as s + too, and so we are restricted to one linearly
independent solution, which is chosen to be real. Matching the values and derivatives of the solutions at

:r1 and sz,we find thecondition

(3.e)

must be satisfied for an energy eigenstate, where A and B depend on the energy and are determined at

the right hand classical turning point

A -- B* = ua(*z)ab@il - u's(x2)a6(x2),,

(ti"\ ur',"u',) 
( :l;l ) :0,

with C and D similarly determined at the left. For energies -E-, where condition (3.9) is fulfilled, that

is, when thedeterminant of the coefficient matrix is zero, and so 
"+(E) 

and a-(.8) have non-trivial
solutions, we can define the energy eigenstate as

b*w*(x) a1-a1
(D7"(c) = aq^u^(n) j a-^ui(c) rr 1 z 1 x2 (3.1l)

d*u^(a) I)02

Using this set of eigenstates we can write the general time dependent solution at any time t as

(3.10)

(3.r2)

(3.r4)

Y(c, l) = l 
r^O*(r) exp-ia^tlh,

where Y(c,0) = D* c^@*(x) is the initial position wavefunction.

To describe the technique used in the following Sections, we note that the solutions ua(r) and u!(c)
can be chosen such that the phase of us(x) is increasing in the positive s direction, and that of u!(a) is

increasing in the negative c direction. This is particularly clear when the WKB approximation is valid,

and we can write

,h@) = #*p {+; l' n{*)a,\, (3.13)

where

k(r)={zmlE-Y(c)l};.

We physically interpret uu@) nd ui@) as wavefunctions travelling to the right or the left direction,
because when multiplied by a time dependent phase factor e-iEtlE, the constant phase moves to the right
or the left for us(r) and a!(r) respectively. Further, as we only require the time dependent solution
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for positions between a1 and z2, we can allow uE(s) to take any form outside these points, as long as

they can be linearly superposed inside this range to give an arbitrary general eigenstate (not constrained
by the boundary conditions). In particular it allows us to choose them to be delta-function normalizable,
which makes the expansion of the initial condition simple. Rather than solving for the modes of the
entire system, the essence of the chosen technique lies in treating the problem as two one wall bouncing
problems. Because only one boundary condition is considered at any point in the calculation, we retain a
continuum of energies. Given that the initial wavepacket is predominantly moving in only one direction
(say to the right), we expand our initial conditions in terms of the us(c) functions only. Considering this
as a one wall reflection problemt we can determine the wavepacket that will be reflected from the right
hand boundary. Likewise for the leftwards moving reflected wavepacket, we consider it approaching the
Ieft wall as a one wall reflection problem, and calculate the reflected wavepacket, which is now travelling
to the right. To solve the TDSE we simply sum together all the infinite number of reflections from the
sides.

We will now show that this is equivalent to the standard energy eigenstate technique. If we consider
an initial condition Y(2,0) which is predominantly moving towards the right, then we can neglect the
overlap with the states moving to the left (z|(c)) and write

y(c,o) - [* W@)uB@)dE.
JO

For the wavefunction initially travelling to the right, we write the time dependent solution as

Wr(c, il= lo W(E)u6(x)e-iEt/EdE.

Yz(x,r) = - Ir* 
* rurffiu*s(x)e-iEt/h an.

Calculating the sum of all the reflections will give

(3.r6)

We can interpret the A and B terms defined in Eq. (3.10) above as reflection coefficients, so if we have
a wave uo(x) "travelling" to the right, then the wave "travelling" to the left caused by the reflection
of the first wave is simply [a-(E)laa(E))ufi(x), where a+(E) nd a-(E) arc constrained by the
boundary condition to have their superposition matching a decaying wave as s * *oo. We know
A(E)aa(E) + a61a-(E) = 0, so the reflection of a wave uE@) "travelling" to the right is thus
simply a wave -lA(E)lB(E)lufi(r) travelling to the left. After one bounce then, the wavefunction
travelling to the left is

(3.15)

(3.17)

i*n(', D = | w@) {i t+ml'} f,"r,l - ffi,;1x1]"-iEtthan. (3 rB)

=t 
Jo ' ' tf,.d LB(L )-\- )J ) t D\D ) r

We show in Appendix B that the term in the curly brackets formally approaches a sum of delta functions
in a distributional sense, with peaks at the eigenenergies. Intuitively, knowing that the modulus of
AD / BC must be unity, we can see that this sum will only diverge it AD I BC actually equals one. Using
the result from Appendix B,
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s lA(E)r(E)lr
?'=oLB(E)C(E)J

we find that between o1 and x2wE can write

!v;12,t; =
i=l

cm=["
Jrt:l"
Jxt

N a\^

: A,*,TN
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: f lo+- 12t1e - n*1,, (3.1e)

(3.22)

Note that when the continuum description changed to a modal description (i.e. when we integrated out

thed(E - E^) function)wechangedthesubscriptsfrom Etorn,soforexampleu^(x)issimply uE@)
evaluated at the rnth eigenenergy of the system. Given that the zs functions are orthogonal (Appendix

B uses the WKB approximation to specify a set of orthogonal us functions) and the initial wavepacket

lies between r1 and rz,we can write

Io* 
*ruyo**l'6(E - e)lue@) - ffi"r61f e-intrnaa

E*t"^llo*^|2 [,*,', - ffi";(,)] e-ilmt/h

Dw@*)ai_o-(c)e-i6^r/n. (3.20)

w(E^) = 1,",' 
{(n,o)ui@)dx, (3.2r)

and assuming as previously that the atomic wavefunction is initially travelling predominantly to the right,

we find

tl:@,o)Qi@)d,a

$(x,0)la\^u|,(x) +

I,',' ro,o)ui@)dx

w(E^)'

a|*u*(x)ldr-

Substituting Eq. (3.22) into Eq. (3.20) shows that the infinite sum of the reflected waves gives the same

result for the time dependent solution as the energy eigenstate technique, Eq. (3.6).

3.1.3 Extension to three dimensions

In this section we consider the extension to the three dimensional case, and find that the problem

becomes significantly more complicated. The major differences occur with the reflections, as unlike

the one dimensional case, where the reflection coefficients stayed constant, in three dimensions the

coefficients are a function of the position of the bounce. Physically, this means the form of the reflected

wave depends on whereabouts on the evanescent potential the atom bounced . The procedure we follow
in the subsequent sections is precisely the same as for one dimension. First, in Section 3.2, we solve the

TISE ignoring the boundary conditions, between two surfaces (which are the analogue of the points c1
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and r2in the one dimensionalsituation). We specifically choose these surfaces so that they are sufficiently
far away from the classical turning points for the range of energies with which we are concerned, so that
we can use a WKB type approximation throughout the region between the surfaces. Second, in Section
3'3, we calculate the reflection conditions imposed by the boundaries at both the top and the bottom
of the bounce, which corresponds to finding the A, B, C and D coef;ficients in the one dimensional
case. Finally, in Section 3.4, we glue all of the infinite sum together, and calculate the time dependent
solution. In this Section we introduce the time dependent phase factor, and note that because of this,
given the solution is narowband in energy, only one of the travelling solutions, (i.e, the group of energies
with solutions travelling to the left or the right after a given number of bounces) is going to contribute
significantly. That is, only one of the terms in the infinite sum of the reflected wavepackets needs to be
considered. It is because of this simple interpretation of the stationary (i.e. constant energy, even though
they may not satisfy the boundary conditions) wavefunctions as "travelling" that the technique used is
much more transparent than that using the energy eigenstates.

3.2 Distinguishable directions

In the regions which are sufficiently distant in the zdirection from the classical turning points, we
can clearly distinguish between the atomic wavefunction travelling upwards and the one travelling
downwards. In this region, we can use an approach analogous to Gaussian wave optics, and hence write

',bb) = ,D;F (r, y1s; I h?)a, * O"- (2, y1e-i I k?)a" 
, (3.23)

where Of are slowly varying in z, and ft(z) is the de Broglie wavenumberof theatom in the z-direction.
If (cs, y0) and (1(.,Ii's) are the mean position and wavenumber of the wavefunction in the r-y plane
for the wavefunction at position e, then

As in Gaussian wave propagation, using the paraxial approximation, we ignore the second z derivative
of the slowly varying functions @], and hence obtain a differential equation

# - W x tffo! p6p&- 1 x?o!+ r, ;o* ='# (v b, y, z) - v (x 6, yo, z)) @: . G.zs)

ln the region where the evanescent wave is negligible, the right hand side evaluates to zero, so
transforming to the Fourier domain (kr, ky) of (e, y), and sorving we obtain

(3.24)

where

of (&,, &r,) = oj,(k", /'s) (3.26)
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(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.30)

(3.3r )

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

k(r) =

cr= 62'

and 266 is the classical tuming point at the top of the bouncel. Due to the fact that the second factbr

in Eq. (3.26) does not depend on k, or k, and the third is merely a phase factor, we conclude that

while the atomic wavefunction evolves due to the force of gravity alone, the mean wavenumber in the

a and y directions, Ir, and I(, must remain constant. It is then possible to solve the integral in the

third factor, as none of the terms in the numerator depend on z. The wavefunction is hence a simple

multiplication by a Gaussian in the momentum representation, or a convolution with a Gaussian in the

position representation. [f we assume the wavefunction at position a6 to tre a Gaussian form which is

written as

a!=A,(z)AuQ)w"*n{_"r")['_ry),_o(,)p_ry],}, (3.2e)

where each of the functions of z : Ar, As, C, D, Cz, D2, are assigned values at zs, then we find that the

solution has exactJy the same form as above, with the functions of z being

A,,r( r) = A,,oGo) *, {*tfu UFz, - @\
= c(ro)-t + hlTzoo+.0-,/ao-4

D(ro)-t.hlffi-\,e-*-4
Cz2o)

Dz(zo).

c(")-'

D(r)-'

Cz(z)

Dz(z)

We compare these with Gaussian wave optics. An equation for propagation through a homogeneous

medium is of the form

c(")-t : C("o)-t + i const (" - "o).
(3.35)

In contrast to these linear functions, the square root functions that we obtain for the bouncing atom are a

direct result of the dependence of the wave number k on z.

ln the region where the evanescent wave is non-negligible, the righthand side does not evaluate to

zero. If we assume the spread of the wavefunction is small compared to the characteristic length of the

change of the Rabi frequenry in the c and g directions,

rNote that the wavenumber ,b(z) defined here differs from the wave number t(z) defined in the previous Section and the

one in Chapter 2by afactor k.

C"(zso - z)
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'r)lr--16
ffi,- 4

'r.ty--y6
m- u3l

then for any position (x,A, z) where the wavefunction has non-negligible values, we find that

,?(* , y , z) - u!(as,, uo, z) K t2 + Lo?(ro. yo, z)

and so we can write

I ms(z - zs) (3.39)
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V(r,y,z) - V(xs,Uo,zo) = X(OW,-
h d (r?)

= 'o v \wlJ * mg(z _ zO),4{6r+@

wherertoQ) =crr(og,Uo,z),a@il=r?(r,U,z)-u?,(z)andremd3loarefunctionsof z.
Eq. (3.36) and Eq. (3.37, the right hand side of Eq. (3.25) becomes

(3.36)

(3.37\

(3.38)

(3.40)

By using

(3.41)'ff trtr,u,z) - V(ro,vo,,z)l x G,(r2- rA) + Gn(y, - iil,
where

Go,g (3.42)

Eq. (3'25) is analytically intractable in this region, and so we substitute the form of Eq. (3.29) into
it, to obtain a set of six coupled differential equations, which we solve numerically, using a Runge-
Kutta algorithm [89]. Due to the sharp decrease in the amplitude of the Rabi frequency, and hence the
quasi-potential in the z-direction, the numerical integration can be completed in an extremely short time.
Likewise, the time spent by the atomic wavefunction in the evanescent wave is small, and consequently
over the time period it is bouncing the transverse form does not change significantly.

3.3 Indistinguishable directions

For z positions sufficiently close to the classical turning points, at the top and the bottom of the bounce,
it is impossible to distinguish the part of the wave function travelling upwards from that travelling
downwards, and so we cannot use the Gaussian optics approach considered in the previous Section.
Rather, we must solve the entire Schrddinger equation, identify the part of it with the wave travelling
up and the part with the wave travelling down, and hence obtain the reflection coefficients. We shall
consider the top and the bottom of the bounce in tum.

2h
(*-*)

62 + r?,,(z)



negligible, and the potential felt by the atomic

V(r) = mgz. (3.43)

The Schrddinger equation,

h2 (aza . a2e . ato\ r r- r* t,a", +W*E)=(E-msz)Q' (3'44)

can be solved using separation of variables, giving complex exponential functions in the a and y

directions, and Airy functions in the z direction. The general solution can be written as

68

3.3.1 The top of the bounce

At the top of the bounce, the evanescent wave is

wavefunction is entirely due to gravity,

where

CHAPTER 3. QUAI,IT UM DYNAMICS

When u is large and negative, we are once again sufficiently distant from the classical turning point to
distinguish between the waves travelling up or down, and we can approximate the Airy functions as

We can identiff Ai(u) + fBi(u) as the wave travelling upwards and Ai(z) - iBi(z) as the wave travelling

downwards. The (lc' kr) values can be interpreted here as wavenumbers in the x and y directions, and

so we can expect the coefficients A(Ar,,tn) and B(kr, ftr) to have non-negligible values only for a range

of /c, and ft, values centered around the mean wavenumbers .I(, and Kr. Given this, for z sufficiently

below the classical turning point, we can write,

foo foo
o(r) = I an" I axu 

"ikco"iksv l,q(k,,k)Ai(u) + B(k,,k)Bi(u)l ,J-oo J-x

.L

C2 (z - zcr,)

*(#"-k,-k?)

Ai(u) N #h.*(lr,l;-l;
Bi(u) x #h,i"(lr"rr -;),

u = ri(,-zw*^ry)
loti * tFc 

"<2oo - 41, - ]% (o (u3)

u=
2oo =

(3.4s)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.4e)

(3.50)

(3.51)+ a (tl)) ,

where
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2oo =

^ /,t \o \"''rl =

and hence the wave travelling upwards can be written as

o+(") = l:
Bl: or'I:d'koeik"eik"ffi

*n{!'f*('oo- 'ti-tE
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i(T"-.2
k?,u - K|,u,

- rq) (3.s2)

(3.s3)

(3.54)

(3.56)

(3.s7)

(o (*:) + a (ri)) - TI (3 5s)

We use the approximation that ffi x ffi where , - Ci (z - zoo),as the function is slowly varying
over the range of k, and k, values for which A+(1r,,&r) is non-negligible. Note that the first term in
the exponential of Eq. (3.55) corresponds exactly to the upwards travelling wave phase factor 

"; 
! *p1a"

in Eq' (3.23), up to a multiplicative constant. Because of this correspondence, Eq. (3.55) gives a
quantitative understanding of what till now has been a qualitative distinction between indistinguishable
and distinguishable directions, or z-positions sufficiently close to the classical turning points. If we are
at a position z where we can approximate the wavefunction as in Eq. (3.55), then we know that for all
positions z below this the Gaussian wave optics approach is valid, as the first term in the exponential
corresponds to the t; [ 44a', and the remainder corresponds to @](c, y) and is in comparison to the
first term, slowly varying in z. Hence our criterion for the validity of the Gaussian wave optics approach
is the same as for Eq. (3.51). For all values of kr, fr, where A+(kr,ftr) is non-negligible (physically,
for all non-negligible momentum components of the wavefunction) and a position z, the Gaussian wave
optics approach is valid if

^(/'?)+^(ki)c"
We match this solution for the upwards travelling wave with the solution obtained using the Gaussian

optics technique,

K 26- z.

a!@,y) = Iior, ll_an,",r",",r"uffi
*r {-,ry (o (*3) + a (ri)) T}

= A,(z)A,Q)W

"*o {-"1"y

o*, 
l:d.kreik',sikov A*(k,,fru) [Ai(z) + iBi(u)]

V-ry1'-o(')1,-'+l'\, (3.s8)
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and using the orthogonality of the complex exponentials, we solve for A+(kr,,tr). For u large and

positive, which corresponds to the positions above the classical turning point, the Airy functions can be

approximated as

Ai(,) N +.h*n(-l,l)
Bi(z) = !,L**n(i,t)

(3.s9)

(3.60)

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.6s)

(3.66)

We need to superpose onto the solution for the wave travelling upwards a wavefunction which

fulfilIs two conditions. First, sufficiently below the classical turning point it should only be travelling

downwards, and second, when superposed with the portion of the upwards travelling wavefunction, it

should cancel the exponentially increasing component of the wavefunction above the classical turning

point. It can be seen that this solution will have the same coefficients ,4+ (kr, &r) s the upwards travelling

wave, and have the form Ai(u) - iBi(u) for the e-section of the separated variables solution. Hence we

write

o-(") = l:o*, l:d,koeik,'eikosA*(k,,frv) [Ai(u) - iBi(u)] . (3.6r)

Finally, we can evaluate the part of the wavefunction travelling down at position z (where z is once

again sufficiently far from the classical turning point) as a function of the wavefunction part travelling

up. If we write both parts of the wavefunction in the form given in F4. (3.29), with the functions of

z referring to the wave travelling upwards characterized by the superscript + and referring to those

travelling down with superscript -, then we obtain

A],r(r) = A!,nQ)exp

C-121-r = 6+1e)-t*

D-(r)-t = D+G)-t +

Cl(r) = C{("0)

ozk) = D[("0)'

( 

-
) -t;{'N 

- 't-",8
8i6-

!1"2si\m

-

\/C"

*?,, *T\

It is noted here that the method used is almost entirely analogous to the connection formulae used in

the WKB approximation scheme in one dimension, however we have obtained the solution in three

dimensions, by considering only the Airy function in the z-direction.

3.3.2 The bottom of the bounce

While the analysis of the change in the wavefunction at the bottom of the bounce is conceptually similar

to that at the top, mathematically and physically it is significantly more complex, due to the c and g
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dependence of the potential felt by the atom. We first evolve the wavefunction using Gaussian wave
optics to a z-position sufficiently close to the classical turning point that the potential can be expanded
linearly in z, and sufficiently far away that the Gaussian wave optics approach is still valid. Using a
similar expansion to that used in Eq. (3.38) - Eq. (3.a2), but also expanding linearly in the z direction
around the classical tuming point (26, yo, zo), we obtain the Schrtidinger equation as

a2o aza__L__L
0r2 ' 0y2 ' lr,@' -oa)+ G,(v' -h-G"(z-"0)] .,

a2o-

0t2 =

(*-+,)

f 1",r,' -,t) + Gu@'- rt)],

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.6e)

(3.70)

where

G"=

Gx,g =

2*2g-E-mu?nn

hrl* + *,,
mu?u

h1f 62 * w!,

u)ttt = Ul(AO,AO, zO).

Before we consider the general solution, we shall consider a simple approximation which is valid in
many situations.

simple approximation: No transverse changes in the wavefunction

If we assume that the wavefunction in the position representation does not change significantly in the r
and 3r directions for the evolution through the bottom of the bounce (i.e. from the initial z position on the
way downwards to the same position on the way up) then this is equivalent to assuming that the second
derivative of the wavefunction with respect to e and y can be neglected in the analysis. Hence we obtain
a simple second order differential equation in z which has the Airy functions as its solution,

-G"[z - zo(a,y)]O, (3.71)

where

zo(r,y) = zo * (3.72)

and so @(r) : A(x,y)N(Q + A6,y)Bi(z) where u = -Clb - zo(x,y)1. Identifying O-(") =
A- (r,y)[Ai(u) - fBi(z)] as the wave travelling down, approximating the Airy functions as above, and
equating the general solution with that obtained for the wave travelling downwards using the Gaussian
optics approach' we can solve for A-(*,y). Using the same arguments as we used at the top of the
bounce, we substiture A- (x, y) into O+ (") = A- (x,y)[ni(u) * iBi(z)], and obtain

a2@

a7-

C* (z) = C- (r) 1 t;G'G4 (3.73)
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^-D- ( z) + 2i"lv ": '

{G"
Cz Q)C-(z)

c+(z)
pi Q)p- (z)

n+Q)

(3.74)

(3.7s)

(3.76)

(3.77)

(3.78)

(3.80)

(3.8r)

(3.82)

(3.83)

(3.84)

(3.8s)

where once again the superscript + refers to the part of the wavefunction travelling up, and - refers

to the part travelling down. We note that in this situation we can show that the change of the mean

wavenumber in the o direction for example, is linearly dependent on the c-position of the bounce,

nIQ) = A,(,)*r{r,ff.r+ry-kY- T}
a{G) = Aie)*o{roffr, * n*@p. 

- T},

x{ (r) = K, (z) - 
o" "F ro.

(* "*')x"(') 
: (-c,,f,- o') x,@)

(# ',n')Y^(il = (-G,uE- u*) Y*(v)

ry = lG,(z- ,o) * an * b*l zn*(r).

X,.(t) = I1@) s- lo'2o"' Enlarrl
Y*(y) : Nll\ r- i"'uY' H*(o.ru)

Zn^ = An Ai(unn) + B"-Bi(un ),

(3.7e)

This is precisely the sort of relation we would expect for a lossless system where a point mass is bouncing

on ahard concave surface where the s and gr position ofthe surface depend quadratically on z.

General solution: Tbansverse changes in the wavefunction

For the general solution, we must once again use separation of variables. Writing the atomic wavefunction

as @ = X(a)Y(y)Z(z), we obtain the separated differential equations as

These equations have solutions which are parabolic cylinderfunctions in the c and g directions, and Airy
functions in the e-direction. The fact that the solution must be normalizable, and cannot have diverging

values as r or 3r approaches positive or negative infinity, imposes a physical restriction on the X(r) and

Y(y) functions that can be chosen: namely those parabolic cylinder functions which are normalizable.

These functions are the well known energy eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator,
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where

73

Nl','a) - (3.86)

(3.88)

(3.8e)

andrr,,o: {G-r*,1trnrn: -tp"l(z-zb)+A(c")+A(6",)],wherez-e = zo+(a+b)lG,,a = an*A(an)
and 6 = b- + A(b-). We can furtherwrite a,, = a7(2n + l) - G,rf,andb^ = atr(2m+ l) -Gsrt
due to the restriction on the possible eigenvalues of Eq. (3.80) and Eq. (3.81). I/,, refers to the nth

Hermite polynomial, and n and m arc non-negative integers. The general solution for the wave travelling

downwards is

O-(r) : i O* *Ps-I*2"'2 Bn(n,r)Np\e-l*'ur'H^(*ov)l$(u^ ) - iBi(1"-)]. (3.S7)
nrm=0

Following the now familiar procedure, and using the Gauss transform of an Hermite polynomial [90],

where 
Gil"niu)l= (1 - 2P)t[*l+"-''l

cxr(ill = + Iirrr, *o {-#\ ot,

and Mehler's formula [90]

(3.90)

we obtain the solution for the part of the upcoming wavefunction as a function of the downwards going

wavefunction. These solutions are rather bulky and are not reproduced here.

We note that there are two intermediate approximations between these two solutions, which involve
removing the constant momenta in the c and y directions by creating a new function Or,u(") :
@(r)e-iA"-iKs:g, and ignoring first all derivatives, and second, only the second derivative in z. These

approximations would be particularly useful in glancing incidence problems offthe evanescent wave.

3.4 Time dependence

To this point in our discussion of the quantum model, we have been obtaining stationary solutions in the

region between the classical rurning points, and reflection coeffrcients at the boundaries. While we have

described part of the wavefunction as travelling upwards, and the other part as travelling downwards,

we cannot characterize the wave as "travelling" in any time dependent sense. What is in fact meant by

these statements is that for the upwards travelling part of the wavefunction, the phase at some position

z is greater than the phase at position zs, where z ) zo, and similarly, for the part of the wavefunction

travelling downwards, the phase is greater for lower z-positions. Following further the line of reasoning
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in Section 3.1 .2, we shall constnrct an infinite sum of wavefunctions multiplied by their time dependent

phase functions. Our first assumption is that the solution is narrowband, and only depends on a small

range of energies. Mathematically, this means assuming that F(z) has non negligible values for only a

small range of frequencies, which are all close to the central frequency 26. Here, F(z) is the Fourier

transform of the time dependent solution, and is easily calculated from the initial conditions. Further,

we assume that the x and y dependence of each of the stationary solutions is the same as the x and.y

dependence for the central frequency. The general stationary solution ,b,(r),can be written as a sum of
Gaussian forms which represent the c and y dependence of the solution,

af\ 1v1 = A9) e, z) af,i e, z)
g(n)(v, z)D@)(v, z)

"*o {-ct' 
t{r, r)1, - q*r]' 

- o{nt1,,41, - o?'t,,nl'\, 
(3.er)

multiplied by phase factors 
"il")1v,zl 

which correspond to the 
"+t 

I h('\1''")d' factors in Eq. (3.23).

The successive evolutions from classical turning point to classical turning point in both directions are

referenced by the index n, and each of the functions of e is itself different for different n values. Assuming

that the t and y dependence is the same for all frequencies as it is for the central frequency, we can write

Y(r, r) = 1 
r:Vo, li rVr"iil't 1v,21 

"-i2nvt 
4r. (3.92'^)

For a given time t, it is only values of the central frequency phase /(")(rzo, z) where 1fu\(vs, z) x
Zrvst that will contribute significantly to the total wavefunction, because different values of the phase

will cause the complex exponential functions in the integrand to be sufficiently oscillatory over the range

of frequencies for which f(z) is non negligible that the total contribution will average to zero. As the

phase is always increasing, only a single Gaussian form, (or two near the classical turning points) will
contribute to the total wavefunction at anv one time.

3.4.1 Distinguishabledirections

If initially we assume that only one Gaussian form is contributing, which is equivalent to saying that the

upwards and downwards travelling waves are distinguishable, we write

(3.e3)

where the Gaussian form @!")(ze) chosen depends on whether the corresponding phase 1@)(us,z) has

a value equal to 2nu6t for some z between the classical turning points. In the following, for simplicity

of notation, we shall remove the @|(zs), and denote the remainder of the general solution by f (z,t).
Expanding 1("")@,2) to second order in a Thylor series around zs gives

1s(")(v, z)
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I@)(u,) = l")1vo,z) 1atu)12)(, - ro) * 6@11z)(v - ro)r. (3.e4)

We write the initial distribution in time at some position z6 due to a single transition through that

z-position (i.e. not including any of the transitions through that position due to the bounces), as

f (zo,t) = m(t)exp {r/")1ro , zo) - i2rvot} . (3.e5)

We can use equation Eq. (3.93) evaluated at z = zs to find the rclationship between F(v) nd rn(t), and

substitute this relation back into Eq. (3.93) to find the general time dependent solurion,

where

f (r,t) = (rn *e) (r + ry) exp {tr@ 1ro, zo) - i2trvot},

q(') :,lftn*r{ffi} ,

(3.e6)

(3.101)

(3.102)

(3.e7)

un6 4o(")(21 = a@)1) - o|'")es), 66@e) = 6@)12) - 6(")(ze). Nore rhat m * q(t) refers to the
convolution of the two functions m(t) and q(t). If we assume that the initial distribution in time m(t) is
Gaussian, we can solve for tQ,t) analytically, obtaining a general solution of the form

f(",t)=^m*n{rt'l1")[,_"+],1iN{n)1,o,z)_;aruot\, (3.e8)

where

ab)1r1-t = s(412s)-t + iLbY)rA)

aL"re) = Bl4@o) - d'a(!Q) 
,

6/h)(u6,, z) = Ib)1uo, z) - I(.l(vu ze) and A is a normalization constant. When the evanescenr wave
is negligible, I(p)(ro,zs), and hence ofu)72) and 6(n)(z), can be solved analytically, and we obtain

(3.ee)

(3.100)

a@t 1r1-r = p(,)1a6)-r . rri (#_ #1"o1)
BL^te) = aldeo)+ 

ffifxvtA - *@12o11.

When the evanescent wave is not negligi61", 7(')(2, z) cannot be solved analytically, but the result can
be obtained by a simple numerical integration:
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B{n)@)-l

aL") k)

p(*)(e6)-'-r(#)' l:,ffi
B["tvo)*'ff|:,ffi

(3.103)

(3.104)

(3.107)

(3.108)

(3.10e)

3.4.2 Indistinguishable Directions

We shall treat the top of the bounce, and note that the bottom of the bounce is exactly analogous. Around

the region of the classical turning point at the top of the bounce, we know from Eq. (3.54) and Eq. (3.61)

that we can write the stationarv solution as

foo f 6)
<D(r)= I an, l dkre'h,r4ruurt+(k,,kr){[el1z;+aBi(z)] +[ei(u)-iBi(z)]], (3.105)

J-q J-m

and at a position z sufficiently below the classical turning point, we can write

o(") : Iio*, ll* d.kneik,, eik" ffi".n (nll"l I - T)
d,kreik,'eik"ffiry (-,ltrf; * T), (3.106)+ I]-*, 11

where lali is given in Eq. (3.51), and we identiff the first term with the wave travelling upwards, and

the second term with the wave travelling downwards. Both the second term in the approximation of luli
and the r f 4 phase shift were taken into account in the c and g dependence of the atom, and we have

assumed that this dependency is the same for all non-negligible frequencies. The general time dependent

solution is thus

Y(r,r) = o!")1201 l* rplu"ln)p'zl"-i2trvt4,

+ o!"+t)1zo; l* rp)",1@+r)@,zl 
"-rrn,, 

dr,

flnte,z) = ?r/Ct*-al
J@+t)(u, z) = -|rnAo - ")r3 

.

O!")(ro) refers to the Gaussian form of the wave travelling upwards, *O O!"+t)(26) to that travelling

downwards. Once again we neglect these terms for notational simplicity. Writing the wavefunction part

due to the upwards going wave as

where
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Figure 3.1: Plot of the z-position of the atomic wavefunction versus the mean time it travels through that
position. Parameters used are the same as for the classical simulation except for ar1,* = l0 x l0es-1,
us = Qs = lmm and the spontaneous emission rate I = 0, as no spontaneous emissions occur.
Initialconditionsfortheatomicwavefunctionareg =2.5*109, Bz: O,C: D:2-22*10il,
Cz= Dz--2.1+ l0-3 - i5,4* l0-6, zo=2.75mm,and(Eslh,) = @ln)g200 wherezoo = 3mm. The
following four figures were obtained using the same parameters.

0.40.3

f (zo,t) - m(t)exp {;/")1ro , zo) - i2truot} ,

and repeating the Thylor expansion procedure ofthe previous section, we find

f-(",t) : (m- o) (r - #*Ur) "*p {;rr"t(ro,,ro) - iunvot} , (3.1I l)
where

q(t) = (3.rr2)

Defining rn(t) as a Gaussian form allows us to solve for the wavefunction travelling down analytically.
Using the same general form as given in Eq. (3.99), with * superscripts denoting the upward (or rz)
evolution, and - superscripts denoting the downward (or n * 1) evolution, we obtain

(3.1l0)

B-121-t = n+Q)-t*r;# (3.1l3)
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Figure 3.2: Plot of mean c-position of the atomic wavefunction through particular z-positions versus the

mean time it travels through those positions
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Bz k) = al/) * #urn. (3.114)

3.5 Discussion

Using the quantum model, the information that we obtain over and above the classical model is about

the spreading of the atomic wavefunction in space and time. It can be seen from Fig 3.1 and Fig 3.2

that the mean motion in the atomic trampoline cavity is very similar to that obtained for a classical

model. The major difference in the formulation of the theory is that while the classical model has time
as the independent variable, in contrast the quantum model has the vertical position z and the bounce

number n as independent. In the quantum model, we cannot obtain information on the evolution of
the wavefunction near the classical turning points, without summing together a large number of slightly
different Airy functions. This is why the top and bottom of the bounces in Fig 3.1 have been truncated.

Such details aside, we note that the mean position of the wavefunction evolves similarly to a lossless

system where a mass is bouncing on a hard concave, quadratically shaped surface. The height to which it
bounces depends on how fast the atom is travelling in the c and y directions, so that energy is conserved

and as it bounces up and down in the z-direction (Fig 3.1), it oscillates from side to side in the r and y

directions (Ftg 3.2). (Note that the y-direction plots are omitted as they are essentially the same as those

in the s-direction). In between each of the interactions with the evanescent wave at the bottom of the

bounce, the mean transverse momentum of the wavefunction remains constant.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the standard deviation in the u distribution of the atomic wavefunction at pafiicular
e-positions versus the mean time the wavefunction travels through those positions

The spread in the o position (Fig 3.3) is modulated at twice the frequency of the oscillations of the
mean r-position, such that it is broadest at the center of the mirror, and narrowest at the edges. This is
somewhat analogous to a Gaussian wavefunction oscillating in a quadratic potential. We note that the
oscillations of the standard deviation are not caused by any intrinsically quantum feature of the system,
but are rather a classical phenomenon. To demonstrate this, we nrrned off the spontaneous emission
in our semi-classical programme, and started the (classical) system with distributions in position and
velocity matching the probabilistic distributions of the atomic wavefunction. We obtain prccisely the
same plot for the spread in the classical distribution as we did using the TDSE.

The last feature of interest with respect to the standard deviation in the c-direction, is the fact that
the maximum spread always occurs precisely at a bounce, while the minimum almost never does. This
feature can be seen in the acute angular nature of the maxima and the curved minima. To understand
this, we consider the imaginary part of the complex variable C(t)-t . It can be seen in both Eq. (3.31)
and Eq. (3.63) that while evolving in gravity, this parameter is always increasing, while the real part
remains constant. Noting that the standard deviation in the o-direction is o, = | I tNe@J we see that
if this parameter Im(C(z)-l) is negative, the standard deviation in the c-direction will be decreasing
with time, while if Im( C (t)-l ) is positive, then it shall be increasing. The only time when this parameter
can become negative is when it interacts with the evanescent wave, and it follows that this is similarly
the only time when the spread in the c-direction can change from increasing to decreasing, that is, the
spread is maximum. We see also that the curved minima occur similarly to the waist in a laser, as the
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Figure 3.4: Plot of the standard deviation in the z distribution versus time, where we have assumed that

the acceleration of the wavefunction in the time it takes to go past any particular point is negligible.

parameter Im(C(r)- t) increases gradually from negative, through zero, to positive, causing Re(C(z)) to
gradually obtain its maximum value. Further, if we use the simplest approximation at the bottom of the

bounce, (see Section 3.3.2) where the transverse form does not change over the period the atom is in the

evanescent potential (the complicated expressions give the same physical results with more mathematical
complexity), and observe the behavior of the parameter Im(C(e)-t),

E
N
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c
.9
(!
(D
tt
E(!
Ec
a6

6

rm(c+(z)- ,, = - r^(c--("D +'W 
-- ,

Re(c-(z))2 + [m(c-( z)) + 2Gz'F)2' (3.1l5)

we see that the maximum change in the parameter occurs when Re(C-(z)) is small, or o, is large.

This has the simple physical interpretation that the more spread the wavefunction is, the more it feels

the curvature of the mirror, and hence it will have more of a tendency to reduce its spread in the c-
direction. So there are two competing physical processes. First there is the natural tendency of the

atomic wavefunction to disperse, and second there are the bounces at the evanescent wave milror, which
can either decrease the rapidity of the spreading, change the spreading to contracting, or increase the
rapidity of the contracting.

As z is the independent variable, it is not possible to write the distribution in z &s a Gaussian
form. Physically, this is attributed to the fact that we are writing the distribution in I as a Gaussian

form, and hence acceleration will cause a distortion in the z-distribution from a Gaussian form . If we
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x'l03

Figure 3.5: Plot of the standard deviation in the time distribution of the atomic wavefunction at particular
e-positions versus the mean time the wavefirnction Eavels through those positions

assume that the acceleration of the wave packet over the period of time t it goes past a z-position z6 is
negligible (B(z) x B(zs) around z6 and expand BzG) linearly in a around es), we can write the atomic
wavefunction as a Gaussian in z, and hence plot the spread in the z-position versus time (Fig 3.4). This
plot is dominated by the dependence on velocity. As the atom bounces it is changing its velocity in
the z-direction, and for a given spread in time, if the atom is travelling faster, it must have a broader
spread in the z-direction. We can see in Fig 3.4 however, that as well as this spreading due to velocity
changes, causing the rapid oscillations, there is an overall tendency for the atom to spread out, because
the maximum spread, which occurs just before the atom enters and just after it leaves the evanescent
wave, is itself increasing with time. To observe this feature, it is more convenient to observe the spread
in time.

To obtain Fig 3.5 we chose many z positions, and recorded the mean and the standard deviation of
the time that the atomic wavefunction travels through that z position for each successive bounce, and
plotted the latter versus the former. We see that during the bounces, and at the bottom of the bounce
in the evanescent wave, the spreading in time is relatively small, but a large increase of the spread in
time occurs at the top of the bounce. This result is consistent with our approximations: as when we
used the slowly varying envelope (paraxial) approximation, in the regions between the classical turning
points, the spreading was small, while at the top of the bounce, when the spreading was large, we had
included all the terms and in particular second order derivative with respect to z. The features of Fig 3.5
can be accounted for via the results of quadratic dispersion theory t9ll. We multiply the frequency
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spectrum by two factors that depend on v. The first is a complex exponential 
"ia(v-u6) 

which simply
shifts the distribution in time. The second is the exponential of a complex quadratic 1".rn 

"ib(r,-r'o)2.
For frequencies v where b(v - vs)z ) I, the exponential will be oscillating rapidly in frequency space,

while around vsit will be oscillating slowly. Hence, as b increases, it will narrow the frequency spectrum

around lue, with the consequence that the distribution in time will be broadened. This is a standard result
in quadratic dispersion theory. ln the regions where the direction is distinguishable,

and at the top of the bounce

t azt@(rAlb\z) = z--M l,=,n
2tr2m2 lz d,z= --TJ",,ry'

Br2rn? Ib-(z)=b+(z)+@M,

(3.116)

(3.1l7)

with the bottom of the bounce being similar. b(z) is always increasing with time, so the frequency

spectrum is always narrowing, and the distribution in time broadening. Because k(z) approaches zero

near the classical tuming points, we find the maximum spreading at these regions, with the spreading

being much greater at the top of the bounce than at the bottom. Mathematically, the reason for this is that

lG,l > lCrl, where G"andC"arethegradientsof thepotentialatthelowerandupperclassicalturning
points, respectively. Physically, we see that it depends on the arnount of time the atomic wavefunction
spends in regions where it has a small wavenumber. For small gradients, such as occurs at the top of
the bounce, there is only a small force on the atom, and hence a relatively large period of time is spent
where the atom has a small wavenumber, and the consequent spreading is large. For large gradients, as

occurs in the evanescent wave, the force on the atom is correspondingly large, the atom spends only a

short period of time with a small wavenumber, and the spreading is relatively small. The limiting case

in this situation is where the gradient is infinite, due to a potential wall, and there is consequently no
spreading of the atom.

Comparing the spreading in time with that for the classical simulation, as we did for the standard

deviation in the c-distribution, we see significant discrepancies. The solid plot in Fig 3.6 shows the

classical simulation of the spread in time versus mean time, for a group of particles with the same

distribution as for the quantum simulation. As in the quantum plot, the overall tendency is for the

distribution to broaden in time, but the magnitude of the spreading is significantly less. Perhaps the most

striking feature of the plot is that the distribution contracts in time during its free evolution between the

classical turning points. Initially the atomic distribution broadens in free evolution, however after a few

bounces the spreading settles down to a pattern of increasing at the top of the bounce, and decreasing

during the the free evolution, with a small change at the evanescent potential. We understand the

contraction of the standard deviation in time in terms of the sorting influence of the potential. As the

atoms approach the upper classical turning point, those that have the greatest energies will travel to the

highest points, while those with lowest energies will not travel as far, resulting in a sorting of the atoms,
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Figure 3.6: Plot of the standard deviation in the time distribution of the classical statistical atomic
distribution through particular e-positions versus the mean time the atomic distribution traveled through
those positions. Here, the initial velocity and position distribution was chosen to correspond exactly to
the probability distribution for the atomic wavefunction in the quantum simulation, assuming that the
acceleration in the time period that the wavefunction went past the initial z-position e9 = 2.75mm was
negligible. The upper plot is for a classical numerical simulation in three dimensions, while the lower
plot shows the analytical result for a simplified one dimensional potential

with those that have the lowest energies at the lowest z-positions, and those atoms with the highest
energies (that attain the largest velocities) at large z-positions. As the atoms accelerate from these
positions down under gravity, those with large energies will catch up with those with small energies, and
hence we obtain a reduction in the spread in time. The potential gradient acts as an energy o'chooser" 

so
that atoms with high energies are spatially separated from those with low energies. The overall effect is
still a spreading in time, but as the atomic distribution continues its evolution, the standard deviation in
time is reduced.

To verify this interpretation we considered a one dimensional situation where the atomic distribution
was initially in an uncorrelated Gaussian of energy and time. The potential of the system was

(3.1 l8)

where the independent variables were the bounce number n and the vertical position z. Using this
idealized version of the atomic trampoline cavity, we found the time t that an atom passed through a

v(z\=[ *n' z>o
I m 21.0
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position z on bounce number n, as a function of its initial energy and time at position zs and bounce

number n = 0, and determined analytically the mean and standard deviation of the time distribution of
the atom through the positions and bounce numbers. This standard deviation versus the mean of the time
distribution is shown in the lower plot of Fig 3.6 (dotted line), and is seen to be extremely similar to
the upper plot (solid line), with the exception of the small discrepancies due to the non-infinite gradient

of the quasi-potential caused by the evanescent wave. The qualitative character of the plots, with the

atomic distribution initially spreading, and then gradually being sorted by the gradient is precisely the

same, and we can conclude that in the three-dimensional case, it is the "sorting effect" of the gradient

that is causing the contraction of the distribution of the atoms.

3.6 Summary

We have presented analysis and results of the short time dynamics of an atomic wavefunction bouncing

in a three dimensional atomic cavity. To determine the quantum dynamics, w9 outlined an alternative
method of solving the TDSE, which treats the problem as two one wall bouncing problems, rather than

using the boundary conditions to find the eigenmodes of the system. We proved in one dimension that

this alternative method gives the same result as a mor€ standard approach.

We found that in the c and y directions, both the mean and the standard deviation of the Gaussian

wavepacket can be analyzed corre€tly as a statistical distribution of atoms, however in the z-direction,
while the mean behavior is similar, the spreading in the quantum situation is much greater than that found

from the statistical classical distribution. Representing the time evolution of an atomic wavepacket by
a distribution of a number of bouncing atoms considered classically will not adequately represent the

actual nature of the spreading in the vertical direction.



Chapter 4

The effect of spontaneous emission

Spontaneity is only a termfor man's ignorance of the gods.

Samuel Butler, I 9th Century

Perhaps the most fundamental of the complicating factors involved with the motion in the atomic
trampoline cavity is the effect of spontaneous emission. The reflection mechanism of absorbing and

emitting photons is itself based on exciting the atom from its ground state, so spontaneous emission
cannot be neglected. In Chapter 2 we presented the results of a semiclassical numerical analysis which
included the effects of spontaneous emission. This Chapter, in contrast, is concerned with a situation
where the external degrees of freedom of the atomic motion are quantized in the trarnpoline cavity, and

the effect of spontaneous emission is treated as a loss mechanism that causes an atom to be ejected
from a given stationary state. To determine these loss rates, it is necessary first to determine what the
actual stationary states of the cavity are, with particular attention to their form in the evanescent wave.
In dealing with the form of these modes, we extend the work of Wallis et at. [50], who as described
in Section 2.4.2, calculated the modes using the assumption of an infinite paraboloid reflecting surface.
Having obtained the form of these modes, we determine the effect of spontaneous emission on each, and
calculate various properties of the cavity based on the knowledge of the structure of the modes together
with the loss rate due to spontaneous emission.

In Section 4.1, we find the position space structure of the energy eigenstates, and the corresponding
allowed energies. Above the evanescent wave, the modes obtained have precisely the same form as those
found by Wallis et aI., though the allowed energies differ, predominantly because of the phase change
through the evanescent wave. We include the effects of the exponentially decaying potential in our
analysis, which allows us in Section 4.2 to calculate the proportion of each of the modes in the excited
state, and hence the linewidth ordecay rate due to spontaneous emission. In a "classical" limit, where the
atomic modes do not spread significantly from the vertical axis, and the maximum bounce height is neither
too small or too large, the calculated linewidth is the same as that in the heuristic classical calculation
in Eq. (2.56), and is independent of energy. As soon as the width of the modes becomes significant,
however, the linewidth becomes strongly energy dependent, and for a given transverse excitation we
obtain a "most prefened" mode, for which the linewidth is minimum. The finesse and the Q of the cavity
are also calculated, and in contrast to an optical Fabry-Pdrot cavity are strongly dependent on energy,
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because of the dependence on energy of the allowed energy differences and the linewidth. We estimate

that using current experimental parameters, the longitudinal but not the transverse mode structure should

be resolvable.

4.1 Modes of the atomic trampoline cavity

We first wish to calculate the modes of the atomic trampoline cavity. As in the classical analysis in

Chapter 2, we neglect non-adiabatic transitions, so that the atom always remains in the l*) state. The

potential that the atom suffers is thus scalar and defined by the energy eigenvalue of the l+) state, .E*,

which (ignoring constant terms) can be written as

V(x,y,z) 
=h

6 f,ll'r) n'r-r+ j + 7tz

= (i-ry * #n') * G,(z)rz * G,(z)vz,

(4.1)

(4.2)

where

Gr,r(t) = (4.3)

Here we have used the approximation that the mode does not deviate significantly from the vertical axis,

and so have expanded the potential to leading order in the transverse directions. In our calculation of
the modes, we do not assume large detuning, although this limiting situation will be used later when we

look at the effects of spontaneous emission. We first illustrate the technique used to obtain the modes by

a simple one dimensional example, and then perform the calculations in three dimensions for the atomic

trampoline cavity.

4.1.1 Methodology

To illustrate the method used to find the position space structure of the modes, we wish to determine the

energy eigenstates of a one dimensional cavity, for energies which are chosen so that a large fraction of
the region between the classical rurning points can be described using a WKB type solution.

Consider a potential V(z) such as that in Fig 4.1, which diverges to positive infinity as z approaches

positive or negative infinity, so that the energy spectrum is quantized. This potential has been chosen

to match the same schematic potential as the atomic trampoline cavity, but the procedure outlined will
determine the eigenstates for any arbifiary potential fulfilling the specified conditions. From the energy,

E, we can determine the classical turning points a(E) and z2(E). In the region between but sufficiently

far away from these classical turning points, there are two possible solutions of the time independent

Schrtidinger equation (TISE) which need not satisfy the boundary conditions,

2h
(*-*,.)

62 + u?o(O,o, z)

,b*(z,q = h"*n {+,' l" nGv,\ , (4.4',)
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Figure 4.1 : Plot of a possible potential for which to calculate eigenstates using the WKB formalism

wherel

k(z) = (4.s)

These solutions can be interpreted as a wave with phase increasing in the positive z direction (th+k))
and a wave with phase increasing in the negative z-directi on (lt-(z)). If we consider first only the right
hand boundary conditions, then the general solution

,bk, E) = a+(E)rb+(r, E) + a-(E){_(r, E), (4.6)

must match a wave that decays exponentially on the right hand side of e2(E). Determining this reflection
coefficient, will give a condition of the form

d-(E) - .ie*o+(E).

87

(4.7)

We obtain a similarcondition from the left hand boundary condition. [n a round trip, starting from some
position e6 between ,t(E) and z2(E), the total phase change is found by summing the phase change for
the wavefunction propagating to the right from es, that due to the right hand boundary condition, that
due to the propagation to the left, that due to the left hand boundary condition, and finally that due to
the propagation to the right returning to position zs. For a steady state the total phase change must be
an integer multiple of 2ur so that the value and derivative of the initial wavefunction matches the final
returning wavefunction at the same position. This gives the condition for energy quantization as

v(")).

'As in chapter 3, the wavenumber ft(z) differs from that in chapter 2by a factor of fi.
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(4.1l)

(4.8)

where p is an integer. For energies which satisff this condition (eigenenergies), the unnormalized energy

eigenstates between "t(E) and zz(E) have the form

,hk, E) = a+(E) W*Q, E) + eie"rP-(r, Dl . (4.e)

When we proceed to the three dimensional case, rather than considering the wavefunction at each z-value,

we consider the wavefunction at each x-y plane, characterized by a value z. The boundary conditions at

the bottom of the bounce, for example, specify the value of tlta(u , U ,, z) as a function of $-(x , y,, z) in
the same c-y plane. To match the values and derivatives, we must therefore match them over the entire

u-y planerather than at a single point.

The procedure that we follow, involves first calculating the energy eigenstates ignoring the boundary

conditions; second, imposing the boundary conditions; and third, determining the matching conditions

so the values and derivatives of the waves at a given plane match after a complete round trip. This

procedure should determine the quantized energy values, and for each of these values the corresponding

mode structure.

4.1.2 Eigenmodes, ignoring boundary conditions

Similarly to the previous Chapter, in the region between and sufficiently far from the classical tuming
points we can distinguish between theparts of the eigenmodes which have phase increasing and those

which have phase decreasing in the positive z-direction. We can write the general eigenmode for energy

E, (ignoring boundary conditions) as

t/(r) = d!(r,y1sif k{")a" + d;(n,y)"-'lk(z)d'2, (4.10)

where 6*@,9r) is slowly varying in z, and k(z) is the wavevector of the atom in the z-direction. Given

that we wish to use these general eigenmodes to determine the energy eigenstates of the atomic trampoline

cavity, we shall restrict our attention to wavepackets that arc centered around the e-axis, ("0, go) = (0, 0),

and that have no mean momentum in the s and y directions. Thus, we define k(z)by

r"z(El

' J",', k(z)d'z r t = 2Ptr 
'

ry+v(o, o,z)- E.

u# . W . tffo! x zik?E ='# lv @, a, 2) - v (o,,o, z)1 6t .

Using the paraxial approximation, so that we can neglect the second derivative of $!(x,y) with respect

to z, the TISE becomes

(4.t2)

In the region where the evanescent wave is negligible, the right hand side evaluates to zero. By

transforming to the Fourier domain of r and g, and assuming an initial condition at the plane z - zs of
the form
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6!,(*,il=ffiw"-C"(zo,)x2pn.(o,(,),)We_Cu(n)u^E^,(aok)u),(4.l3)

where E"(r) is an Hermite polynomial in c of order rr, we can solve for 4*@,y) as a function of its
initial form 6*u@,y). we have chosen this initial form because we will be solving for the evolution
of these functions through quadratically shaped potentials in the u and y directions, and these are the
position space representations of the eigenstates of a quadratic potential. Using the relation (see t90l)

ll*av"*v[-o(' - il'] En(cu) = rl:(' - t')' r" (6), @ 14)

to transform between the position and wavenumber spaces, and solving the ensuing integral, we find the
solution at z is the same form as the initial condition but with

tT t--7-
c,,r(r)-' = cr,r("0)-t *o t/zoo- zo - Vz6o- z

,E

89

a,,v(z) = o,n@dffilr-ffi-
where zfi is ttre upper classical turning point, and C , - Zmz g / h,2 .

]-u 
,

[r* -h)"'* (* +) ,,]]

a,(zo)zC"(z)

c,(rdz

(4.1s)

(4.16)

(4.r7J

(4.18)

When the evanescent wave is not negligible, and we can still distinguish between the wavefunction
parts with phase increasing or decreasing in the positive z-direction, Eq. (4.12) is still valid, although
the right hand side is now quadratic in e and 3r. Given the very narrow depth of the evanescenr wave,
we assume that the wavefunction does not change its form in the c and y directions significantly while it
is in the evanescent wave, so we can neglect the derivative terms with respect to r and gt and obtain the
equation,

Now, we can consider the gravitational potential energy to be constant over the range of the evanescent
wave, as it is narow in the z-direction, and write

Changing the variable of integration to /c(e) rather than z, we may integrate Eq. (4.17) to obtain

6! (, , u) = 6+^(u, u) (4.1e)
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4.1.3 Boundary Conditions

At the top and bottom of the bounce we must completely solve the TISE, and determine ry'a (o , U , z) 6
a function of $-(x,y, z). T}lre technique we use was presented in detail in the previous Chapter, and is

only summarized briefly here, with results given.

At the top of the bounce, we must solve the TISE,

(4.20)

and then superpose two solutions, one of which has phase increasing and one phase decreasing in the

positive z-direction, where the one with phase increasing matches the initial upcoming wave far below

the classical tuming point. The boundary conditisn is imposed by the fact that the superposition of the

two solutions must not diverge above the classical turning point. The wavefunction with phase increasing

downwards is found by first solving the TISE using separation of variables, matching it to the upcoming

wavefunction part, and then noting how this solution diverges above the classical tuming point. We then

add to this enough of a solution with phase decreasing to exactly cancel the divergence of the initial

wavefunction above the classical turning point. ln one dimension this is analogous to the connection

formulae used with the WKB approximation scheme and results in the relations,

nz / 02O AzA a2O\

^\W 
+ W * M )= 

(E -msz)Q'

Cl,o(r)-' = CI,,Q)-' - frF

At the bottom of the bounce, we use the same technique as for the top of the bounce, but as in the

simple approximation used in the previous Chapter, we neglect the second derivatives in the x and y

directions, since the evanescent wave has nilrow depth. This TISE can be solved by expanding the

potential around the classical turning point on the z-axis quadratically in the transverse directions and

linearly in the longitudinal direction. Hence we can write

a,,ul) = "*,rtAffil'-
Nr,u = -itr1r.

Q! @,y) = e" @,y) exp {-r,Y l(*

ot,u(')' 
,m' at,uQ)zC;,u

ct,n1r12

- #) "* (* *) t]) @24)

I
a

(4.2r)

(4.22)

(4.23)

4.lA Matching the waves

Some of the approximations we use place restrictions on the validity of our analytical calculation. In

recent experiments, the heights from which the atoms are dropped are of the order of millimeters [53]
above the surface of the crystal, while the extent of the evanescent wave into the vacuum above the

crystal is of the order of micrometres. Similarly to the classical calculation, there will be an x-g plane

characterized by a value zs which is a long way from the crystal on the scale of the evanescent wave

|wtr,u,,zo) -dl < E, (4.2s\
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but which essentially coincides with the surface of the crystal on the scale of the gravitational potential,
i.e..

zo K i{o, (4.26)

or rnlze < .8. Clearly, these approximations will not be valid for the lower order modes (in the
z-direction), but should yield approximate analytic solutions for the higher order modes

Matching the xly plane distribution

Using equations (4.15) to (4.16) nd (4.21) to (4.23), we find the wavefunction part with phase increas-
ing downwards (d-(c, u, zo)), as a function of the wavefunction part with phase increasing upwards
(h+(x,u, zo)), evaluated at r-u plane characterized by z = zs, due to the upper boundary condition

-or'mJq
a,,y(zo) = *I,,@)mlt -m *4,'@l,Yqrrtatl-t @.28)

cf,"Qn) : c,,uQo) a 2;k(?P)-

ol,nQo) = or,r("0)

1,r*bonom = jvc-botrome+i"nlffi'l*** fff}l "v+I gsz)lc{(zo)) LC,*("g)J
Exploiting the existence of an z-y plane fulfilling the above conditions, and solving each of the set of
equations for Cf,,u\s) and af,r(zs), we find

C,,r(to)-t = C[,r(ro)-t (4.27',)

(4.30)

(4.3r\

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

N;t"o = N+toee+'n/2. (4.2e)

Likewiseusingequations(4.19) and(4.24),wecanfindaseparaterelationshipduetothelowerboundary
condition.

(.-t\
\2R ,?,u )

z ne [c,{,1"0y].

Note that for energies which cause the maximum bounce height to be greater than the focus of the
paraboloid, Cr,oko) is undefined, as the stable trajectories of atoms with such large energies are not
paraxial.
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Energr Quantization

To determine the allowed energies, we must not only include the phase changes due to the Nr,, terms,

but also the rapid phase change due to the quickly oscillating ,; I x1z)az tenns. The total phase change in

a round trip is then

L0 = : (reflection ar the top boundary)

r4
+ , 

J^, 
k(z)d.z (phase change in gravitational potential)

+ Z ["] 44az (phase change in evanescent wave)
J rfr,

+ ; (reflection at the bottom boundary)

(2r, + l)Atg [cJ'(a)] (phase change due to spread in o direction)

(Znn * I )Atg [Cf ("r)] (phase change due to spread in 3r direction), (4.i6)

and for an energy eigenstate we require

L0 = Zpr, (4.37)

where p is an integer. We note that to obtain this result we must continue to use the assumptions Eq. (a.25)

and Eq. (4.26) so that the phase change in the evanescent wave potential and the gravitational potential

can be calculated separately. The latter is

(4.38)

For the phase change in the evanescent wave, if we transform to an integral with respect to

and use the relation

we find

y(z) = ", - i(o(a) - 6) ,

l**=z\/i-'fi^el#*1,

(4.3e)

(4.40)

z f"" 4rya" =

vn-otos1-tl.lV# + 6 - '/Yko)l)

(4.41)
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In the approximation that zs is a long way out of the evanescent wave, the first and third tenns asymptot-

ically approach a constant value, but the second term diverges. Using a series of simple approximations,

which follow from ze > K-1, we find the middle term is approximately equal to

(4.42)

The term which is linear in ze is due to the phase change of a wave along a flat potential - the free

evolution. Since we use the approximation that all the free evolution is considered to be evolution under
gravity, we shall neglect this linearly increasing term. If we consider the limit of large detuning, then in

the third term, 1f f; + d > JM Using a series of approximations based on this limit we find that

the third term is approximately z1ftQfi.
Last, the phase change due to the spread in the fr or y directions are dependent on the quantum

number n" and zl, in these directions. We would expect the horizontal spread of the wavefunction to

have an effect on the energies of the eigenmodes of the cavity, so it is not surprising that the phase change

in the z-direction, which determines the allowed energies depends on the horizontal spread. We write

l r",at 

-
Y ozh

t/# + lffil | ,?.,h\ t2*E

ffil r-ros\dE/"lW*

erg [cj,1,oy] = arctan {HjH#}

4 trE
-1/ -
3gh Y n'r

I l2md;\'le- io*"(*tr)]

4E
rnqK (*-*) (4.43)

(4.44)

We finally obtain the condition for the allowed energies as

I+-
K

(2n, +r )arcsin 
I

(2nu *1)*"*in 
I

4E (n l\

- 
| 
-_ - 

|

rngr \2R ,?,1

where p is an integer. The energy eigenstates of the atomic trampoline cavity are thus characterized by

three quantum numbers: n*nn andp, describing the solution in the x, y and z directions respectively.

It is of interest to compare the energies obtained here with those obtained by Wallis et al. 150) for a
potential described by

(4.4s)

where the difference in the potential we have considered is that we have included the effects of the
exponential decay of the evanescent wave. Ryy is the the radius of curvature of the infinite paraboloid

v(z) = {y, ::i:\i11,,1i:,

E.
fi log

ZmE 
^

$zzo'
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potential. Replicating Wallis et al.'s results in the notation that we have used gives the condition for
energy quantization as

#,[+ - 2(n,* I ) arcsin (rt-ffi = (ro - :) " (4.46)

The first term in 4. 9.44) and Eq. (4.46\ are equal, and correspond to the phase change in gravity.

If we assume a rotational symmetry in our problem, so that o)s = u)yt and let Rw be defined by

(4.47)

which is the radius of curvature of the isosurfaces of constant potential caused by the light forces, then the

arcsin terms in both equations similarly match. Note that in theWallis et aI. formulation 4 is an integer

denoting the total excitation in the transverse directions, and corresponds to n, * n, in our formulation.

The differences in the allowed energies is then entirely due to two factors. The first is the phase

change in the evanescent wave, which is characterizdby the second and third terms in Eq. (4.44). The

second is that the total phase change for the system we consider must be (2p - l)r, while for the infinite

potential system the total phase must be (2p - Il2)r, where p is an integer. This difference is due to

the potential at the bottom of the bounce: for an infinitely steep potential there is no phase change, since

the wavefunction must equal zero, while for the potential with a large but finite slope, the connection

formulae used in the WKB approximation require a phase change of r 12 at the boundary between the

wave entering and leaving. In summary then, we obtain avery similar energy quantization condition to

Wallis et al., where the discrepancies are due to the phase change in the evanescent wave, and the fact

that the potential does not have an infinite slope at the bottom classical turning point.

As we shall later be determining the finesse and I of the atomic trampoline cavity, we shall here

calculate the energy difference between two adjacent modes. This is done by taking the derivative of
Eq. (4.M) with respect to energy. In the large detuning limit, we find

I zln l\
-t-_-rRw- rc\zA ,?,u)'

LE=

where

D(Ern*no) lror,*"rin (
l2Lnu-"rio ( * r"*f , (4.48)

D(E,nr,,Nn) =

(4.4e)

(4.s0)

Rfry, for example, is the radius of curvature of the isoline of constant energy for the x f z plane. Fig 4.2

shows a plot of the energy difference between two adjacent longitudinal modes, and is obtained by setting

?
t6

I

-"w
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Figure 4.2: Plot of energy difference between two longitudinal modes versus energy for the atomic
trampoline cavity. The dimensionless energy scale used is 2E lmgRw, and is the energy of the atomic
mode as a fraction of the maximum permissible energy mghvv/Z. This scale is employed in all the
foUowing plots involving energy. Atomic parameters were those of cesium, having a mass mf h =
209.3 x l07kg/(Js), with atomic transition frequency corresponding to a wavelength of ,\s - g52nm.

Theevanescentwavewascharacterizdby acharacteristicdistance lf nwhererc = I x l06m-l,waists
in the c and y directionsar, = uu = lmm, adetuningd = 1.9 x l09s-1, and r.r1* = 5.6g x l09s-t.
The crystal has a radius of curvature R = Zcm, and the gravitational constant g = 9.Bm/s2. These
parameters are used for the remainder of the Chapter.

Np - I' and Ln' - Lno = 0, and by assuming rotational symmetry. Fig 4.3 shows a plot of the energy
difference between two transverse modes. Note here that the energy differences do not depend strongly
on the transverse excitation, so we have only plotted them as functions of energy, setting tu, = rru - O.

4.1.5 Normalization

To normalize the wavefunction, we assume the part that is in the evanescent wave is negligible, as
we expect this to converge rapidly to zero due to the exponential increase in potential. As we are
using the WKB approximation, we also assume that there is only a negligible part of the wavefunction
above the upper classical turning point. Last, we assume that the gravitational solution with directions
distinguishable as given in Eq. (4.15) and Eq. (4.16) is valid sufficiently close to both classical turning
points that we can simply integrate over this solution from classical tuming point to classical tuming
point. We write
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Figure 4.3: Plot of energy difference between two transverse modes versus energy for the atomic

trampoline cavity.

(4.s4)

o
c
Eo
E

boco
op

c
t=

(4.sr)

Since we have already assumed that the energy of the atom E 2 mgzs, and provided that the potential

gradient mg is sufficiently shallow, we shall have many oscillations in the z-direction from classical

turning point to classical tuming point (i.e. z-quantum number p > 1). tlr+G)2 is thus quickly

oscillating, and the integral over Re [d+(")2] in the z-direction will be negligible compared to the

remaining term. Hence,

(4.s2)

Noting that

ot,ok) = (4.53)

= z I a, (l+*t"ll'+ n" [,l,*(4t]) .

and exploiting the relation (see [92])

I* 0,"*n [-o"] n^G-.or)z =*llnt,
we can solve the integrals in c and g, leaving

largrlrllz- - - ' lNn"'n"(Ep)l2n'!nvbr fi' d

{n" [cf (a lo' ffi' (4'ss)

where the normalization constant /V is now characterized by the quantum numbers p, n, and nr. Solving
the final integral

I o,trf,lt' *, I arl,1:+1r112

z ne 
[c,-{r1zy],
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ra, d,z, 
-=

Jo k(r) (4.56)

(4.s7)

(4.s8)

we obtain the normalization constant as

Having now obtained the entire mode structure, it is once again sensible to compare the results that
we have obtained with those obtained by Wallis et al.. After much (tedious) algebra to convert between
notations, and assuming rotational symmetry, it is found that above 20, where the evanescent wave is
negligible, there is no difference from the waveftrnction obtained using the infinite potential, provided
that we once again replace the infinite paraboloid potential radius by the radius of the isosurface of
constant potential as shown in Eq. (4.47). The entire shape of the mode above the evanescent wave can
be found by considering the atom to be bouncing on an infinite paraboloid potential, independent ofthe
energy. This initially surprising result is due to the approximations we have made, and can be explained
as follows.

The isosurfaces of constant potential due to the light forces of the evanescent wave can be written as

I
N n.,n, ( E p) = ( ffi!*" 

r"r (,, )-' I );:;;l;: 
)1",* 

(", ) 
-' 

J )'"'.' 
) 

*

\L^ 
-u, Lrp \ft,c | )-\TLg | )- 

)

z - zs(E)= /: - -:) (x2 + y2),
\2.R *3,0 ) '

where 
"o(E) 

is the classical rurning point for an atom of energy -B on the z-axis,

t/.r,*\
'o(E)=;'ot\tffil (4.se)

The curvature of the isosurfaces are independent of energy, though they are spatially offset from the crystal
surface by a distance that depends on the ene(gy, but is of the order of magnitude of the characteristic
decay length of the evanescent wave. Because we have assumed this length negligibte compared to the
evolution through gravity, we find the classical turning surfaces to be independent of energy. Further,
the assumption that the wavefunction doesn't change in the x and y directions during the entire time
it is in the evanescent wave means that the accumulated effect of the change in is the same as an
instantaneous change. Thus, we could consider, and indeed have found the mode structure to match
precisely that obtained in the case of an infinite paraboloid potential with radius of curvature the same as
for the isosurfaces of constant energy. We also have obtained the quantitative conditions for which this
approximation is valid.

By using the techniques outlined in the previous Sections, we have obtained information about
the mode structure both above and within the evanescent wave. While the mode structure above the
evanescent wave is the same as that obtained using the infinite paraboloid potential, we note that the
additional information that we have obtained, concerning the mode structure within the evanescent wave,
is crucial forourcalculations of the effects of spontaneous emission, as the atomhas aprobability of being

2h2E
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x (m)
z (m)

Figure 4.4: Plot of position space probability distribution of an energy eigenstare of the atomic trampoline
cavity with transverse excitation tux = O, and longitudinal excitation corresponding to a classical
maxinum bounce height of lmm
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x 107

x 1o-5

x (m) z (m)

Figure 4.5: Plot of position space probability distribution of an energy eigenstate of the atomic trampoline

cavity with transverse excitatiorr Tt" = 3, and longitudinal excitation corresponding to an classical

maximum bounce height of lmm

excited only when it is in the evanescent wave. Fig 4,4 and Fig 4.5 plot the mode stnrctu re for n, = 0, 3

respectively, where due to a lack of dimensions we have been unable to show the y-dependence. The
energy corresponds to a bounce height of lmm, so that the longinrdinal excitation number p is - lOs,

making it clear why we have only shown the envelope and not the rapid oscillations.

4.2 The effect of spontaneous emission

Having calculated the modes of the atomic trampoline cavity, we now wish to determine the broadening
due to spontaneous emission on those modes. This calculation is based on that for a Fabry-P6rot cavity,

where the linewidth for each of the allowed frequencies is obtained by determining a decay rate for light
in the cavity, and then performing a Fourier transform on the time evolution to obtain the spectrum. Tfe
therefore need first to calculate the rate at which spontaneous emission causes atoms to leave a particular
mode of the cavity. This quantity is proportional to the fraction of each of the modes which is in the

excited state fr,n",,.e, :rnd is determined by calculating the squared modulus of the interference of the

excited state with the mode integrated over all position space. ln this Section, for ease of calculations,
we shall assume the large detuning limit, and as will be seen later, rotational symmetry, so that o)s = uu.
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We shall write the position representation of the energy eigenmode as $s(r). As the entire mode is

in the l1) dressed state, which itself varies with position, we can write

fP'n''ns 

= 
I 
l*""'" "'o?)l"r "o"

= | a, 
"or2 

o(r) lrls(r)12 .

The integral we need to solve is then,

rp,n.,n, -- | o,L[' - ob] {zn" [+$(" )]' + zl+;r"ll'] .

In the limit of large detuning we can write

r - ob = fiy"-'." [r 
* ff,' * *t'] (4.62)

To evaluate fl!),,nu,the first term in Eq. (4.61), we use a semiclassical-type approximation. Similar

to the case for the normalization, where we assumed the rapid oscillation in the z-direction of the

ne [rp+ (r)2] term caused the integral over it to be negligible, here we must assume a stronger but similar

condition, that even over the region of the evanescent wave the oscillation in the z-direction is rapid, so

that we can neglect fl:).,^u. Using parameters for cesium, this approximation is valid for maximum

bounce heights of the order of tenths of millimeters and above. Hence, the mode characterized by

quantum numbers p, nc andn, has fraction fp,n",ns = fl')",no in the excited state.

Focusing on the second term in the equation fot fo,n,,nr, and exploiting a simple corollary of
Eq. (4.54),

l* o, xz exp l-'*'l n* Gfo*)' -- z^ fint (+),
we can separate and solve the integrals in s and U, and obtain

(4.60)

(4.61)

(4.63)

(4.64)

Note that we have assumed that only a negligible fraction of the wavefunction is below the bottom

classical turning point, and that ne [Cfir(z)l Ooes not depend on z over the region for which the integral

. 
[' 

* # (-i"-*-rr) . + (r+e) 
]

" Gor#lc"(r)12n"+t lcu741znn+t .
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has non-negligible values, that is, in the evanescent wave.

write Cr,r(z) as

l0l

Using equations (4.I9) and (4.24), we can

C,,uQ)= Re [C',v(ro)] + ,ffi,
and also, due to the large detuning limit, we write

Transforming to an integral with respect to y(z) - h,kz(z)l\m,andexploiting the relation

| (o2 + y)+t , z*l

J Td.v =2'/i Etrt + v)"+t-i(-zu)i
(n + 1)!

("+t -i)t(zi+l)!!'
where

(2i+ t)tt = (2i + r) x (2i- 1) x ... x 3 x l,
gives the relation

(4.6s)

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.70)

nslnsl'l 
7x i l. (n'*zr+l)t

?_o l(n,+ nr*r -i)t(zi + 1)!!

" (ry;n"+av+t-i (_r#)'], @ 6s)

where we used our assumption of rotational symmetry, so that ar, = (dy, dnd as a consequ ence, C r(z) =
CnQ). The expression in the sum is extremely similar to a binomiat distribution, but because of the
double factorial unfortunately cannot be simplified. Combining all of these results, we find

rng t
25"n\

r"E+ng

XD
i=0

The average rate of spontaneous emission from the mode is thus fp,a.,n, = .lfp,n,,rzr, where 7 is
the spontaneous emission rate for an atom in the excited state. If we were to populate the prnr,,n, mode
at time f = 0, then after a time t.

G, 
n,# lc,(,).2n"+t lcol,yp^"+t = q (W) ""*"'*' rl*

r, K (nr+nr*l)'l'- N zntlc,(rill J
+t (n, + rr, + l)! ( 4E \,@\-ffi) -

rQ)
J p,nz tng

lrlt p,n 
",n u 

(t)l = g'u P,n ",n s t e-l n,",n, t 
1E p,n,,n u 

(o)1, (4.7r)
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where ep,n,,ns = Ep,n,,nulfi,. T'he squarcd modulus of the Fourier transform of this function gives the
spectrum ^9(ar) as

5(ar) = fi,n",ny * (, - LDp,n',nu)2'
(4.72)

which is a Lorentzian of linewidth Fp,n",zs. So each of the modes has a linewidth

While this expression is mathematically complicated, physically it is relatively simple to interpret.
First we note that in the limit

which implies that the maximumbounce height is a long way below the focus of the paraboloid and that
the transverse excitation is not too large, only the first term in the sum will contribute, so

rp,n",nv*m{t.#k+#} (4.7s)

If we ignore the effect of the transverse terms which cause the term in the curly brackets to differ
from unity, then the result we obtain for the linewidth is precisely that which we obtained in our one

dimensional classical analysis. This means that we must place stringent conditions on the modes for
which the classical result will be approximately valid. Not only must the transverse terms in the curly
brackets be negligibly different from unity, which implies that the mode always remains extremely close
to the z-axis, but the energy is also restricted by

rp,,",nv = ffi{t-#ffi#}
nr+ny+lt

i=0

(o"+nr*l)!

(n, + nu + \! ulr*,

,04 t ury.n'Lg z

(n,+nr*r-i)t(zi+l)!!

A further stringent condition is placed on the lower bound for the energy, as there must be a sufficient
number of oscillations of the wavefunction in the z-direction in the evanescent wave for /,?,,,", to be

negligible. For the remainder of the paper, the term "classical limit" shall imply these conditions being
tulfilled.

It is of interest to note the reason why this result differs from that obtained using the heuristic classical

analysis, especially since we have made so many 'tlassical" approximations. Consideration of the three

dimensional linewidth introduces two features not observed in the classical one dimensional result.

The first feamre is that the intensity of the light field increases quadratically away from the z-axis.

We would expect this to increase the proportion of the atom in the excited state, because (el+) has

larger modulus. This quadratic dependence is represented by the [l * (Rfiyln)xz + (Rfryln)y2] term
in Eq. (4.62), and leads directly to the term in curly brackets in Eq. (4.73). The fractional increase in

( 4E \i| -- |\ Rwms / (4.73)

(4.74)

(4.76)
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linewidth due to this effect is thus proportional to the transverse excitation (n, + n, * l) and to the
squiue of the width of the Gaussian beam in the evanescenr wave, w(ro) : rlr/wro)I. when
the energy becomes so large that the top of the atomic mode approaches the focus of the paraboloid, the
width of the waist rapidly increases and this factor becomes dominant.

The second feature is the degree of probability weighted spatial overlap between the mode and
tlle evanescent field. We know from our classical argument that in the z-direction alone, for.larger
energies the mode extends for a larger vertical distance and the atomic mode has a smaller fraction in
the evanescent wave. However, this is compensated by the depth to which the mode penetrates the light
field, leading to the linewidth being independent of energy. In three dimensions, where the mode has
transverse extent, we must consider how the intersection of the atomic mode with the evanescent wave
(weighted by the fraction of the mode in the excited state) scales with the energy. We shall see that
transverse effects make the linewidth energy dependent. Note that this feature does not depend in any
way on the quadratic increase in intensity with distance from the z-axis.

The sum in Eq' (4.73) arose from the integral over z in Eq. (4.64). This involved four factors:
a weighting due to the evanescent wave ("-2""), the wavenumber giving the amplitude due to the
velocity in the z-direction (l lk(z)), and finally two amplitudes which depend on the spreading and the
wavenumbers in the transverse directions (lCr(2112",+t ,lcn1r\1z"r+l ). In the limit of small transverse
spreading, where

D^r/1 ,-'rt* &('o)
"o [vc,g\zo)l )? 

Znw,
both the curly bracket and the sum in Eq. (a.73) evaluate to one and we reobtain the classical result,
where the linewidth is independent of energy. If, however k(zn)/2Rey is not negligible compared to
Re [C",r(zs)], then the transverse width is significant, and we obtain an energy dependent linewidth.

The energy of the linewidth in the sum in Eq. (4.73), then, is directly dependent on the transverse
width of the mode. Further, we can see that for larger energies, corresponding to larger transverse
spreads, the linewidth decreases, provided that the energy is not so large that the top of the mode
approaches the focus of the paraboloid so that the first effect discussed becomes important. While
we can understand the mathematical reason for the transverse spread causing the linewidth to become
energy dependent, it is of value to obtain a physical understanding of this behaviour. We know that
the linewidth is essentially a measure of the rate of decay for a given mode, and in this situation the
linewidth is proportional to the probability weighted fraction of the mode that overlaps the evanescent
wave, which is the proportion of the mode that is in the excited state. The linewidth is thus largely
dependent on the width of the mode when it is in the evanescent wave, given by Eq. (4.33), where the
waist width is W ( zs) : I I /?I@Eil,. This is compensated by the fraction of the mode rhat is out of
the evanescent wave. From this, we see that the behaviour of the linewidth because of transverse effects
can be understood by comparing the spreading in the tftrnsverse direction to the probability weighted
volume of the mode, which is predominantly characterized by its vertical motion. As there is a linear
force (gravity) acting in the vertical direction on the mods, and no transverse force for the grcat majority
of the mode, we find that due to the acceleration caused by this force, a wavepacket falling from a greater
height will not have a sufficient increase in transverse spread to compensate for the increased fraction of

(4.77)
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Tranwerse excitation
Energy

Figure 4.6: Plot of linewidth (f) of the atomic trampoline cavity versus energy (E) and transverse

excitation (r, + zr), with a contour plot of the linewidth along the bottom plane

the atom out of the evanescent wave, resulting in a decrease in the fraction of the mode in the excited

state, and consequently a similar decrease in the linewidth.

To summarize then, we have established that the linewidth of the modes in the atomic trampoline

cavity behaves similarly to the classical prediction for one dimensional motion along the z-axis. The

reduction of the fraction of the mode which is in the evanescent wave for higher energies is compensated

by the increased depth the mode goes into the evanescent wave. When we consider the three dimensional

situation and include transverse effects we have identified two competing mechanisms. The first is due to

transverse quadratic variation of intensity in the evanescent wave. If the waist of the atomic mode in the

evanescent wave is large, the linewidth also is large. This effect becomes dominant when the maximum

height of the mode closely approaches the focal length of the paraboloid. The second effect depends

on the probability weighted spatial overlap of the mode with the evanescent wave, and this causes the

linewidth gradually to become smaller as the energy becomes larger. For any given transverse excitation,

the linewidth will gradually decrease witJr increasing energy, until the energy approaches close to its

maximum, when it will rapidly increase. Hence, we find that for a given transverse excitation the atomic

trampoline cavity has a "most prefened" mode, for which the linewidth is minimum.

The linewidth for the atomic trampoline cavity using current experimental parameters is plotted

in Fig 4.6 as a function of energy and transverse excitatiorr r\ : no * nc. We note that even for
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EnergyIvTransverseexcitation

Figure 4.7: Plot of longitudinal finesse (fo) of the atomic trampoline caviry versus energy (E) and
transverse excitation (n, + nr), with a contour plot of the longitudinal finesse along the bottom plane

the parameters we have used, which correspond to actual experimental pafirmeters [53], and current
experimental bounce heights (which correspond to a value of 0.3 on our dimensionless energy scale)
the transverse structure is important. In this figur, the increase in linewidth with energy for energies
approaching the maximum allowable energy is not visible due to the linewidth being so close to zero.
This effect is more easily seen in the plots of the finesse Nd Q of the atomic trampoline cavity, which
depend on the inverse of the linewidth.

The linewidth that we have obtained includes only losses due to spontaneous emission, and not
the various other factors which could cause atoms to be ejected from a particular mode (such as stray
light' collisions with other background atoms, or with atoms in the same mode etc.) Nevertheless, this
linewidth obtained is a fundamental limit, as the light forces used in the reflection mechanismnecessitate
the atom becoming partly excited. We can, however, rcduce the linewidth by increasing the detuning,
given there is enough laser intensity so evanescent wave still reflects the bouncing atoms. Noting this, we
can likewise find the fundamental limits to the finesse and Q of the cavity using the linewidth calculated.

The finesse of the cavity is defined as
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E1 - 
Mp,n",nv

rP,flrtnv - nf,.,**,
(4.78)

and can be easily obtained by substiruting Eq. (4.49) and Eq. (4.73) into the above equation. For the
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0.s 0.6 0.7
Enorgy

Figure 4.8: Plot of longitudinal finesse (-Fo) of the atomic trampoline cavity versus energy (E) for
transverseexcitationn,*ny=0(solidline),nr*na=6(dotdashedline),2"*ny=14(dashed
line) and n, i tuy: 19 (dotted line)

longitudinal modes the finesse as a function of energy and transverse excitation is plotted in Fig 4.7. In
the classical limit, to leading order in energy, we see the finesse of the longitudinal modes is
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(4.79)

which is strongly dependent on energy (in contrast to a Fabry-P6rot type cavity). The longitudinal finesse
(like the inverse of the linewidth) exhibits maxima at just below the maximum allowed energy. The

different qualitative structures of the plots of longitudinal finesse for different transverse excitations are

seen in Fig 4.8, and can be understood as being due to the differing rates for which the longitudinal

energy differences and the linewidth decrease for different transverse excitations. For low transverse

excitation numbers, where the parameters used once again correspond to experimental parameters, the

longitudinal finesse of the cavity has a value of approximately one, so the linewidth of the Lorentzian is

of the same order of magnitude as the differences between the allowed energies. The mode structure will
thus not be easily resolvable, but by increasing the detuning, the finesse of the cavity could be increased

to a situation where observation of the longitudinal mode structure may be achievable.

For the transverse modes, the finesse is plotted in Fig 4.9, as a function of energy and transverse

excitation. In the classical limit, to leading order in energy, we obtain the finesse for the transverse

modes as

26rcr t *rex "t lVz*n'
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Transverse excitation
Energy

Figure 4.9: Plot of transverse finesse (F",) of the atomic trampoline cavity versus energy (E) and

transverse excitation (n, + nr), with a contour plot of the transverse finesse along the bottom plane

Fn, * (4.80)

In contrast to the longitudinal finesse, the transverse finesse stays approximately constant (for energies

which do not cause the atomic mode to come close to the focus of the paraboloid). Physically this is due

to the fact that the energy difference between the transverse modes is roughly constant. Mathematically,

we see that for E 4 mgRw f 2, arcsin(r) * c, and so the factors involving the energy cancel. As for
the plot of longitudinal finessen the largest finesse values are obtained where the transverse excitation

is large and the energy is close to, but just less than, the maximum allowed energy. For low transverse

excitation numbers, and using current experimental parameters, the transverse finesse has values around

0.1, and so the detuning will have to be increased by orders of magrritude (with the consequent increase

in laser power to reflect the atoms) to obtain resolvable transverse modes.

The Q of the cavity is defined as

t07

(4.81)

A plot of the 0 of the atomic trampoline cavity is shown in Fig 4.10. In the classical limit, to leading

order in energy, the Q ofthe cavity is

F
/1 
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Figure 4.10: Plot of the Q of the atomic trampoline cavity versus energy (E) and transverse excitation
(o" + nr), with a contour plot of the Q along the bottom plane

E6nh
Vp,nz,ny = dV, (4.82)

which again depends strongly on energy. The Q of the cavity is the number of oscillations we shall
expect to see before the damping reduces them to less than a given fraction of their initial amplitude.
We have already noted that the damping rate (linewidth) is approximately constant for energies within
the classical limit, so the number of oscillations just depends on how guickly the oscillations occur, that
is, the Q of the cavity depends linearly on the energy. Once again, due to the small linewidth at these

conditions, the best Q for the atomic trampoline cavity is obtained when the transverse excitation is
large, and the energy is just less than the allowed maximum.

4.3 Summary

We have considered an atomic trampoline cavity produced by an evanescent wave extending from a
crystal into the vacuum above it. The crystal is polished into a concave surface so that the atoms are

reflected by the dipole interaction with the light field, and underthe influence of gravity will execute stable

trajectories. For this system, assuming paraxial and adiabatic motion of the atoms, the three dimensional

position space strucftre of the energy eigenstates was determined, together with the allowed energies.



4.3. SUMMARY

Each of the modes is characterizedby three quantum numbers; p, the longitudinal excitation number;
n, and n!, the transverse excitational numbers in the o and y directions respectively. The assumptions

made in obtaining the modes imply the analysis is only valid when the longitudinal excitation number is
large: p ) 1. ThemodesobtainedwerecomparedwiththoseobtainedbyWallis etat. llo),whoused
an infinitely steep paraboloid potential rather than the actual exponentially decaying potential caused by
the evanescent wave^ It was found that above the evanescent wave, the modes calculated corresponded

exactly to the modes found by Wallis et al., given that the radius of curvature of the paraboloid potential
was set to the same value as the radius of curvature of the isosurfaces of constant energy (which are also
paraboloids). The reason for this correspondence was found to lie in the approximations we made tin
order to obtain an analytic form of the mode. From these assumptions we found quantitative conditions
under which it is valid to assume the exponentially decaying potential can be considered to be infinitely
steep. The allowed energies diffiered from those obtained by Wallis et al., as we included the phase

change in the evanescent wave and the finite nature of the bottom reflection mechanism.

Finally, we considered the effect of spontaneous emission on the modes in the atomic trampoline
cavity. Spontaneous emission acts as a loss mechanism, ejecting atoms from a particular mode, and hence
induces a linewidth in the spectrum. This linewidth was calculated and compared with the result obtained
from a heuristic classical calculation where the atoms were well defined in position and momentum, and
considered to bounce in one dimension on an evanescent wave. We found a correspondence between
our general quantum result and the classical calculation in the limit that the maximum bounce height
was neither too close to the evanescent wave, nor too close to the foci of the paraboloid (above which no
paraxial modes exist) and provided that the wavefunction remained close to the vertical axis throughout
its motion. In the classical case, and in the one-dimensional "classical limit" of the quantum situation,
the linewidth is independent of energy. This is because though more of the mode is out of the evanescent
wave for larger energies, this is compensated by the fact that the mode enters into the evanescent wave
more deeply. We find, however, that when we introduce three dimensions, and hence width to the
mode, the linewidth becomes energy dependent. Further, for a given transverse excitation, the atomic
trampoline cavity has a "most preferred" mode, in the sense that the linewidth for that mode is smaller
than for any other with the same transverse excitation, and this mode has an energy slightly below the
maximum energy allowable. Having found the linewidth due to the decay mechanism of spontaneous
emission, the longitudinal and transverse finesse, and the Q of the atomic trampoline cavity were also
obtained. We found that using cunent experimental parameters, and a realistically achievable increase
in detuning, the longitudinal mode structure ought to be resolvable, while observing the transverse mode
structure would be substantially more difficult.
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Chapter 5

The effect of measurement

It is a great nuisance that lonwledge can be acquired only by hardwork.

W. Somerset Maugham, l93O

In this Chapter we consider a slightly different configuration, which involves the evanescenr wave
being caused by light in a cavity. We consider a "ring" cavity, (Fig 5.1), where one of the mirrors is
replaced by the intemal surface of a crystal, from which light totally intemally reflects. This internal
reflection creates an evanescent wave extending from the glass surface into the vacuum above it. A
single two level atom, confined to have only vertical motion, is dropped from a small distance above the
crystal surface, and falls repeatedly onto the evanescent wave and is reflected away, altering the refractive
index of the cavity and consequently the phase of the light field. The magnitude of the phase change is
dependent on the energy of the atom, the larger the energy, the smaller the phase change. Hence, if we
allow the atom to bounce for some time period, then the natural free evolution will result in an entangled
state, where the parts of the atomic wavefunction with larger energies will be coupled to the parts of the
field with a smaller phase changes. A measurement of phase should then reveal information conceming
the energy of the atom. Such a scheme has similarities to Aspect et aI. f79), as mentioned in Section
2.5.3, who determined the number of atoms bouncing in the atomic trampoline cavity by measuring the
phase change of the travelling wave laser, and also to the the work of Sto rey et al. [93], who determined
the position of an atom that went through a standing wave in a cavity by measuring the quadrature phase
change of the light field. In contrast to Aspect et al.,howeverJ we are determining the energy of a single
atom, and in contrast to Storey et al., we include the atom's free evolution, that is, we do not work in the
Raman-Nath approximation.

ln the following Sections, we consider the effect of a measurement of the phase, and the information
this gives us concerning the energy eigenstates the atom is populating. First, in Section 5.1, we derive the
Hamiltonian that describes the interaction, and then in Section 5.2 we describe the measurement process
in general, and how we analyze it. Unfornrnately, a direct observation of the phase is difficult to analyze
theoretically and also to obtain experimentally. Instead we use a measurement of the quadrature phase,
which is directly realisable via a balanced homodyne detection. In Section 5.3, we outline the quadrature
phase measurement scheme, and also derive a way of changing bases between a number state basis and
the basis of eigenstates of the quadrature phase operator, as it is easiest to solve the time dependent

lll
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Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram of the setup for the bouncing atom experiment, where the travelling
wave laser has been replaced by a ring cavity

Schriidinger equation (TDSE) in the number state basis, but easiest to perform the measurcment in
the quadrature phase basis. Section 5.4 is devoted to the mathematics of solving the TDSE, and then

massaging the solution into a form which is easily usable in our analysis. At the end of this Section

we use a Dyson expansion to give a simple physical picture of the system. The effects of a single

measurement are discussed in Section 5.5, and the effects of multiple measurements in Section 5.6.

5.1 Deriving the Hamiltonian

As we are going to be observing the correlations between the state of the field and the state of the system,

we need to quantize the electromagnetic mdiation field. The Hamiltonian for this system can be written

as a sum of three terms which respectively give the energy of the atom alone, that of the light field alone,

and the interaction between the light field and the atom. We write the Hamiltonian as

I[ = .EAtor * Eu$, * Ilh,t"11.tioo, (s.l)

where

f/Atot

.HI-ieht

f/L,t"r*rioo

*,- h,uso,* msz,

ru"'(ot"* ;) ,

he-*' (f*"-"t + I"+").

(5.2)

(5.3)

(s.4)
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where all the terms of the Hamiltonian are the same as for the semiclassical Hamiltonian in Chapter 2,

with the exception of c.4, the angular light frequency, a and of the annihilation and creation operators

respectively and / which is given by

(s.s)

where V is the volume of the cavity, and d the dipole moment of the atom.

While the adiabatic approximation and the large detuning limit equally apply to the case of a quantized

light field, we present here a more direct alternative approach to simplifying the Hamiltonian, which
applies in the limit of large detuning, and gives an alternative picture of what the adiabatic approximation

physically means in terms of various oscillation rates by exploiting the Dyson expansion [94]. First, as

before, we translate to an interaction picture rotating at the light frequency oll, so

H - Eo*v, (s.6)

where

ll3

Hs - ( r l\= Dtrl 
[ara 

+ t) + httyo,,

J

vp'= h+h(ro-wu)or+rngz
and the Hamiltonian in this rotating frame is given by

,,

v = #{ hLo.* mgz * h,e-*" (f*o-ot + f o+o) ,

Eo = hLor,

rl Pz r^v - 2*- ngz + he-'" (f-"-ot + f o+o) ,

so the new interaction picture Hamiltonian in this second frame of reference isl

* h.e-'" (f-"-ot + f o+o) ,

(5.7)

(s.8)

(s.10)

(s.r l)

(s.e)

where A = r.l0 - c.rt- is the detuning of the atomic transition frequency from the light field frequency.

We now make the adiabatic approximation, which in this formalism can be easily understood as being
the assumption that there exists a time t, which with reference to the time scale of the detuning is very

long (A-l ( l), but with reference to all the other time scales is essentially instantaneous, so that the
momentum, position or excitation of the atom over time scales of order t can be considered constant. The

more common understanding of the adiabatic approximation, with the atom moving slowly enough that
it follows the dressed state evolving from its initial dressed state is a consequence of this approximation.

Shifting to our second interaction picture, which removes the assumed rapid rotation due to the large

detuning, where

rThisinteractionHamiltoniancouldbedirectlyderivedfromEq.(5.1)usingf/rr 
=huoo,*hurala,buthasbeenachieved

in two steps so the Dyson expansion into the interaction picture follows the same formalism as the reference.

l;lffivr,
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(s.14)

(5.1s)

(s.r6)

(5.12)

Using the Dyson expansion to second order (which as shall be seen is the first order where each term in

the Hamiltonian contributes) we find the time evolution operator as

(5.13)

In the second term (first order), as t ) A-1, and the other variables don't changs over the short time

scale we are using, we find

The rapid oscillation of the e+iat' terms mean they integrate to a negligible value. In the third term

(second order) we shall neglect the cross terms involving the kinetic energy and gravitational potential, as

we expect their major contribution will come from the first order terms that we have already calculated.

The neglecting of these terms is valid given that the time scales we are working with are small enough.

Together with the fact that o! = o2+ = 0, the second order contribution is left as a sum of only two

terms,

A, 6,2"-2xzvf lr' or' lo dt" (o-oaalae;^t'-iat" q oqo-aatr-itt'+;at") (5.12)

x 62"-2xzlfP 
Io' 

or'(o-o*oto"iLt' l#]''o* o*o-oot"-iat' t#]:) (s.r8)

ry p?"-2nzvf 
Ir' 

at' (o-o+otouiLt'l!fl] l oqo-aat"-,o,lt --"o'' 
]) 

. o.rel

Now, the oscillating terms are negligible using a similar argument to that used for the first order terms,

which together with the commutation rules gives,

1t ft' 
rG,,) N 6zr-zxzlylzrlo-o+olo -o*o ,?otl ,r.ro,Jo 

o{ 
Jo 

dt'tUQ')U(t") N 6zr-zxz171zr 
LT * -_,o I

3 -hze-2-:Llfl2t (oto[o_,o+] - o*o_) 6.2r)
.h.2e-2*"1y12, ,

= -i'L 
c 

-tJl 
b 

(zotoor+o1o-) . (s.22)
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Combining all of these results,

U{t) s 1-

A, exp

5"-zxz1S12
+ Tngz (zatao,+
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;,1*

{+, 1

"."- ) ]
(s.23)

(s.24)

(s.26)

(s.27)

where the approximation is once again valid for small t. We shall assume the number of photons in

the field to be large, so the d+o- terrn can be neglected, and hence we finally end up with an effective

Hamiltonian of the form

(5.2s)

We have reobtained a simplified form of the Hamiltonian, where the approximation used stems from the

large detuning, which causes any oscillating terms to be negligible. Consequently, we have also found

that if the atom is initially in the ground state it remains in the ground state. The detuning is considered

to be so large that there is no excited component: the force is due to the atom absorbing and immediately

stimulatedly emitting virtual photons. Hence, noting thato" commutes with the Hamiltonian, we know

the atom will always remain in its initial atomic state, and if we assume this state to be the ground state,

we obtain an effective scalar Hamiltonian

Hetr: *-rnsz-rryatoo,.

'"2 | ilZ
U = h+ rngz + hULolo"-2"'

Writing G = +lflzlA, we obtain the simplified Hamiltonian

H = *+ rngz + hGatae-z^"

5.2 Measurements

We wish to consider the effect of making a measurement of one of two coupled variables, and the

information that this gives about the most likely value of the other variable.

Consider first the classical treatment. Given two variables 6 and c, which are possible values for
observables .B and C, the probability of measuring b as the value for observable B, and c for observable

G, is given by

P(bnc)=P(blc)P(c), (s.28)

where P(blc) is the probability of measuring observable B as 6 given that you know observable C has

value c, and P(c) is simply the probability of measuring observable C as c alone. We could just as easily
have reversed the roles of observables B and C, which would give

P(bnc) = P(clb)P(b). (s.2e)
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Combining these two equations gives
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This means that if we are given both the probability of observable B having value b before the measure-

ment, P(6); and the conditional probability of measuring C as c given that we know the value of B was

b, P(clb);we can determine the new probability of observable .B having value 6 given that we measured

C as c, P(blc).

To illustrate, consider the situation of the bouncing atom. Here, observable B corresponds to the

energy E of the atom, and observable C the quadrature phase 19 of the field. P(E) is the probability

of the atom having energy E, and is given by the initial conditions of the system. We allow the atom

to bounce for some time, then make a mq$urement of the quadrature phase X9 of the field. We can

determine analytically from the Hamiltonian the probability of measuring a particular quadrature phase

ye given that the atom had energy E, P(y6lD)n and so by using Eq. (5.30) we can find the probability

of the atom having energy .O given that we have measured the quadrature phase as X6,

P(blc) ='W

P(Elxil='W

(s.30)

(5.31)

(s.32)

Quantum mechanically, the measurement process is treated significantly differently. Rather than

dealing with only probabilities, we are now concerned with probability amplitudes, which shall be

denoted by the function A. Hence A(b) is the probability amplitude of observable B having value 6,

and A(blc) is the probability amptitude of observable B having value b, given that we know observable

C has value c. We note that the probability amplitude gives information about both the probability of
measuring an observable l? as having a particular value b via

P(6) = lA(b)12,

and also about the phase @(b) ofobservable B via

6(b) = arg [A(b)] . (5.33)

Holmes et aI. [95] consider nondegenerate parametric amplification of light, where the signal photons

are let out of the cavity and measured using a photon counter, and ask the question as to what the state

of the idler field is given that rn signal photons are counted in a time 1. They argue that a naive

application of the von Neumann postulate, where the measurement of the m signal photons would imply
that the idler field was in an rn-photon number state is not valid. The reason is that the measurement is

not a "first-kind" measurement, where "first-kind" measurements are instantaneous, arbitrarily accurate

measurements made on a system that retains its identity and is not destroyed by the measurement. Rather,

they use a quantum theory of continual counting measurements [96], and show that in some limiting
regime the measurement of the field reduces to a von-Neumann type measurement. The limiting regime

is characterized by the fact that the rate at which the signal photons leave the cavity and are detected is

much greater than the rate at which they are produced, and that the counting period of the detector is

much larger than the decay time of the cavity.
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Although no formal calculations have been done, it seems intuitively obvious that a similar situation
would apply here. If at some time t the light is let out of the cavity and measured, then the influence on
the measurement can be assumed to be of the "first-kind", given that the time for the measurement to
take place is significantly shorter than some characteristic time describing the evolution of the external
degrees of freedom of the atom. The way we model measurement in this analysis is thus via the von
Neumann measurement postulate, projecting the state of the system at some time onto an eigenstate of
the measured variable. If we again consider our general description with two arbitrary observables B
and c, a description of the entangled state of the system can be written as

lril = I ao I ac 1,u," lbll"l.

Here 16) and lc) are eigensrates of observables .B and c, with eigenvalues b and c,

Blb)

clr)
bl")

clc),

(5.34)

(s.35)

(s.36)

(5.38)

(s.3e)

(5.40)

(s.41)

nd thu," is the joint probability amplitude for the system having observable B as b,and observable C as

c,

A(bnc)=$b,". (5.37)

If we make a measurement of observable C ,the probability of measuring a particular value c, is given by

P("') = l("'lrb)l'

= t aol,hu,rl' ,

and the state of the remaining part of the system is given by projecting the stale of the system onto the
eigenstate lc')

lrbla =

Hence the probabiliry amplitude distribution of observable I after a measurement of observable C as c/
is given by

(s.42)

This is the quantum mechanical procedure that we need to execute in the following Sections for
our specific example of the bouncing atom. Identifying the quadrature phase with observable C, and

A(blc,)=ffi

k'l'h)
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the energy with observable B, and noting that the possible energy eigenvalues for the Hamiltonian are

a quantized and not a continuous spectrum, we need to calculate the joint probability amplitude of the

entangled state at any time t,

Ar(E; 11 Xa) = th B,,rr(t),

and from this the probability of measuring the quadrature phase as Xd by

4(xe) =Dlrbn,,*r(t)12

(5.43)

(s.44)

(5.47)

Finally, we need to find the probability amplitude distribution of energies given a particular measurement
of X;, which is given by

(s.4s)

5.3 Measurement of the quadrature phase

5.3.1 Balanced homodyne detection

We wish to extract phase information about the field by performing balanced homodyne detection.
Yuen and Shapiro [97] show that balanced homodyne detection directly realizes a quadrarure phase

measurement of the field, where the quadrature phase operator Xp, characteiznd by angle 0, is defined

by

Xo=ae-io lateie (5.46)

A measurement of the quadrature phase of the field is not the same as a measurement of the phase, but as

such a direct measurement of the phase is experimentally difficult to realize, and theoretically difificult to
model, using the quadrature phase is much preferable. The difference between the two can be understood
heuristically on a quadrature phase diagram. The quadrature phase state lxg) is a line of infinite length
and negligible width, making an angle d with the 3r-axis, and having a minimum distance from the origin
of Xe. The phase state, in contrast, is characterizdby a semi-infinite line of negligible width starting at
the origin, and making an angle of 0 with the y-axis.

The balanced homodyne detection (Fig 5.2) is performed by feeding the field of the cavity into one

input port of a 50/50 beam splitter, where a large amplitude coherent state, known as the local oscillator,
is fed into the second input port. If we define the inputs of the beamsplitter by operators a and b, and the

outputs by operators c and d, then these operators are related via

[;]= #1" lll;1,
where the reflected light suffers ar f 2phasechange. The output light is measured by two photodetectors,

which obviously respond to moments of ctc and dtd, and the photocurrent from the d detector is subtracted

from the photocurrent from the c detector, so the measured observable is characterized by ct c - dl d,

A{Eitxe)=ffi
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o'::"ff

Figure 5.2: A schematic diagram of the setup for the quadrature phase measurement, wherc the light is
let out of the ring cavity, and a homodyne measurement of the light field is made by beating with a local
oscillator.
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ctc _ dId = + ib) - 1-eor * atl1la + a;]

(ctc - dId) =

u- {u' - d'| d} 

: -:{ff::3:'::: :x'l'*.'"" (4")
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(5.48)

(s.4e)

(5.s0)

(s.sl)

(s.s2)

(5.53)

(s.s4)

(s.s5)

(s.s6)

If we put the phase of the local oscillator to d, so the input to this port is characteriz.edby the coherent

statelBeie), where p is real and large, then the mean ouqlut photocurrent is

I [,"t - ,at)1a

-rlotu- ato]

-; [{atX") - (bx,l]

-i'P(e-;oa-eioat)

B k-i@+t lzl o - ";P+" 
121 o1 1

0(Xe+"p)

which is a measurement of the scaled mean quadrature phase with the local oscillatorphase set to 0 *r 12.
The variance ofthe photocurrent is given by

which is similarly a scaled value of the variance of the quadrature phase given the mean number of
photons in the cavity is much less than that in the local oscillator. While this is a proof that a homodyne
detection scheme performs a quadrahre phase measurement for the first two moments, Yuen and Shapiro

have proved the full equivalence of homodyne detection and single-quadrature field measurement, in the

appropriate limit of an arbitrarily large amplitude for the local oscillator. We see then that a homodyne

detection models a measurement of the quadrature phase of the field, and that various quadrature phases

can be analyzed by varying the phase 0 of the local oscillator,lBei0l. Lastty, it is necessary though

somewhat obvious to observe that a measurement of the quadrature phase of the field involves letting the

light out of the cavity, and thus removes the bouncing mechanism of the atom.

5.32 The quadrature phase basis

The performance of a balanced homodyne detection is modeled by a projection onto an eigenstate of
the quadrature phase operator. As mentioned in the previous section, the quadrature phase operator is

defined as

Xe=ae-io *ats*io, (s.s7)

where a and aI are the annihilation and creation operators used to quantize the electromagnetic field. If
0 # 4 - nr forn being any integer, then X6 and X6 are non-commuting observables,
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Figure 5.3: Wignerfitnction contours of the state lae-i' f 2,r"-2i01foreach of the squeezingparameters
r = 0(coherentstate), r = I (squeezedstate),andr = m(quadraturephasestate). Theinfinitely
squeezed state corresponds to the quadrature phase state 116)

lxe, xol - 2i sin(o - g), (s.s8)

and hence cannot both be precisely defined. If we consider an eigenstate of the quadrature phase operator
lxo),

xelxe) = xi,lxil, (s.5e)

then Xa has a precisely defined value Xp, so X6 must be completely uncertain. On a quadrature phase
diagram, then, we would represent this state as being a line of infinite length but negligible thiclcress,
making an angle of d with the g-axis, and having a minimum distance from the origin of x7,.Given this,
it seems sensible to define the quadrature phase state as a squeezed state which is in the limit of infinite
squeezing (Fig 5.3). In Appendix C we show that such a state is indeed an eigenstate of the quadrature
phase operator, and further find its number state representation.

This gives a set of orthonormal bases of the field, which can be understood on the quadrature phase
diagram as being a set of parallel lines of negligible width and infinite length, where the basis characterized
by angle d has all its lines at an angle g to the g/-axis, and each line (eigenstate) is characterized by its
minimum distance X6 from the origin. Further, we know the relation between each of these bases and
the number state basis, and hence can convert between them.

t2l



This Section is devoted to deriving the mathematical machinery required to analyze the system and obtain
results in the simplest possible form. Due to the complexity of the system, even this form is not very
simple. In Section 5.4.1, we solve the time-dependent Schrddinger equation, in an appropriate basis.

Section 5.4.2 discusses the initial conditions of both the field and the atom. Section 5.4.3 explains the
methodology behind the mathematics we have used, and introduces the measurement evolution matrix
which once found gives all the information about the evolution and the effect of measurement on the
system that we wish to know. Section 5.4.4 derives the transformation between different atomic bases

which both have the field being in a number state but with different numbers of photons. Section 5.4.5
lists and justifies the approximations that we make and shows the effect of the approximations. Finally,
Section 5.4.6 puts all of the various parts together and calculates the measurement evolution matrix.
As all of these Sections, especially 5.4.4, 5.4.5 and 5.4.6 are extremely mathematically intensive, in
Section 5.4.7 we summarize the mathematical method used, and give a physical understanding of the
measurement evolution matrix using the Dyson expansion.

Notationally, we generally charactenz,e a quantity by two variables: a subscript (p for example)
which refers to the atomic excitation and characterizes the particular atomic state; and a superscript (n)
which is enclosed in brackets and refers to the number of photons in the field. So EI") ir the energy of
the pth atomic excitational state with a photons in the field. At times for notational simplicity we drop
either the superscript only, or both the subscript and the superscript, but only when the context makes it
either irrelevant or obvious what their values should be.

5.4.1 Solving the TDSE

We wish to find the solution of the time dependent Schrcidinger equation,

l22

5.4 Analyzing the System
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(s.61)

(5.60)

for the Hamiltonian derived in Eq. (5.27). First it is noted that the field number operator ata commutes
with the Hamiltonian, and hence the evolution of the system does not change the photon number. If
we consider the system to initially have a field which is in a number state with n photons, then the
Hamiltonian J?, which is relevant in this situation can be writren as

ih*l,h|)l = Hl{,(t)),

D-Hn= ?+mgz+hGne-z*'LM

E;E:")) = e[")P[")1,

and hence the atomic Hamiltonian Hn can be written as

As only the external atomic variables are present, we can write each of these Hamiltonians which have
different photon numbers in terms of the atomic energy eigenstates and energies. So, for n photons in
the field, the quantized atomic stationary states are given by

(s.62)
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E 
^ = Dr1")18i")1 I ol"t I.

t

we. note that as they are eigenstates of an Hermitian operator, the states ;Ej")) are orthogonal (i.e.

@!")p!")1 - 6t). The eigenstates for Hamiltonians representing different photon number stares,
however, are clearly not orthogonat (i.e. p["\1njo.)1 * 6;). For large photon number states where
n N m, we would expect this inner product to approach a delta function. The total Hamiltonian can be
written as a sum of the Hamiltonians for each of the n photon states,

E"ln)(nl

I n!"t p!"), nl (E["), nl.
i

where lE:") ,n) refers to an atom-field state which has n photons, and is in the ith atomic eigenstate for
a field having n photons. Note that we could (and indeed will) consider a state characterized by the ket
vector lE:") ,rn), which refers to a field state having rn photons coupled to an atomic state which is in
the ith atomic eigenstate for a field with n photons. This state of the system would of course not be a
stationary state. Using the Hamiltonian in this form we find the general time dependent solution to be
given by

ld(r)) = I I "-;a!) 
tl a 

"(")io;;aj"), 
z;, (5.66)

where 
"l')(0) 

is the probability amplituo" orrrr" atom-field system initially being in state l,ej'), n).

5.4.2 Initial Conditions

Before proceeding with the analysis, we wish to speciff the initial conditions for the system. We clearly
must start our system in an uncorrelated atom-field state, so that we can allow the correlations between
the quadrature phase and the energy of the atom to build up with time. Our initial state is then

lt/,(o)) = lA(o))s lr(0)), (s.67)

where l,{(0)) refers to the initial atomic state, and l.F(O)) refers to the initial field state.
we choose the initial field state to be a coherent state la), and without loss of generality we can

choose a to be real, so that in terms of the number state basis the initial field state is

T
I

H=

r23

(s.63)

(s.64)

(s.6s)

lr(o)) 
= 
t"")rr,,D*t^t 

ll.lil7 {nt' '

The initial atomic state is chosen to be a Gaussian in z atmean initial height zs, of the form
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(s.70)

where .A is a normalization constant, p6 is the mean initial momenhrm, and o" is the standard deviation in

the z-direction and is real, so the atom is in a minimum uncertainty state. We wish to write this initial state

as a sum of atomic eigenstates lE["dl. To do this it will be necessary to know the z-dependence of these

atomic eigenstates. If the field is in a number state with n photons in the field, then the corresponding

Hamiltonian is defined bV Eq. (5.61),

*V"(z), (s.7r)

where

hk) = mgz 156n"-2nz (s.72)

The eigenstates and eigenenergies of this equation are found using the WKB approximation, for which

the calculation was outlined in Chapter 2. Setting Vo = hGn, well above the evanescent wave the atomic

eigenmode is of the form

{(z,o)- 4exp {-eU - ro)'+ tffk-.)},

uran(z) = h*, {(, 
* ,l*," -

l,r(o)) = f {rj")1,/,(o)) lnj"))
P

foo
(Et'lrh9|D = J _*{t(2,o)uB(z)dz.
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(s.7s)

(s.76)

Ar= !zm

, (5.73)

where

(s.74)

Being eigenstates of an Hermitian operator, each Wyll basis is complete and orthogonal, so we can

write our initial atomic state as

l\ 2
-tn--4/ " 3sh

*O"1ztz\

where

Given that we set our initial atomic position well above the evanescent wave, we can use the expression

for the mode given in Eq. (5.73). Further, if the atom is well localized we can expand the function of z
inside the cosine to first and second order around its value at mean atomic position 26. We also assume

that the \M function in the denominator doesn't significantly vary over the initial atomic positional

spread. This means that around zs, wo can write

usa{z) * h*' { (o* i) " - frr.l + r'(zo)e -,0) * Po- .)1 } (s.77)

k(z) = lzm(E -v"(r)).

where
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we find
f or"-0"2 +az = rfTe"' 

taa,

l,r(0)) = ! coio;;rj")1
p

t25

f(z) =

f'(") =

f"(z) =

kt(r)
3m2gh

_k(r)
h

m2g

@'

(s.78)

(s.7e)

(5.80)

(s.8r)

(s.82)

Expanding the cosine into a zum of two complex exponentials, we find

(rqj")l,r(0)) = ffi["*{r("- i) tr - rrkd} x

lla,"*vf (h*,ry) e - ,o)2 * (ipoth - if,(zo))(,- .))
+ *o 

{-o ('- i) n + ;/(a)} x

te ( / 1. .f,,Qd\ ,
J-*d'"*P t- (ia -'+)('- "o)'

+(i,po I h * i, f' (zs)Xz - ro)l]

Tlansforming to a variable z' = z - zo, and noting that the Gaussian integral

\Ey)l,hp)l=ffi

Give'n that the atom is sufficiently below its maximum bounce height, only one of these terms is going
to contributg depending on whether the atom is travelling upwards (first term) or downwards (second
term). So, a wavefunction lrl(0), being a minimum uncertainty atom initially travelling downwards
with mean position 2s' lrl€ztll momentum po, and standard deviation o, inthez-direction, can be wrinen
in terms of the atomic eigenstate basis which has rz photons in the field via

(s.84)
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where

zillz
zo) 12)

f'(
n

LPoln t
7WT4I"*{f"(zo) l2

cp(o) : ffi*o{o(o-i) *-;r(zs)}x

1l2ol -
-;
x

(s.85)

In addition to this, a technique which calculates the inner product (Aj")l+(O)) by numerical inte-

gration can be used. Using this technique, each of the atomic modes can be written in position space

as a simple Airy function. This gives the value of the mode around the upper classical turning point, in
the region where the WKB approximation is not valid. It is thus extremely useful for determining the

coefficients of the excited modes if the initial condition is around the upper classical turning point. In
the region where the WKB approximation is valid, the numerical technique gives inner products very

similar to those given by the analytical expression.

5.4.3 A usable solution

The original intention of this analysis, as has often been mentioned previously, is to exploit a correlation

between the quadrature phase of the field and the energy of the atom, so that by measuring the quadrature

phase of the light field we obtain information about the energy of the atom. In solving the TDSE,
however, we noted that the energy eigenvalues of the atomic state depended on the number of photons in
the cavity. The question thus arises, how do we define the energy of the atom when there is an uncertain
number of photons in the cavity? Given that we are working with a coherent state of large amplitude,
a, which is necessary to provide a large enough potential to reflect the atoms, then the photon number

states which are non-negligibly excited all have photon numbers around lal2. fire difference in energy

between atoms in two different atomic eigenstates, with different atomic excitations, n$") anA n[!,
is much greater than that between atoms in two different atomic eigenstates with different numbers of
photons in the field, but the same atomic excitation number. This can be seen in Fig 5.4 where we have

plotted the energy of the atomic eigenstate as a function of both the atomic excitation number and the

photon number the eigenstate colresponds to. Noting that the spread of photon numbers for a coherent

state with a mean n = 10000 photons is approximately 1fi av 100, we see that over this range (+100)
the energy is almost independent of photon number for coherent states with photon numbers greater than

roughly 4000. So, for all practical purposes, we can simply choose one of the sets of energy eigenstates

and describe the energy of the atom as if there were that many photons in the cavity. We know that there

is an uncertain number of photons in the cavity, but we also know that it makes very little difference given

that all the likely photon numbers are tightly grouped around a particular mean value, and the energy of
the atomic eigenstates for all these photon numbers are so close as to be indistinguishable.

This concept of only using one set of energy eigenstates to describe the energy of the atom also

makes sense when we wish to specify the initial atomic state. Obviously, to use the solution of the TDSE
analyzed in the previous Section, we need to write the initial state in terms of all the individual sets of
energy eigenstate bases, but it seems overly complex to describe the uncorrelated system, both initially
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Figure 5.4: A plot of the dependence of the atomic energy on the number of photons in the ring cavity, for
atomic states with atomic excitation numbers I 00 through to I 05. The lower plots correspond to the lower
excitation numbers. The parameters used for this plot are an atomic mass of rn/fi = 2O9.3 x l07kg/(Js),
which is the mass for a cesium atom, a gravitation constant g : 9.gm/s2, an evanescent decay constant
rc = I x 106m-1, an atom field coupling constant G = 1000s-1.

and after the measurement in terms of several different bases. A more sensible technique is to write it in
terms of a Particular basis, namety that basis used to define the energies of the system.

So, our technique for turning the solution we have into a usable and understandable solution involves
calculating the joint probability entangled state ar any time t, At(Ep fi Xe), defined in Eq. (5.43). The
.Eo values are the eigenenergies of the atom in the atomic basis which corresponds to having the field
in a number state with lal2 photons, and the yp refers to the quadrature phase measurement result. We
start with our initial uncorrelated joint atom-field state, with the field in a coherent state,

l'l(0)) = 1,4(0))6 lcr) (s.86)

and the atomic state lA(0)) written in terms of the atomic energy eigensrate basis which is based on
having a number state with the mean number lol2 of photons in the field. so,

lA(o)) = I.o(o)l B/].t'zt1
p

where we note that we haven't characterized the coefficients co(O) by a photon number, as we are using
our general atomic basis. It just happens that our general atomic basis is one of our set of atomic
eigenstate bases correlated to a number state with lal2 photons. The general state can thus be written as

(s.87)

1,,/(o)) = T t #"o(o11nil,t\,ny. (5.88)
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We then convert this representation into a representation involvin EIE[") ,n) states so that we can easily
evolve the system in time,

l,r(0)) : tt +",(0)D(E{')1s(t"t'?)y;tr [.t,oj
n p \t't: q

= rt lto''^" - 'l

T T t, .flanf,iln$l"l')1co(0)J ln[")'")'

ln the representation of Eq. (5.66), we can write

.[") (o) = # DtnP\ tnf'tz) lco(o),

so that the time dependent solution becomes simply

"f,i ti - r-; ef,) t 1 n 

# lpf,i 1 
n$t.t') yco(o).

(s.89)

(5.e0)

(5.e1)

(s.92',)

(s.e3)

(s.e4)

(s.e5)

(5.e8)

(s.ee)

Now we wish to convert the time dependent solution back to a form which includes only one atomic
basis instead of many,

l'l(r)) = Itc[")1r11r{")1
nq

= t t c[")1r; flrjl"l');r(")y1a(1"|'?)y
nqr

= It fI,ul'"'',lrj"r1c["r1ryl lBtt"t'r1.??L,, -')f'-t t'

As we are going to be making measurements of the quadrature field basis, it is preferable to write our
final state in terms of the quadrature phase states rather than the number states, which gives

l,/(r)) = I o*,f 
F!c["r1ry1rtt"l')lr("))(rrt')] lr{-tz),rr1 (5.e6)

= In*tDrb",,*r(n lJ(lal1,xa). (5.97)

The coefficients r/'s",*, (t) are the joint probability amplitudes of the entangled state at time l, defined in

Eq. (5.43) and are given by

t f c[")1t; 1dl'|'?) ;4(')1 lxe I 
n)

nq

DU,o(xt,r)co(0),
P

thn,,*r(t1
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where the matrix U,o(Xe,t), given by

U, o(xe,, ) = I r. e- l"W a" 
"- 

; elo t / n ql(l,l\ 1 e',) 1 
qn(") 

; 
d l'l') 

1 I xeln),?? ,/il

r29

(5.100)

(s.l0t)

(s.102)

relates the final atomic state to the initial atomic state after an evolution for time f , and a measurement of
the quadrature phase as xd written in the basis lrjl"l'?)). rc call this matrix the measurement evolution
matrix and note that it contains in a simple form all the information we wish to know about the system
for an arbitrary initial atomic state. The probability of measuring a particular quadrature phase Xe at
time t as given by Eq. (5.44), is

Pt(xil = Dlrb",,*r{t)l'

The normalized probability amplitude distribution after an evolution for time t and a measurement of the
quadrature phase as X6 is given by Eq. (5.45),

= F lT 
u,o(xe,,),,(o)l .

At@,jxil = tbnr,x"U)
' '"'w' {4Ts) (s.r03)

(s.r04)

Given the simple dependence of these quantities on the matrix (Jro(xe,f ) we devote the next few Sections
to finding its most simpleform. First, wederive the innerproAuct 1fj')1fj-)1, th"n describe and justify
the approximations that are made, and finally evaluate a simplified (in some sense) analytic form that
allows us to obtain results.

To summarize, we have found the expression for the joint probability of the entangled state ,bp,,*r(t).
This.was achieved by first transforming our initial state to the energy eigenstate basis of the system,
pt!:^y), then evolving it in time using our solution of the TDSE, rhen transforming back to the

lE(1"12) ,n) basis, which has only one atomic basis rather than many. Finally, we transformed from the
photon number basis for the field to a quadrature phase basis. From this joint probability amplitude we
can calculate all the information concerning the system and the measurements that we wish to know

5.4,4 Thansforming between atomic bases

Inthissectionwewishtofindtheinnerproauct(rj")lrj-);,*h"r" lE[")]isthepthatomicexcitational
state of the Hamiltonian

a,=!+
zm

DrU,o(Xe,l)co(0)

rngz + hGne-z*', (s.105)
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which conesponds to the field being in a number state which has n photons. For the two states in question

we can thus write the eigenvalue equations as

: n[^)1n[^)y.

Performing an integral in the Dirac notation by multiplying on the left of these equations

(r'{*)l ana 1aj"); respectively gives

\n[*)1n"1n@t1 = n[")qn[^)1nt")y (s.108)

(5.10e)1o[")1a^1n[^)7 = n[^) 1n[")1nt*)y.

Taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (5.108) and subtracting Eq. (5.109) gives

qn["t1n^ - H,nln[d) = ("P - s[^)) @$"t;n-")y,

so the inner product between these two states can be written

(s.1r0)

(s.11l)

(s.112)

where

k(r) =
v"(") = mogz*56n"-2n2.

NotewearewritingtheatomicmassasrlotodistinguishitfromtheminEj-). Giventhatfj") b mogz
over the range of e values for which the evanescent wave has non-negligible intensities, we can neglect

the gravitational potential which gives

H;E[")l
H^ln[^)1

= e$")1n$"t1 (s.r06)

(s.107)

by bra states

@f,t1n[^ty =

= ffi(E[dls-z*,ll[\.
We see that the inner product depends only on the wavefunctions in the region of the evanescent wave,

where the Hamiltonian forms differ. Further, Ej") rtO E{-) must be similar energies or else their
denominator will cause the inner product to be negligible. We use the WKB formalism given in Chapter

2,

u6^te) -- h*'{* l' 4,'y,'- ;} , (s.l l3)

(s.114)

(s.r r5)

z*" (nf,) - v"e))

V*(z) = 66n"-7xz (s.r r6)
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We can then write the weighted inner product as

where

glves

for simplicity gives

1nf,)1e-2'"ll[^)l = I]*"ryrfzye-2^"u"r^t(z)

= L@Y' + ej*r)

= f,{n * *y,

l3l

(5.118)

'We have assumed here that the bottom classical tuming point is the same for both atomic eigenstates,

which is a reasonable approximation given their energies are similar. Further because the field is a large

amplitude coherent state all the likely photon numbers are grouped around a mean number lal2, so n and

rn dre similar photon numbers. Changing the variable of integration to

*""r{t EXu"t*,ftVt - t\l 
.

{nu-.t?) I

(5.1l7)

(s.lle)

(s.r20)

(s.121)

(s.123)

E

n

(t rz ,o,) (t rz ,,'l

"*t; f",k"r,{,')d"'- f }*' II Gkrl^1(z')d'z' -ool. 6.122)

The multiplication of the two cosine factors in the integral can be written as a sum of two different cosine

terms, one of which is rapidly oscillating and hence can be neglected. Exploiting this and writing

1[o'1.1./V''1-yNv-ffi,

(n$d 1"-z^" l^[*r) = W/rh(oo) *rffi

1ef,)1e-2*,1l^t) = +7*ot""l dko

cos 
{I I;a"' (krr^tk') - rcs^1e',)}

ko(")

kgo{z)kr<ok)

(s.r24)
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Now as the energies E[") 
^a,E 

are similar, we can expand k4">k)around ko(r),

krq^1?)

= {z*"p - v^(r)l * 2mo 
[f 
ul", - E) - (v*(z) - uo(4)]]'/'

= nr"l 
{r 

- ffilrri"r - D - (u*(,)- u"(,))]]"'

* &s(z) * ffiltrl^ -,8) - (u^(,) -u.u1';l,1l.

Hence we can solve the integral in the cosine by a transformation to &s(z)

(5.12s)

(s.t26\

(s.r27)

(5.128)

(s.130)

(s.131)

l*0" (*6",@ - x6,tQ)) =
[" , fns

J+"'hk)
[(rJ", - n[^t) - (v^(,) - u*('\] 16rzs)

*"@fi - n[*)y 1"t l dko
u lo hrn"E; kt

-" r- ? [^''' ouo4nfr Jo

= -^f,Il;!j^"*lml
]a;#^

The coefficient terrn can be similarly expanded,

wtl*ffiK,yl+n[*)_,E)-(V,(,)*V*(z)-zuo("))].(5.132)
Using the definitions of .E and fr given in Eq. (5.120) and Eq. (5.121) respectively, this coefficienr term
can be seen to be approximately unity. Combining all these results gives the weighted inner product as

qef,)1e-z^,ll[^tl ! + Io^'*'dke 
cos {IIW"*lml-.*C) (5 133)

= + Ir" d&ocos {rt"rE#l + c&o} , (s.r34)

where for simplicity we have written
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If we change to a variable of integration

so that

we find

cos [CB tanh(Flz)l

sin [CBtanh(Fl2)]

Fourier transforms can be defined in many

We follow the convention of Erdelyi et al.
of a function /(c) *

dF = -#*", (f)
,ts = -r*t (;)

@y)le-2"'lE[^tl =
NTB [* orcos[AF - C.Btaurrh(Flz)]
4 Jo cosh'( Fl2l

NrB [* '^ .rra.,coslcaFnt(r/z)]= I Jo dr co. ' ' cosh.(F/2)

+ ry1,*dFsin(Ar)%fff.,

= *"@f) - n[^))
2nh,tffi

l-= 1f Zm"E
n-Tn

= 4nhit-

",=roslffil,

* r - (C42anh2(Flz)

= | - 1cn12l + (cs)2swn2gp1
N CBtarrfll(F/z).

133

B

C

(5.135)

(s.r36)

(s.137)

(5.138)

(s.l3e)

(5.140)

(s.141)

(s.r42)

(s.143)

(s.tM)

(s.145)

which are Fourier cosine and sine transforms. Now the hyperbolic tangent function is bounded by *1,
and for large amplitude coherent states CB is small, so we can use aThylor expansion of the cosine and
sine functions,

different ways, all of which are similar but differ in detail.

[92] in defining the Fourier cosine and sine transforms g(y)

gtu)

g@)

lo*

Io*

f (t) cos(ay)d,a

/(c) sin(ay)de

(s.146)

(s.147)
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respectively. Appendix D gives a full summary of the Fourier transform definitions used and the proofs

of various unfamiliar lemmas that are needed. Using the following three lemmas,

[* "2j{!')=ra* = Ztrycschery)Jo cosh'(xl2)

lr* ffia, = zffcsch(ofi 
(u'+ r)

/*.or1y,; illl{L{tl,* = zny2cschQry),Jo 'cosh'(x/Z) -

to evaluate the weighted inner product give

(E[n)te-z,rztl[\ = ry(ffi) l, 
- 

" "o 
- ry(za' - r)], (s.lsl)

where we have only evaluated the first three terms in the series in the square bracket. Substituting this

into Eq. (5.1l2) finally gives the inner product as

@["t1n[*)y =
n-Tn I I E2 ftto m"s(tln) ( (nA) \

ffilEp;yt| ztFffi\ilh-("1)i

" [' - 
cBA+ry('r'-')]

(5. r48)

(5.14e)

(s.1s0)

(s.152)

Fig 5.5 shows a plot of the inner product as a function of atomic excitation number. There are two
features of the plot which characterize its structure. First, the tendency as the energies of the two states

in question become more different for the inner product to decruse exponentialty. This feature comes

directly from the (n A) I sinh(rA) term in the expression for the inner product. The second is the positive

values for the inner product when the energies of the state on the left of the inner product are lower than

those on the right, and the negative values in the reverse situation. This is due to the difference between

these energies in the denominator. Note lastly that the innerproOuct 1fj")lAj-)) can be considercd as a

function of g with all the other variables kept constant, and will be an oscillatory function which is close

to zero at all integer values of g except for g - p. How close n is to rn tells how close this oscillatory
function is to zero at each of these integer values, which corresponds physically to how close the two
states are to being part of the same orthogonal basis.

To summari zE, wehave found the inner proauct 1rj");^e{*) I bet*"en two atomic energy eigenstates

of the system with different atomic excitations and different numbers of photons in the field. The

calculation was done by exploiting the similarity of the Hamiltonians, so that we only needed to calculate

the weighted inner product (E$")p-z*'lE{-)). The contribution to this weighted inner product is only
significant in the spatial region where the evanescent wave has non-negligible intensity. The calculation of
the weighted inner product was achieved by writing the energy eigenmodes in the position representation

via the WKB formalism and using various approximations, including having a large amplitude coherent

state field, so that the photon numbers n and rn were both large and similar.
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Figure 5.5: A plot of the inner product of two atomic states (r{lfm)ldloloo)1. Note that the value

tgflf*)trfl3'*)l has been left offthe diagam but has a value of approximately unity. The parameters
used for this plot correspond to those used for Fig 5.4

5.4.5 Approximations

In this Section we consider the approximations that we make to obtain a workable expression for the
measurement evolution matrix U,o(Xe ,t) given in Eq. (5.100). All of the approximations we make stem
from the fact that we have a large amplitude coherent state field, so all the photon numbers n which will
be significantly populated are close to lal2. Substituting the expression for (xel"l given in F4. (C.l l)
gives

SSurp\Xe,t) = L L "-lal2 
/2"-x?rl4 ( c.e-ie \" n 

^we / rtlT\a) ,!nq

"-;nl") 
t / n 

1,g(l"lr) ; 
g(") 

I qtr(") 
I 
Efl ,lr) ). (s.ls3)

Let us first consider the two inner product rerms similar to @[")p(lol2)1 given in Eq. (5.152). We
consider two different situations, where p * q and where p = q separately.

First, for p # q, we noted in Section 5.4.3 that the dependence of the energies E[") onthe photon
number was very much slower than that on the atomic excitation number. This means for functions
that vary slowly with energy, we can equate n[") = B{|.lzl. For example we can write 7j') - ,,(lol2).

This approximation is obviously not valid for the function exp{-rc[")t/k] as it is rapidly oscillating
and I can be large. Next, we consider the (z - l"l2)ln term, where fi. = (n + lal2)12. Note that this
expression appears twice, once on its own and once in variable C. We can expand using a Thylor series
where only the first few terms will be significant as ?z - lolt < lol2. Tio third order in (n - l"l2)llol2,
we find
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(5,1s4)

(5.155)

(5.1s7)

"# = #[,.#]-'!.# l(#)'*,^(#)'
Using these approximations we can write (rj")l g(l'12)1 for p I g to second order in (o - lol2)llol, *

(^Ei')1s(,'r'?,t : ffi{(+) (#)' [}- #]}, (5,56)

where

pcp=lpfl.1,"4l

and

and further

= !1uy"r, + rjt"l'?l)

m (n[l"Pl - p(l"r))
.............-:-

2nht/ZmE

E

A

(5.rs8)

(5.r5e)

(s.161)

(5.162)

,(1"12) is defined as in Chapter 2, but has been derived from a different sinration. This is a conseguence

of the orthonormality of the basis. We can also show that,

lEut't16,,)1 = --w.[rry\ - /'- lol'\'[r BAI I'rod't = - 6l \+-fl - \T-/ tr- +")l (s.r60)

Second we consider the case where p : g, so the inner product is 1fj");,Ojl'12)1. es the energy
difference is so small, we can write

nb) - BMl2l 426

ffi-''

ffixt'

which means that

(5.163)
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For the term involving the difference of the energies in the denominator, we need to expand the difference
in.terms of (n- lo,lz)ln. We perform the Thylor expansion around E$q, the central energy between
Ef,) na g(lol2) ,which using the definition of the energies in Chapter 2, gives

where

E[d - B(tot2) = 6P+,

5(a) - mg(l ln) |_P , ,fr.

(s.164)

(5.16s)

(s.167)

(5.r68)

(s.169)

(5.170)

Using these results and expanding to second order in a similar way to before gives the inner product as

(n[*)1ntt'F)) = r - ("-lcll'\'l --tn.. -..| .-\ru-, 
Lts.' 4mJ

The inner producr lpblz)18(d ) has exactly the same form,

Wemakenoteoftwoimportantfeaturesoftheseequations. First,strictlynoneofEq.(5.156),Eq.(5.160),
Eq.(5.169)andEq'(5.170)shouldbevalidifn = lol2,asourtechniqueforfindingtheinnerproductused
Hn-Epp,whichinthiscaseiszero. Noting,however,thatthetechniqueisverysimilartotheproofthat
the eigenstates of an Hermitian openrtor are orthogonal, and that we can take the limit as n approaches

laf2, it is not surprising that it nevertheless yields the correct results, that is p[l"l')p(l"l'll : 6,o.
Second, for Eq. (5.169) and Eq. (5.170) the innerproduct never exceeds unity, and approaches unity only
when n approaches lal2.

We could expand this series out to higher orders but the terms end up being negligible compared to the
other terms of the same order, and so we will just expand it to first order. The inverse of the difference
between the energies can hence be written,

1 2f_/"\
WW**s(w\mPl' (s.166)

Lastly we note that to second order the term in the square brackets can be written

u_cBA...t ! ,_(m),m
_ ( rns(r ln) | n - lol2 rn \^\ 2 rn5ffi)

, m2g (" - l"l,\''-l 6\-Efl
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The only other approximation we make is in the term exp{ - iE[") t I h] . In this term we expand Ej")
to first order aroun d O[l"l'),as the complex exponential is rapidly varying. Hence we write

exp{-iE[")tlh.) x exp{-zE(l'l'ltlh}exp{+rOjl"l')1a12tlh}exp{-;Of'l\ntlh}. (5.171)

5.4.6 The measurement evolution matrix

We wish to consider the form of the measurement evolution matrix Urp(Xa,l) using the approximations

in the previous Section. In particular, we want to perform the sum over 7r analytically. For simplicity we
shall write

u,r(xe,t) = I u,p,q(xe,t)
q

with u,r,o(ye, t) being the gth term in the sum,

(s.t72)

(5.173)

(5.r75)

To evaluate analytically the sum over photon numbers, we need to consider four different situations: (l)
q f r,q # p;(2)q = r,q # piQ)q * r,q = pi and (4)q = r = p. Situations2and3 arealmostexactly
the same, and will be treated together. Note that in all these situations we wish to evaluate the terms
to second order in (" - l"l\ llal2. Before we regard each of these cases, we prove some operarional

lemmas that will be needed.

Lemmas

The generating function for Hennite polynomials can be written

I ry = exp {_r, *zry}. (s.r74)

Taking the derivative of both sides of the equation and multiplying by y gives

Performing the same operation again,

,&+ry
zy(x - y) exp {-r' * zry) .

,*,&+ry
lr*, - 4v2 + +v'(, - 0')"*p {-y' + zry} .

T"ry=

T nrW)Y"- =7nl
(5.176)
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Using these results we find that given $orne zs, the first order expansion takes the form

+(T) ry = -[#+, - T]*,{-u, *,*,}, 6 177)

and the second order expansion

T (" - "o\, ,*9,.)r" 
= {lr! r , zu,l' , zy(, -p}".0{_r, +zzE}. (s.rz8)?\ no ) nt. -lL.-'-.J a-n-o 

J .

Casel. q*r, q*p
We wish to evaluate u,o,o(Xe,t) where q * ,, q # p.We evaluate the two factors in the Dirac brackets
using Eq. (5.156) and Eq. (5.160), where each one is evaluated to first order in (" - l"l2)llal2, and the
multiplication of the two gives a single term to second order. Tirking all the functions independent of z
outside the sum

u,p,c(xe, t) = - ffitl"l'l'::"' 
t o 

exp{- t g(*,t't t / h}exp{ +eojt.l 
r) 

1a12t I E}

,. ( ae-ia e-;41"t')t/n\" ,^*^!*r 
1," ; !ll'), . (s.t,s)

"\ 
,/z ) nt \lfl

Using Eq. (5.178) we can evaluate this as

u,p,q(xe, t) : - hffiexp{-rrjl" l1)t 
I h}exp{1;ojl'l\1a12t I h,}

"*p {c (ae-;e e-it,,/h,xe)} rz (o"-il 
"-i6,rlh ,xe) , (5.180)

where

G (ae-i' e-;ootlh,xe) = -ry - 
a2e-2i0 e-2;6qt/h I ae-i. yse-*n4u - fi (5.lgl)

Fz (ae-ie 
"-;to'/n, xe) = l(ry+ r - .,e-ie xer;o&/n)z

*ae-;o 
e-i6qt I k (Xe - _2ae-i0 e-i6qt / h)l

I (s.r82)

Case2and Case 3. q # r, e -- p 
^nd Q = rt q * p

we wish to evaluate urp,p(xe,t) where p # ,.The case for u,r,r(ys,t) is very similarand the results
for that witl just be stated and not derived. Here, (.Ejlol');,E("); is evaluated according to Eq. (5.160),
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wtrite (rj")la(l"l'?l, is evaluated usrng Eq. (5.169). Taking all the functions independent of n, outside

the sum, and writing the terms to second order in (" - l"l2)llel2 gives

u,p,p(xe,t) = - u'r e4"l'Ex?e/q exp{-m|*l'lt I ft}exp{+;ajl*l \1a12t I h}

-(

"\ 
'n ) nl

[("-vr) - n -'+1 f 
,, llt')'] (s r83)l\rur)-Lr- 4.J\157 t

Using Eq. (5.177) and Eq. (5.178) we can evaluate this as

u,p,p(xe,t) = - hffiexp{-;ril" 
l'ltl ftIexp{+aail"l'l1a12t I n}

"*p {c (c,e-ie e-;f.o'tn, xe)}

{n ("r-t' e-i6ptth ,xr) - lt- 
t#l 

Fz (ae-i| e-ilpttft,*r) 
} , (s.184)

where

Fr(o"-ie"-i6qt/h,xa) = #+l- W. (5.r8s)

The other term which has similar form can be written by noting the forms of Eq. (5.156) and Eq. (5. 170),

u,p,p(xe,t)=h^*rexp{-aeil"l\tln}exp{+laf l'l\1a12tlh,}

"*p {c (ae-ie e-;6"'th, xe)}

{n ("'-t' e-i6Pt/h',xr) - lr- 
t#l 

Fz (ae-;' "-i6ptth,*r) } 
. (5.186)

Case4. p=q=r

We wish to evaluate uw,p(Xe,l), where the terms in the Dirac brackets are evaluated using Eq. (5.169)

and Eq. (5.170), so that

upp,p(xe,t)=#exp{-;rj|.|1tlh}exp{+lo||.|"|1a|2tlh,}

- ( ae-ie e-i{"t't t fi\" a.Ix, I rfzl

"\rt)n;
{, -l =-Y:! J ("; lfl')'} (s ,87)
t- len2rc3ToJ \ lol' ) )
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Using 4.6J74) and Eq. (5.173) we find,

upp,p(xe,t) = h"*rt-;s(l"l\11h,yexp{+zojl"l\la1ztlh}r*p{c (ae-i|e-;a,ttn,*

t, - l&] r, Gu" e-i.P'| / h,-,) 
)

Uro(Xe, t) = upp,p(Xe, t) * D uoo,o(Xr, t),
q*p

and for the off-diagonal terms

l4l

,))

(s.188)

The measurement evolution matrix

Finally, we are in a position to write the measurement evolution matrix, (Jrp(Xe,,t) which through
Eq. (5.102) and Eq. (5.104) can be easily used to find all the information about the evolution of the
system and the effect of a measurement that we wish to know, independent of the initial state of the
system. We divide the matrix into the diagonal and non-diagonal terms. For the diagonal terms,

U,r(Xe,t) = u,p,o(Xe,t)* urp,,(x1,r)+ I urp,c(Xe,t).
q*P,r

A particularly relevant case which can be slightly simplified is where o is real and 0 = r 12. In
this situation, the line on the quadrature phase diagram representing the quadrature phase state 10"72) is
along the horizontal axis and goes directly through the middle of the Wigner contours representing the
initial coherent state. We can then write

(s.18e)

(s.190)

(5.191)

(s.re?)

(s.re3)

c (-ne-i6ot/fr,x0)

rt (-ne-;tot/k,xe)

rz (-ne-iao'/k,xe)

= -lUrf 2a sin(do tln)2 - iacos(6otlh,)

[xt + osin(6otln)]

: _e-2i6qt/h +l+ i {'e-;ad/n

= (-"-rrunr/^+ I + 6U-u-;tovn)2

** (-r#e-i6qtth * 2e-2;a*/n) ,

It should be noted that for very small times t, the largest contributions are of order (ys f a) for 1r1 and

Qelo)z for F2' Further, for very small times, thel-i,a2 cos(6rtlh,)sin(dot/E)] term in G cancels with
the exp{i6o lalzt I h} facror.

5.4.7 Summary

In this Section, we summariznlhe mathematics that has been used to obtain the measurement evolution
matrix, and attempt to obtain a physical understanding of the result.
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Mathematical method

We chose the initial state of the system to be a large amplitude coherent state, coupled to but initially
uncorrelated with a minimum uncertainty state with mean position zs, standard deviation o" and mean

momentumPo. The atomic state, both before and after the measurement, is written in terms of the atomic
states of the Hamiltonian

IIpp = rngz + hGlalze-2", (5.194)

which is the atomic Hamiltonian for the field being in a number state with lalz photons. 14jl"lt)1 is tne
rth atomic eigenstate of this Hamiltonian. writing the initial atomic state as

P2 l

2*-

l4(o))e1o. = | co(o)ls(lol2)1,
p

and the final state after evolution and measurement as

Id(r)),c,o' = Dr/.e,,*, (t), lrjl"l');
t

we derived the relation between these as

,b n.,rr(t) = E U,oAp, r)co(0).

The probability of measuring a particular quadrature phase Xp, and the renormalized
immediately after measurement are given by Eq. (5.102) and Eq. (5.104) respectively

(5.195)

(5.re6)

(s.re7)

atomic state

which come

(s.le8)

directly from the von Neumann measurement postulate.

The measurement evolution matrix U(xe,t), is essentially a transition matrix, which transforms the
initial state of the atom to the final state after an evolution of time t and a measurement of the quadrature
phase as Xa. So the atom, initially uncorrelated with the field which is in a large amplitude coherent
state, evolves with time, and the correlations between the energy of the atom and the quadrature phase

of the field build up in the atom-field system. After a certain amount of time, the quadrature phase of
the field is measured by letting the light out of the cavity, and knowing the result of the measurement
reduces the wavepacket of the atom.

Each element of the measunement evolution matrix Urp(Xert) can be understood, then, as the
probability amplitude for the atom making a transition from the pth atomic eigenstate to the rth eigenstate

after a free evolution for time I and a measurement of the quadrature phase as Xo. The "path" the atom
took to get from state p to state r can be seen from the expansion

U,r(xe,t) = I Drl?),n!t,t),
qn

where 
"l|l,oi.Xt,t) 

is understood as the probability amplitude of the atom making a transition from srate
p to state r via state ln["),n). Note though, that state |.Ej"),n) is not an atomic eigenstate of the
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Hamiltonian given in Eq. (5.194), but rather an eigenstate of the total atom-field Hamiltonian given in
Eq. (5.27)

(5.r99)

so that the field is in an n-photon number state and the atom is in the gth eigenstate of the atomic
Hamiltonian

H = * + rnsz I fr,Gat ae-z*',

pZ
Hn=?+rngz+hGne-2^".

zTn
(s.200)

The method used to find the measurement evolution matrix, then, is to transform the initial uncorrelated
atom-field state to the energy eigenstate basis of the atom-field system, perform the time evolution, and
then transform back to both the initial atomic basis for the atom, and the quadrature phase basis for the
light field' Note that in Eq. (5.172) we have performed the sum over ,a analytically, so our final equation
for the measurement evolution matrix looked like

u,p(xe,t) = I u,p,c(xe,t),
q

where u,o,c(Xl,t) is the.probability amplitude for the atom to make a transition from state r to state p by
an atom-field state lEj"), z) for any photon number rz. Obviously to perforrr all this transforming back
and forth between bases we needed to know the inner product of the atomic states q6(/.l\p["); *ni"n
was calculated in Section 5.4.4, and between the quadrature phase state and a number state of the field
(Xeln), which was calculated in Section5.3.2.

Physical Understanding

Before looking at the results of the evolution and measurement on the system, it is worthwhile to gain
some physical understanding. Initially, the state of the field is a coherent state with large amplitude,
which can be understood on the quadrature phase diagram as a circle of radius unity with center at
a, on the positive horizontal axis. As the atom bounces into the evanescent wave, it absorbs some of
the photons and immediately stimulatedly re-emits. We ignore the probability of spontaneous emission
because of large detuning. This repeated absorption and stimulated emission results in a force on the
atom causing it to be repelled away from the crystal surface. Further, it retards the phase of the light field
causing the circle of radius unity to shift so that its center is at ae-dc, where { is the retarded phase. Not
only is the circle representing the coherent field state shifted, but it is also blurred, or distorted. This is
because the retardation of the phase caused by each of the atomic eigenstates is not the same, that is the
phase is not retarded at the same rate, but rather the rate depends on the atomic energy.

Some physical understanding about the system can be obtained by avoiding the complicated but
accurate calculation used to this point, and substituting a simpler but less accurate calculation that
employs the Dyson expansion [94]. Writing the Hamiltonian as

(s.201)

p-
U : h* msz t h.Glalze -2nz q h,G (ata- lolt) "

-2n2, 6.202)
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where the initial field state is a coherent state la). The first three terms can be replaced with

h.Glalze-z*u = f E[1"1'?)6tu*,
&

where nfl"l'zl is the energy of the kth atomic excitational state if the field is in a number state with lal2
photons, and b* and 6[ respectively annihilate and create an atom in this ,bth state. From now on in this

Section we will drop the lal2 superscript as this is the only atomic basis we are dealing with. Furtheq

using these atomic creation and annihilation operators we can replace 16" ,-Zxz operator, which gives

the Hamiltonian as

fl = D E1,btrb1,

k

We put E -- Ho * V where

l"lt) I t blbr(r,,1 e-2*, lEtl.
kt

(s.204)

f
;+ mgz t- (s.203)

+ hG (ata -

Hs = t [u* * dr, (ata - |o|'z)] a[ar
A

v = hG (aIa- l"l')tt uf,t11np1e-2*"lEtl,

(s.20s)

(s.206)
k t*k

where 6r = hG(E*1"-2*'lE*l which is easily seen to be the same definition as used previously. Using

a Dyson expansion gives the time evolution operator as

u(t)

l'-
fr.G (aI a - l"lt) (E1,le-2""lE11alar + ...] . (5.207)

Looking at successive terms in the Dyson expansion gives successive levels of complexity in the

physical understanding of the system. Acting the first term on our initial state gives

(s.208)

(s.20e)

To some limited degree of correctness then, as a first simplistic model, we can understand the initial state

as a superposition of coherent states, each of which is directly correlated with a different atomic energy

eigenstate, and so in a given time each is phase retarded a different amount. The final state of the field is

then a zuperposition of all the coherent states, all of which are slightly differently phase retarded.

ulu-) "

- t"l')] r * h[r, * r, (oto-t"tr)] ,,]

[ro + dr (oto - t"l')]
( ir /

*p t-; lnr + 6r (ata

l. .t --

*1,'or?E

ur(r)tf(0)) : u,(r) 
[(Ice(o)trp)) 

s t")]

= I "*p {-iLet/ft}"*p {r001"12 
tlh\ cr(o)la"-;t*/n1l*ol.
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We can understand this in terms of the expression for the mei$urement evolution matrix. Tirking the
special case of a real, and A = r 12, and looking at the zeroth order terms in (ys lcr), we have,

(J,o(xe,r) = P2.exp{-iErtlfi} 
exp{+fd ulalztlh}"*p {C (-i,ae-;tot/u,"r)} , (s.210)

where

G (-;ae-i6,'/o,xe) = -I(xa +zosin(6otlh))2 - iocos(do tlh)lxe+ asin(6prlfi)] . (s.2ll)

To this order, the expression we have corresponds to that given by the first term in the Dyson expansion.
To see this, we note that the inner product of an arbitrary coherent state laedd), and a quadrature phase

state ly*pl can be written as

(x*plo"i6) = h*n{-i (xe -zosin(/))2 * racos({) Ix, - osin(d)l}, 6.212)

so that

u. r(xe, t) = 6, p exp { - i E rt I h} exp {+ i 6 ol alz t I n} (y 6l o e- i 6 ct / n 
y . (s.2r3)

In this situation there are no transitions between atomic states, so that the atomic states are in fact
eigenstates of the atom-field system, and the measurement evolution matrix element gives the probability
amplitude of measuring a particular quadrature phase given the field is in a particular coherent state,
weighted by phase factor exp{-iEot lfi} exp{+ido lalzt lh}. The total probability amplitude of measur-
ing a particular quadrature phase is simply the sum of all the inner products each multiplied individually
by both the phase factor and the probability amplitude of the atom being in that state,

A{xe) = | exp{- i, E ot I k} exp{* idolal2t I h} (xelae- i6ot / u 
) "r(o)p

= t I U,r(xl,,t)co(0)
7p

= (xalyr(r)l{(o)).

(s.2t4)

(s.215)

(s.216)

So the first term in the Dyson expansion and the zeroth order terms in the measurement evolution matrix
evolve the system in the same way. Further, the angularfrequency of the coherent state attached to atomic
excitation state p is given by dr, which depends on the energy of the pth atomic state Eo. In Fig 5.6
we have plotted a schematic diagram of what happens in this situation. Each coherent state (represented
by unit circles on the quadrature phase diagram) will have its phase retarded at a different rate, and
given long enough the individual coherent states will separate sufficiently so that a measurement of the
quadrature phase (represented by a straight line parallel to the horizontal axis) will give information
concerning the energy of the atom.
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Initial amplitude

Initial
coherent

state contour

Possible

later

coherent

state contours

Figure 5.6: A diagram explaining the simple picture arising from the first term in the Dyson expansion.

The initial coherent state is phase retarded at a number of different rates depending on the atomic state it
is conelated with, resulting in the field state being in a superposition of a number of different coherent

states. A quadrature phase measutement, corresponding to a measurement of displacement in the vertical

direction, and represented by a horizontal line, will cause one particular atomic state to be more probable

than anotler.

Possible phase 
tquadrature retardation /phase lrt

Quadrature
phase states
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Looking at the second term in the Dyson expansion introduces significantly more complexity.
interpret this term as follows:

A(t - k) = h,G (at a - 1al2) 1r3;e-2*"181ybf,b1, (s.2r7)

is an operator which gives the probability amplitude density for a jump to occur from state , to state ,t.
Given that such a jump occurs, the normal type of evolution that would have occurred if the atom had
stayed in state /,

*p {-; lu, * o, (o, o (5.218)

is replaced by the evolution that occurs for an atom in state fr

147

We

- t"t,)] r) ,

(s.zre)

The probability amplitude of a jump multiplied by the change in the evolution if the jump occurs is
integrated over all the possible times t/ when a jump could occur. Hence the second term in the Dyson
expansion includes all the single jump processes that occur in the evolution. Similarly the third term
corresponds to all the double jump processes, such as state i and state A jumping to state j and state I
respectively, or state i jumping to state j through state k. These jump processes cause a bluning of the
simple situation where each atomic state was attached to a single coherent state. Given that there are not
too many transitions however, and that they occur only to energy levels which are close to the energy
levels that are being jumped from, we should still obtain a correlation between quadrahrre phase and the
energy of the atom, but obviously less pronounced than if there werc no transitions. Lastln we note here
that the operator which gives the probability amplitude density for a jump, given in F4.6.217),does not
transfer a coherent state to a coherent state, but rather depends on the photon number. The implications
of this is that while the first term in the Dyson expansion gives a simple transformation from a single
coherent state to others which all have centers in the quadrature phase diagram that lie on a circle with
radius a, only their phase having been altered, the inclusion of the subsequent terms in the expansion
causes the evolution operator to transform a coherent state to a set ofcoherent states which have their
centers both on and off the circle of radius a. This increase in complexity, together with the fact that
we must include many of the orders of the Dyson expansion to obtain accurate results show clearly why
we have chosen to use an alternative mathematical approach in our solution of the system. The terms of
higher than zeroth order in the measurement evolution matrix correspond to the second and following
terms in the Dyson expansion, but any identification of the individual terms in the different calculations
is difficult as in the first and more complex calculation we have transformed to a new atom-field basis.

Using this physical picture, we can illuminate our previous claim that the measurement evolution
matrix is to be interpreted as a transition matrix. The measurement evolution matrix's (r, p)th element
integrated over all possible quadrature phases tells us the probability amplitude of an atom in time t
jumping from state p to state r via any path, including having several jumps in between,

*p {-; [u* * 6* (ata- l"l')] ,] .

I dxru,o!r,t)'A(p-r)= (s.220)
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The probability of this happening given that through a measurement we know the quadrature phase has

a value 1a is simply given by the measurement evolution matrix element,

A*r(p -* ") = IJ,p(Xe,t). (s.22r)

In summary then, the physical picture we have obtained is of an initial atom-field state, understood
as a superposition of coherent states, each one of which is associated with a particular atomic eigenstate.

As the atom bounces, the central position of each of the coherent states has its phase retarded by a certain
amount depending on the energy of the atomic state it is attached to. In addition to this, the proportion of
atoms in the different states changes because of the non-negligible probability of an atom jumping from
one atomic state to another, especially if the states have similar energies. This jumping from one state to
the next has a tendency to blur the conelation between the quadrature phase and the energy of the atom,
as a coherent state attached to an atom that jumps from one state to another will change the rate of its
phase retardation. Given that the probability of transitions isn't too large and that they are most likely
to be to atomic states with energies close to that jumped from, there will still remain some correlation
between quadrature phase and energy. As the amplitude of the initial coherent state becomes smaller, the
probability and effect of these transitions become lurg"r, but similarly the total phase change becomes
smaller. Hence we must search for a compromise situation, amenable to a simple physical understanding,

where there are few transitions, and yet with a phase change large enough to give a non-negligible and

measurable effect.

5.5 Singlemeasurements

Despite its largeness and complexity, the computation of the measurement evolution matrix is remarkably
fast. This is due to the large amount of symmetry which it contains. Using the parameters outlined
in Fig 5.4 for the system, we have plotted in Fig 5.7 the probability density of observing a particular
quadrature phase as a function of time. The plot is over a time period which is roughly three bounce
periods for the mean energy of the atom. It can be seen that initially, the probability density stays

the same, as the atom is outside of the evanescent wave, though as the atom repeatedly bounces into
and out of the evanescent wave, the probability density for the quadrature phase steps due to the phase

retardation. This can be seen more clearly in Fig 5.8, which plots the mean quadrature phase as a

function of time. Here the rapid jumps as the atom bounces into and out of the evanescent wave ile
clearly evident. Further, due to the spreading of the atom, the time it takes for the mean quadrature phase

to step from one level to the next gradually increases, as the increased spread of the atom means there is

a longer time with part of it in the evanescent wave.

To allow time for the correlation between the energy and the quadrature phase to build up, we let

the atom bounce for approximately fifty periods. The measurement evolution matrix for this time was

calculated, and Fig 5.9 gives a plot of the probability density of the quadrature phase. It shows that

any likely measurement of the quadrature phase will yield a value between -46 and -39, with a mean of
approximately -42.5. Choosing two of these values,44.6 and -39.9, we plot in Fig 5.10 the probability

of the atom being in a particular atomic excitational state, given that a mssurement of quadrature phase
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Figure 5'7: A plot of the probability density of observing a particular phase as a function of time, for a
time corresponding to roughly three bounce periods. Parameters for the cavity and the atom are those
given in Fig 5.4, and the initial conditions are the field in a coherent state la), with a = 100, which
corresponds to a mean photon number fr. = 10000, and the atom atom having initial position zo = l$pm,
initialspread oz = l.Sp,m,andinitialmomentumpelh= 4.I3x l07m-l,whichcorrespondstoaupper
classical turning point of 6 = ZLp,m. All of the following plots in this Chapter use these paxameters
and initial conditions.
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Figure 5.8: A plot of the mean quadrature phase that would occur as a function of time, for a time period
of approximately three bounce periods.
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Figure 5.9: A plot of the probability density of measuring a panicular quadrature phase, at time t = O.2O2

seconds, which corresponds to roughly 50 bounce periods. All following plots are from measurements

made at this particular time unless explicitly stated.

has yielded either of these values. We also plot the initial probability of the atom being in a particular

atomic state. Three differences between the initial and final cases are apparent: the shifts in the mean

energy, the oscillations, and lastly the change in the standard deviation. These will be dealt with in this

order.

5.5.1 The mean energ:f

In Fig 5.10 for the more retarded quadrature phase measured (-44.6), the atomic excitation probability

distribution was shifted to the lower atomic excitation numbers (solid line), while for the less retarded

quadrature measured (-39.9), the atomic excitation probability distribution was shifted to the higher

excitation numbers (dashed line). We could consider a three dimensional plot that along the horizontal

axes has the quadrature phase and the atomic exeitational numbers, and along the vertical axis the

probability of the atom being in a particular atomic excitational state given that you measured a particular
quadrature phase. Such a plot is naturally extremely complicated, particularly due to the presence of
the oscillations, and so we have plotted a contourplot of this probability instead (Fig 5.ll). For the

present, the important point regarding this plot is the correlation between the quadrature phase and the

atomic excitation number, with low quadrature phases (which have large retardations) corresponding to

low atomic energies, and large quadrature phases corresponding to high eneqgies. This correlation is
seen most clearly in Fig 5.12, which plots the mean energy given a particular quadrature phase has been

measured versus that quadrature phase (solid line). The central dashed line corresponds to the initial
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ffigure 5.lo: A plort of the prebability of the *o,m being in a paseillai darnio ,sta$o befdre the evolution
(dotted tine), and after both tlre e,volution and a 4eqeilry.trent of r1u&atura phasc as X = _44.6,(solid
line), orX = -39.9, (dashed line).
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Figure 5.11: A contour plot of the probability of an atom being in a particular atomic state, after the
evolution of the system and given that a particular quadrature phase has been measured.

mean energy. It seems clear then that the meErsurement of the quadrature phase gives information about
the atomic energy, and shifts the mean of the new atomic probability distribution so it is centered around
the new most likely energy. The amount of information about the atomic energy depends on the degree of
correlation between the quadrature phase and the atomic energy, which in turn (in the simplistic picture
ignoring atomic ffansitions which corresponds to the first term of the Dyson expansion) depends on how
much the individual coherent states correlated to each of the atomic states have shifted from one another.

As we are using the lX" nl basis, where the states are represented by lines parallel to the horizontal axis on
the quadrature phase diagram, the distance between the centers of these coherent states will be measured

in the vertical direction. The center of the coherent state correlated to the pth atomic state is at ae-;6ot/k ,

which has y-coordinate, or what we could alternatively call quadrature phase, xn/2 = -zasin(6ot/h).
This line is plotted on Fig 5.12 as the dofted line. Note that while the average value of energies still
is roughly the same, the gradient of the line, which represents the spread of the centers of the coherent

states for our no-transition case is much larger than for the case where we include transitions between
atomic states. When we include atomic transitions, the clear definition of the individual coherent states

becomes blurred, and although we can still see correlations between the quadrature phase and energy the

separation is not so clear. This is evidenced by the fact that the slope for the case including transitions is
significantly less than for the no-transitions case. We note also that the presence of the oscillations can

have an effect on the correlation between the quadrature phase and the mean energy.

Especially for small times when the atom has not yet completely dispersed to fill the entire space

between the turning points, we can see a correlation between the mean position of the atom after a
measurement and the quadrature phase measured (Fig 5.13). The reason for this is relatively simple, but
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Figure 5.12: A plot of the mean energy of the atom after the evolution and a measurement of a particular
quadrature phase (solid line). Also plotted arc the initial mean energy (dashed line), and the expected
conelation if there were no tnmsitions (dotted line)

befole it can be explained it is necessary to understand in some detail the periodic motion of the atom.
This understanding can be obtained by noting the similarities between the motion of the atom in the
cavity and the Jaynes-Cummings model [74J, as outlined below. If we ignore the field, and consider each
of the atomic eigenstates to be eigenstatesof the entire system, then the time evolution can be expressed
:ls

| /(t))*- - | "re-iaPt 
I h 

I Ep),
p

which in the position basis, and choosing a a-value where the eigenstates can
WKB solution, is written as

(s.222)

be described using the

,h(r)no^ = lcoe-i&utluuo!)
p

= lcre-iaotlu4,ok) (e+itrl') q 
"-;Iok)) ,

p
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(s.223)

(s.2u)

(s.22s)

(s.226)

where
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= QQ1(e+;+(z) + e-ilPk)) , (s.227\

and we have expanded the cosine term in Eq. (5.226) into a sum of two complex exponentials. For
a particular position z, and the atom initially travelling downwards, the wavefunction $(z) can be

understood as the sum of a series of pairs of vectors in the Argand diagram, each pair having modulus

lcrl x (oQ), and initial angle with the real axis Arg(co) + trlrl for one and Arg(co) - Io@) for the

other. Each of these vectors rotates around the origin with angularfrequency of rotation Erlh,inthe
anticlockwise direction. If we choose z to be the initial mean position zs, then all the second of each of
these pairs of vectors will make similar angles with the real axis, and hence add up to give a non-negligible
vector pointing in some direction. The set of the first of the pair of vectors will all be pointing in random
directions and so will cancel, making no significant contribution to the sum. As the rotation rates of all
the significantly excited states have energies similar to .8, where E is the mean energy, for very small
times the wavefunction will simply oscillate at angular frequency Elh,but its modulus will gradually
get shorter as the differences in rotation rates mean that the vectors will not add up coherently, as their
angles with the real axis are no longer the same. Eventually, these vectors will spread out at all angles
around the origin, so that the resulting amplitude from the sum will be negligible. This corresponds to
the collapse of the Jaynes-Cummings model, and occurs at timescales of the order of

where os is the spread of the energies of the states which are non-negtigibly excited. It is relatively
straightforward to show that the spread in energies is approximately oB x h,psf mor, where a, is the
initial spread in the e direction, md po is the initial momenmm. Using this gives the collapse timescale
as

2rh,
4C 

- t
oE

r" = 2r (x) ",,

2nh,R= E,

(s.228)

(s.22e)

which is simply interpreted as the time for an atom of initial width a, and initial velocity psf m to
have travelled so far that it has no chance of being detected at its initial position. The atom will travel
downwards, bounce offthe evanescent wave, and come up again through the same position. This increase
in the amplirude of the wavefunction can be understood in the rotating vector picture as being due to the
first of each of the pairs of the vectors making similar angles with the real axis and adding up coherently.

The set of the first of each of the pairs of vectors will rotate with each other for a short time, and eventually
spread over all angles again as the atom travels past the initial position, but of course, this time travelling
upwards. The atom changes the direction of its velocity again due to gravity, and then comes back down
past the initial position. Similar to the situation in the beginning, the set of the second of each pair of
vectors adds up coherently, though as the difference between the energies of each of the states is not
equal, the vectors will not line up as well as they did initially, so the sum of the vector won't have as as

large a modulus as it did initially. We understand this physically as being the dispersion of the atom and

in terms of the Jaynes-Cummings model as a revival, which happens at time

(s.230)
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Figure 5.13: A plot of the mean position of the atom as a function of the quadrature phase that was
measured after a time I = 1.6 milliseconds. The dashed line is the position of a classical atom (which has
well defined position and momentum) that initially had an energy and a position the same as the mean
of the atomic wavefunction. The time of the measurement is less than a whole period and corresponds
to the atom travelling upwards after is first reflection from the evanescent wave.

where A6 is the difference between two energy levels near the mean energy. The period of the atom
bouncing in the cavity then, depends on the difference in the energy levels of the atom, at the mean
energy. Note that we could also use a very simple classical explanation, with low energies conesponding
to small periods. The'Taynes-Cummings" description has been introduced as it will be needed later to
describe other effects (namely subpeaks in the energy distribution) which can't be understood classically.

From this understanding, we can see why the measurement of quadrature phase changes the mean
position of the atom. The msnurement result gives us information about the mean energy of the atom,
and so changes the period of the atom bouncing in the cavity. If we measure a low quadrature phase
(large phase retardation), which corresponds to low energies, then the corresponding mean energy of the
reduced wavepacket is lower than that of the original wavepacket. Lower energies implies larger energy
differences, so the period is reduced, and the atom, if travelling upwards, should have a higher mean
position than if no measufement occurred, or if the measurement had yielded the mean quadrature phase.
Fig 5.13 plots the mean position of the atom for a particular quadrature phase versus that quadrature
phase, and shows clearly the correlation, with low quadrature phases corresponding to high mean atomic
positions.
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55.2 The oscillations

The shift in the mean energy, which has already been discussed, and the standard deviation, which will be

discussed in the next Section, are small effects, in the sense that their magnitude is not very significant.
The reason for this can be seen from a simple classical argument. The classical phase change of the
light field can be shown to be proportional to the integral over space of the density of the atom pa(z,t),
weighted by the intensity of the evanescent wave Ise-2"" f79,811. Using a classical atom with well
defined position and momentum, approaching from a large distance (where there is no gravity and the
potential is flat), reflected from the evanescent wave, we know from Eq. (2.83) that the trajectory is given
by

zs1(t) = ro * log [cosh(t/r'"n)] 
,

n
so the phase change at any time in the reflection is given by a simple integral

d@ c( f dr"-'""aQ - z"1Q))

o( sechz(t/r,"s).

6p - rns(ttK)l-
l

(s.231)

(s.232)

(s.233)

The total phase change O is given by integrating this instantaneous phase change over all times, so that
O x rr"6 x tE. If the evanescent wave is short range compared to the height of the bounce we can
consider this to be the phase change per bounce. Using this approximation, the period of the bounce is
similarly proportional to the square root of the energy, T x ,/-8, so the rate of the phase change, given
by the phase change per bounce divided by the time for a bounce, is independent of the energy. If this
was exactly the case, then 60, the rate of the phase change for the coherent state would be independent of
the atomic state p it was conelated with. Even if the atom made a jump from one atomic state to another,
it still wouldn't change the rate at which the phase of the coherent state was being retarded. Clearly
it would be impossible in this situation to find any correlation between atomic energy and quadrature
phase' The rate of phase change (ignoring jumps) is however dependent on energy, but only weakly, as

I
(s.234)

The small deviation factor in square brackets l/1o is either derived from the change in the modulus
due to the evanescent wave decaying exponentially, rather than being an infinite potential barrier, or
alternatively due to the change in the energy of the atomic states with lol' + I rather than lalz photons
in the ring cavity. It is perhaps most easily understood, though, as the change in the period of a classical
atom bouncing on an exponentially decaying evanescent wave rather than on an infinitely steep potential,
Clearly these are small conections, which is why the correlations with the mean energy and the standard
deviation are small effects, even before we take into account the jumps between states, which tends to
blur even the small effects that might have been seen.

In contrast, the one effect that can be clearly observed in Fig 5.10 is the oscillations. We see that the
plots mesh into one another, as the peaks of the solid curve corespond to the troughs of the dashed curve.
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Figure 5.14: A plot of the probability of the atom being in a particular atomic state after an evolution
and a measurement of the quadrature phase as X = -46.02 (dotted line), X = _43.M (solid line), and
x = 42.34 (dashed line). The latter measur€ment corresponds approximately to the mean quadraturc
phase.

This is a general trend. Fig 5.14 shows that at the mean quadrature phase, there are no oscillations, and
for quadrature phases greater than the mean, the peaks and troughs are all at the same positions as for
the dashed curve, becoming more visible the further the phase is from the mean. This feature can also
be seen clearly on the contour plot ( Fig 5.1 l), and can be understood without the dependence of the rate
of phase change on energy, and so would still occur if all the coherent states rotated at the same rate.

We first note that because of the phase relation between the initial excitation coefficients of the
atomic modes, the quadrature-phase change occurs at particular times, rather than spread over the entire
period of the bounce. This is shown in Fig 5.12, where the mean quadrature phase changes as a step-like
function, and is understood as being due to the phase being retarded when the atom is in the high intensity
region of the evanescent wave. Even though the phase of the atomic modes is rapidly rotating, the fact
that the phase relation exists and remains is crucial, as it means that a set of modes around a particular
energy will cause the phase change to occur at a particular time in the period. This is somewhat similar to
writing a step function ^9(z) in terms of a Fourier sine series representing a periodic triangular function
with slope -ft, and period zsbp, tutd a linearly increasing term with slope /c. This function could be
written

r57

(s.23s),9(z) = n, + i., rin (K) ,

n=O \ tsteP /

140 150 160
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and will only look like a step function if there is a correct relation between the coefficients cr,. Similarly
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the phase relation between the coefficients of the modes implies that the modes around a particular energy

will cause a phase change at time,

t:Ts(n+2rQs), (s.236)

where Tn = 2tr ILE is the period associated with the set of modes around energy E, n is the number
of bounces, nd 6n is the phase associated with the time to the first bounce. The fact that the period
?s depends on the energy explains why the quadrature phase change due to the atom at each step

becomes less rapid, as the difference in the period for different modes cause the different times when the
phase change occurs to gradually become further separated. The part of the atom which is causing the
quadrature phase to change is entering the evanescent wave at gradually more separated times. We recall
that even though the periods for the different sets of modes changes, the rate at which the quadrature

phase changes doesn't vary significantly, as the modes with the longerperiods also have correspondingly
large quadrature phase changes per period.

Understanding the different periods of the different modes, the further question arises as to how it is
that we can measure different quadrature phases. We consider a scenario where there is a large number
of non-negligibly excited modes, and the system has been evolving for a significant time, so that even

though the mean number of periods is D, some parts of the atom have executed D + An periods, and

some only ft, - Ln periods. It can be seen that to obtain the mean quadrature phase, it is unnecessary

to weight the distribution any differently from the initial weighting, while to obtain a quadrature phase

less than the mean, we would want to increase the weighting of those modes of the atomic wavefunction
that just missed out on entering the evanescent wave and causing a change in the quadrature phase, and

to reduce the weighting of those that are just emerging from the evanescent wave. Similarly, to obtain
a quadrature phase greater than the mean, we would want to increase the weighting of those that had
just left the region of the evanescent wave, and decrease the weight of those just entering. To obtain
a quadrature phase significantly greater than the mean we would not change the modes that we were

increasing or decreasing the weighting of, but rather we would more strongly increase or decrease the

weighting of those same modes. Reversing this, a measurement of a particular quadrature phase lower
than the mean, for example, implies that the modes which have just missed out on having a bounce have

greater probabilities, while the modes which are just emerging from the evanescent wave have smaller
probabilities, which accounts for the oscillations.

Fig 5.15 shows a plot of the probability of a particular mode being excited given that a quadrature

phase significantly less than the mean was measured. The dotted vertical lines show the center of the
group of modes which are exactly in the evanescent wave at the time of measurement. The atom has

spread out sufficiently that some modes of the atom have executed only 46 periods, while others have

executed as many as 54. It can be seen that the most probable atomic states are those that just avoided

entering the evanescent wave, which correspond to those just to the left of each of the dotted lines, as

their periods are just slightly longer than those that entered the evanescent wave. Similarly those that
just exited the evanescent wave are those that are least likely to occur, confirming our explanation.

AIso clearly visible over and above the oscillating pattern are small scale peaks which occur directly
between the dotted lines in Fig 5.15. These subpeaks have a tendency to do precisely the opposite of the
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Figure 5. I 5: A plot of the probability of the atom being in a particular atomic state after an evolution and
a measurement of the quadrature phase as X = -M.7 (solid line). The vertical dotted lines correspond
to the center of those groups of modes that are directly in the evanescent wave at the time of the
measurement.

large oscillations, that is they emphasize those parts of the atomic wavefunction which are just leaving
the evanescent wave and reduce the probability of those that are just entering. To understand the presence
of these peaks we need to retum to the Jaynes-Cummings description that we used earlier. We noted that
there were revivals at particular positions and times which corresponded to the atom bouncing through
particular positions, and the time period for revivals was given as a function of the difference between
the energy levels. We also noted that the atom had spread out, as the difference betwe€n the energy levels
was not constant (as it would be for a harmonic oscillator) and so where initially the vectors had all been
pointing in the same direction, at this point they do not add up as coherently as previously. As the atom
continues to bounce and to disperse, the vectors become less and less well aligned, even at the revival
times, and eventually the dispersed atom will have spread out sufficiently that it will interfere with itself.
Eventually, there is also a second order revival, for which the time period is given by a function of the
differences between these differences of the energy levels, and conesponds to the time when the vectors
even including these second order differences are similarly aligned. In our system this corresponds to a
time period of roughly 500 bounce periods. At integer fractions of this second order revival time (i.e.
times equal to Soof n bounce periods where n is an integer), partial second order revivals will occur,
when some but not all of the second order differences cause the vectors to add up coherently. These
partial revivals will cause the atom not only to be localized at the mean position, but also to have other
peaks at various other positions, which are caused by the same modes and have the same bounce period,
but are a phase factor behind or in front of the initial main peak. In general, especially for large integers
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n, the width of the main peak obscures the visibility of most of these partial revival wavefunction peaks,

but at a time period corresponding to fifty bounce periods, (n = 10) the one exactly out of phase with
the main peak is visible. This peak will be at the top of its bounce when the main peak is near the

crystal surface, and will be at the bottom of its bounce when the main peak is at the top of its bounce. To

obtain a quadrature phase either significantly above or below that expected we must take into account the

small subpeak in the wavefunction in position space as well as the main peak. Using the same reasoning

as above, where we increase the probability of those modes just entering the evanescent wave at the

time of measurcment to obtain a smaller quadrature phase retardation, or leaving the evanescent wave to

obtain a larger quadrature phase retardation, the presence of these subpeaks in the plot of the probability

distribution as a function of atomic excitation number is explained.

5.5.3 The standard deviation

A plot of the standard deviation in energy of the probability distribution as a function of the quadrature

phase that was measured is given in Fig 5.16. To understand this plot, we note three features of the
system that have a tendency to increase or decrease the spread in energy. First, there is the measurement,

which simply because it gives information about the system will have a tendency to reduce the spread in
energy. Second, there is a shift in the mean energy of the system. As the atomic energy levels for higher

energies are more closely spaced than those for the lower energy levels, the spread of a distribution which
is shifted to lower mean energies will be greater than for one shifted to higher mean energies. Last, there

are the oscillations and subpeaks mentioned at the end of the previous Section. It is difficult to give a
general qualitative idea of the effect of these, as it depends on their particularpositioning and magnitude.

In general though, for large deviations of the quadrature phase from the mean, where the oscillations and

the subpeaks are most significant, there is a clear tendency to increase the standard deviation.

The standard deviation hence increases as the quadrature phase gets further from the mean, as

indicated by the increase at both edges of the plot. Near the center, it is lower than the original standard

deviation, as the oscillations and subpeaks are not significant enough to force an increase, and the

measurement has given information that has reduced the spread. While we would have expected the

minimum to be at the center of the plot, corresponding to the mean quadrature phase, the change in the

differences between two adacent energy levels for different energies causes the minimum to shift to the

larger quadrature phases, which correspond to the higher energies and the more closely spaced energy

levels.

5.6 Mulfiplemeasurements

As has been noted previously, making a measurement of the quadrature phase of the light involves letting
the light out of the cavity and hence destroys the bouncing mechanism of the atom. This of course is

only true if the light which is let out of the cavity is not replaced. Given that the time scale of the atomic

motion is much slower than the time scale to let the light out of the cavity, then multiple measurement

of the quadrature phase may be achieved simply by replacing the cavity light with a new coherent state
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Figure 5'16: A plot of the standard deviation in energy of the probability distribution of the atomic
modes after the evolution and a measurement of a particular quadrature phase (solid line). Also plotted
is the initial standard deviation (dashed line), and the standard deviation after the evolution but before
the measurement.

light field l"). In general, performing repeated measurements by letting the light repearedly into and
out of the cavity is not very beneficial, as the standard deviation is not typically reduced with any given
me€rsurement, and can be significantly increased if the quadrature phase differs significantly from its
mean value. Nevertheless, by cleverly utilizing the oscillations, by varying the energies at which they
occur using a variation of the time between the measurements, it is possible to significantly reduce the
spread.

For example, Fig 5.17 plots the resulting probability distribution after each of four measurements.
The first measurement is made after approximately fifty periods, and the quadrature phase measured was
significantly less than the mean, the result being the familiaroscillatory pattern. The second measurement
was made after approximately twenty five bounce periods, so that the atomic modes which were directly
in the evanescent wave were twice as far apart (in energy space) as previously. The measured quadrature
phase was once again significantly less than the mean, and this caused the middle peak, (with excitation
numbers from 150 to 160) to have a significantly increased probability, and those peaks separated from it
by one intermediate peak (atomic excitation numbers 134 to l40 and 170 to 176) to be similarly increased.
The peaks adjacent to the central peak should be decreased, and the one on the right certainly is, but as
the one on the Ieft was at the same position as a large subpeak it was not significantly decreased. The
third and fourth measurement took place after roughly twelve and a half bounce periods, which means
that there was only really one significant line representing the central mode in the evanescent wave.
For the third measurement it is positioned just to the left of the middle peak and the quadrature phase
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measured is smaller than the mean, which reduces the probability of those modes with lower excitation
numbers. For the final measurement the line representing the modes in the evanescent wave is just to
the right of the peak, and the quadrature phase is less than the mean, reducing the probability of the

atom being in the modes with larger atomic excitation numbers. Overall, this increases the probability
of finding the atom in modes with atomic excitation numbers between 150 and 157, from around}}To
to well over 6OVo. To achieve this we chose the quadrature phase measurements to be as far from the

mean as possible (about three standard deviations in the quadrature phase probability distribution). If
the quadrature phase measured is around the mean the qualitative shape of the probability distribution
doesn't alter significantly. Obviously, the quadrature phase measurements were chosen here so that they

would reduce the standard deviation, and in reality, the measured value cannot be chosen.

5.7 Summary

We have considered a single atom bouncing in one dimension on an evanescent wave, caused by the

light in a ring cavity totally intemally reflecting off the internal surface of a dielectric crystal. The atom

bouncing into and out of the evanescent wave alters the refractive index of the cavity, and so the phase

change of the light accumulates. At some time the light is let out of the cavity, and its quadrature phase

is measured. Due to a correlation between the energy of the atom and the phase change of the light this
causes the atomic wavepacket to be reduced. We have found that after one measurement both the mean

and standard deviation of the energy level distribution are altered, but that these are small effects ns to
first order the rate of phase change is the same for all energy levels. The more significant effect is that of
oscillations in the energy distribution after the measurement. For phase changes very different from the

expected mean, groups of modes which are either just entering or just leaving the evanescent wave are

either emphasized or suppressed, so that if the atom is sufficiently dispersed that different parts of it have

bounced a different number of times, oscillations in the energy probability distribution occur. Exploiting
these oscillations, if the light let out of the caviry can be replaced in a time short compared to the time
scale of the atom, repeated measurements can significantly reduce the spread in energy.

It is instructive, finally, to look at what we have gained by using a fully quantized description, and not
a classical theory with atoms being treated as particles, and the light as a Maxwellian electromagnetic

field. For the classical description we similarly expect the phase of the field in the cavity to accumulate,

and a weak correlation between the probability of the atom having a particular energy and the field having
a particular phase to form. The atom will not jump from energy to energy as it does in this calculation,

although including laser noise phenomenologically in the calculation would have this effect. A perfect

measurement of the phase of the electric field would perfectly define the energy of the atom, though as

a measurement in practice is not perfect, and limited by shot noise for example, the measurement would

simply change the probability distribution of finding the atom. A measurement of the phase very different

from the expected mean would increase or decrease the probability of the atom just entering orjust leaving

the evanescent wave. A feature of our calculation, that cannot be included even phenomenologically,

however, is the subpeaks in the energy distribution, as these are due to partial revivals and are a direct

consequence of the quantized nature of the atomic modes. Furthermore, an imperfect measurement,
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Figure 5.17 A plot of the probability of the atom being in a particular atomic eigenstate after a series
of measurements. The first measurement (top plot) was made after 50 bounce periods, and a measured
quadrature phase 3 standard deviations below the mean. The second measurement (second plot), was
made after 25 bounce periods, and measured a quadrature phase 2 standard deviations below the mean.
The third measurement (hird plot), was made after 12.6 bounce periods, and measured a quadrature
phase 3 standard deviations below the mean. The last measurement (bottom plot), was made after 12.4
bounce periods, and measured a quadrature phase 3 standard deviations above the mean. The dot-dashed
line on each plot shows the original probability distribution.
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as in practice must occur, would cause a classical situation to reduce to a classical mixture, while a
measurement in the quantum situation reduces the system to a superposition.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

A conclusion is simply the place where someone got tired of thinking.

Unluown

6.1 Summary

The central notion of this thesis has been the wave nature of atoms. Motivated by analogy with the
wave nature of light, we considered the possibility of constructing a cavity that stores atoms in a way
that retains their wave-like nature. Initially we considered a variety of possibilities, focusing almost
immediately to study only the atomic trampoline cavity. The basis of this cavity is a horizontal mirror
produced by totally reflecting an intense Gaussian mode laser beam offthe internal surface of a dielectric
crystal. The electric dipole interaction between the evanescent wave produced and the atomic internal
structure reflects the downwards falting atoms provided that the ligbt frequency is positively detuned
with respect to the atomic transition frequency. The atoms traveling upwards have their trajectories
reversed due to gravity. Transverse confinement is provided by using a concave crystal so that the atoms
away from the central axis on bouncing receive an impulse towards it.

In Chapter 2 we presented the Hamiltonian for the atomic cavity, and explained the various approxi-
mations (adiabatic and large detuning) that could be made to simplify the analysis. Factors which tended
to make the system significantly more complicated were then considered, with particular emphasis on
spontaneous emission. Semiclassical simulations presented suggested that the effect of state changes
between dressed states due to spontaneous emissions which had been shown to cause significant broad-
ening in glancing incidence reflections were much less significant for normal incidence, so that t11e major
broadening mechanism was momentumrecoil due to spontaneous emission.

Staning from a one dimensional picture where the evanescent wave was considered to be infinitely
steep, the classical dynamics and quantum modes in the atomic cavity were derived. The evanescent
wave alone was also considered, and then the combined potential with both the exponentially decaying
evanescent wave and the gravitational force. In this latter situation the quantum modes could be found
only by using the WKB approximation, as there were no analytical solutions for such a complicated
potential. Extending to three dimensions, we considered the classical condition for stability, showing
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that paraxial motion was only possible if the height of the bounce is lower than the focus of the paraboloid

potential, given again that the evanescent wave is considered to be infinitely steep and not exponentially

decaying. To give an inruition of the physical realities of the system, we described an experimental
realization of the cavity, outlined some suggested techniques for enhancing the evanescent wave so that

atoms of larger velocity could be reflected, or the detuning could be increased to reduce spontaneous

emission, and mentioned a novel non-destructive measurement mechanism for the atoms in the cavity. To

conclude this overview and summary of the basic properties of the trampoline cavity, we reviewed some

applications, namely atomic beamsplitting and interferometry using a rapidly modulated laser intensity,

and quantum chaos using a much slower modulation with frequency comparable to that of the atom
bouncing in the cavity.

In the remainder of the thesis (Chapter 3 onward) we used the overview given in Chapter 2 as the

starting point for tackling three situations in detail. The first was the issue of quantum dynamics of a
single atom for short times and in three dimensions. We found that while the spread of the atom was

well represented in the transverse directions by a classical distribution of atoms with the same initial
probability distribution as the atomic wavefunction, the spread in the vertical direction in a similar
comparison was significantly underestimated. Perhaps more interesting than the results in this section

was the method used to obtain them. We proved in one dimension that to solve the time dependent

Schrcidinger equation it wasn't necessary to find the guantized eigenmodes. Rather, the problem could
be treated as two one wall bouncing problems, where if the infinite number of reflections from the

boundaries were included the result obtained exactly matched that from the normal technique summing

over the eigenmodes multiplied by a time dependent phase factor. A simplification using this new

technique exploits the fact that if the atom stays well localized only one term in the infinite sum is
non-negligible and needs to be included.

The second problem was to consider the effect of spontaneous emission on the quantized three

dimensional modes of the atomic trampoline cavity. To do this, the first step was to calculate the modes

of the cavity, with particular attention to their form in the evanescent wave. This work extended the
work of Wallis et al. [50], who obtained the modes by making the assumption that the exponentially
decaying potential was in fact infinitely steep and by using a transformation to parabolic coordinates.

Despite taking into account the exponentially decaying naftre of the evanescent wave, we found the

approximations made (i.e. that the wavefunction didn't change in the transverse directions in the short
time in the evanescent wave, and that the curvature of the isosurfaces of constant energy had the same

radius as the infinite paraboloid used by Wallis et aI.), meant the modes calculated matched those of
Wallis et al. above the decaying potential. The allowed energies differed slightly, predominantly due to
including the phase change in the evanescent wave. The extra information that we gained, namely the

formof the modes in the evanescent wave, allowedthe possibilityof determiningtheproportion of each of
the modes in the excited state, and consequently the decay rate or linewidth due to spontaneous emission.
In contrast to the one dimensional calculation given in chapter 2, we found that the linewidth depended

on energy, corresponding to the classical one dimensional result only when the atomic energy was neither
too small or too large, and didn't deviate too far from the central axis. Various related parameters, the

finesse and the Q of the cavity were also calculated, and using current experimental parameters it was
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determined that the longitudinal but not the transverse mode structure should be resolvable.

The final problem considered was that of measurement. We used a variation in the novel detection
mechanism proposed by Aspect et al. 179), where the phase of the reflected laser beam gave information
about the number of atoms bouncing in the cavity. Using a single bouncing atom, we let the phase
change accumulate, and at some time let the light out of the cavity so as to measure its quadrature
phase' We then considered the state of the atom conditioned on the measurement. We found that the
change in the mean energy and the standard deviation of the atomic distribution, while showing the
expected correlations, were nevertheless small effects, and we noted that the predominant cause of this
was because the dependence of the rate of the phase change due to each atomic mode was to first order
independent of energy. Also, the tendency of the atom tojump from stateto state blurred any correlations
that might have formed. We found the major effect in contrast to be oscillations in the atomic probability
distribution' as a measurement of the quadrature phase different from the expected mean increased or
decreased the weighting of the groups of modes entering or leaving the evanescent wave.

6.2 Experimental feasibility

In this section, we consider the experimental viability of the system described in Chapter 5, together
with some alternative design scenarios. Despite being theoretically extremely interesting the system is,
at least currently, experimentally infeasible. The problems with a realization involve storing light in a
cavity without loss for 50 atomic bounce periods, where the cavity can be Q-switched so that the light is
dumped to the homodyne detection mechanism in a time period very short compared to the time scale
of the atomic motion. Furtheq the single atom must be dropped from an extremely small height if it is
to spread out so that different parts of it perform different numbers of bounces in a relatively short time
period. The amplitude of the coherent state of the light field must be small enough so that the phase
change can be measured (a small amplitude means that the atom interacts with a proportionally larger
number of the photons, and consequently results in a larger phase change) but large enough so that it
provides a strong enough potential so that the atom won't strike the crystal surface. This leads to the
fact that the cavity coupling G between the atom and the field needs to be large, implying a small cavity
volume, once again compounding our original problems, as large cavity lifetimes and e-switching are
difficult to obtain using small cavities.

Our first consideration is the magnitude of the atom-field coupling constant G, which was set to
1000s-l in the simulations. Using Eq. (5.5), the definition G : lflzlL, and the relation between the
dipole moment and the spontaneous emission rate for a two level atom (7 = d?w3l3r€0c3) we find the
relation

"-T7AA'
Using the parameters from the simulations, we find the spatial scale of the cavity W - 4000,\, which
is of the order of 3mm. Given transverse dimensions for the total intemal reflection of approximately a
millimetre, this allows for a ring cavity length of about 30mm, which although small, may just be on the

(6.t)
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Figure 6.1: Some suggestions for bringing the system studied closer to experimental viability.

edge of experimental achievability.

The second consideration is the decay of the light from the cavity. The obvious way of counteracting

this is to pump the cavity, in a scenario similar to that pictured in Fig 6.1a. Such an altemative desig!,
though, leads to a significantly different experiment. ln the system we considered, the atomic variable
measured due to the measurement of the quadrature phase of the light was not precisely clear, as the

correlation between the atom and the field was integrated over a large period of time in which the atom

was moving. It is expected that the atomic variable measured would be a complicated function of the

position and momentum of the atom, perhaps more dependent on momentum as the resulting distribution
tends to emphasize the way the atom is moving (either toward or away from the evanescent wave) more

than where it is (near or far from the evanescent wave). In contrast, the continual measurement situation
pictured here, where the cavity is continually pumped and the light decaying from the cavity is being
continually input into the homodyne detection mechanism behaves differently. If the lifetime of the

cavity is much shorter than the timescale of the external motion of the atom, then measuring the phase

of the light is equivalent to measuring the position of the atom.

In this limit, the meiuurement corresponds to the second technique of Aspect et aI. 1791, where the

phase of the totally internally reflected light pumping the waveguide correlates to the position of the

atom as the cavity lifetime of the waveguide is short compared to the timescale of the dynamics of the

atom (Fig 6.lb). As mentioned by these authors, the system has the inherent advantage of being able

to reflect atoms at lower pump laser intensities, and as a consequence produces larger magnitude phase

shifts. This is effectively due to a reduced cavity volume, and a consequently larger atom-field coupling

AtomsO

AtomsO
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constant G. For larger cavity lifetimes, of the order of the timescale of the motion of the atoms, the
atomic variable measured via the quadrature phase measurement will no longer be position, as the phase

information accumulates when the atom is in different positions. When the cavity lifetime becomes
much larger than the timescale of the external motion of the atoms, we approach a scenario similar to
the one we have considered. As little light is being input into the homodyne detection mechanism, the
cavity must be Q-switched at some time to dump the accumulated phase change information.

An option to consider in achieving these large lifetimes and still having the opportunity of e-
switching, is to combine the extemal cavity and the internal dielectric waveguide (Fig 6.lc). This
essentially gives a subcavity within the external cavity, and we retain the advantage of having a large
coupling between the atom and the field, so that with small coherent state amplitudes large potentials
can be created, but avoids the complication of the waveguide having a short lifetime and not being able
to be Q-switched. Using such a double cavity structure would bring the system considered much closer
to experimental realization. Problems involved with it are expected to revolve predominantly around
crystal losses.

The problem still remains, however, that the removal of the light from the cavity takes away the
bouncing mechanism for the atoms, and in reality destroys the possibility of repeated measurements.
The technique of letting the light out of the cavity and replacing it in a time short compared to that of
the motion of the atoms seems at best rather far-fetched. To avoid this we could consider using different
evanescent waves to provide the bouncing mechanism and to measure the quadrature phase. There are

two transverse dimensions. One could be used to provide the bouncing mechanism with an intense
gaussian mode laser beam, and the second could be used for an external cavity which accumulates the
phase change. As the light in the cavity doesn't produce the bouncing mechanism it can be given a small
amplitude (which means the phase change could be increased) and can be let out at any time. Indeed,
the smaller the amplitude the better, as if the light is let our of the cavity, the disruption to the motion
of the atom will be small only if the change in the potential is small, which will be the case only if the
amplitude of the light in the cavity is much less than the amplitude of the intense laser beam.

6.3 Extensions

Having considered some possible ways of realizing the given experiment, we conclude by considering
further experiments and analysis concerned with the atomic trampoline cavity that may be interesting.
The first involves the use of a Bose condensate of many atoms which would bounce similarly to the
single atom, but produce a much larger resultant phase change. The differences between the effect of
measurement (the reduction of the wavepacket) for the single atom and the condensate may make an
interesting study. For example, will the condensate reduce to a classical mixture of atoms in different
states' or does the measurement change the entire condensate's nature collectively? Such an analysis
would need to consider the possibility of having more than one atom in each mode of the cavity, using
perhaps the formalism of Eq. (5.204). Second, the oscillations in the atomic probability distribution
after a measurement are strongly suggestive of a measurement induced superposition or "cat" state. By
determining exactly which atomic variable is being measured in the measurement of the quadrature
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Appendix A

Validity of adiabatic approximation

Having established the adiabatic theorem, we wish to know under what conditions it remains true if the
period ? over which the Hamiltonian is changed is not infinite, but has some finite value. To do this,
we consider the probability of the system which initially was in state li(O)) being found in state lj(t)) at
timet -Ts{ts,

(A.l)Pt*j 
= ll1[]i:t';1,:llllj,,,,, (Az,

Introducing the new definition u 4") = Sy(s)w (s) as we know u,a (s) is similar to {a(s) gives

Pi-j = l(j(s)la(s){a(s)w(s)li(o))12

= l<i{Ula, aorr4lli(o))|'z.

Noting that At A: /, and substituting in the value for $y we find

w(") = t - 
Io" 

K(s')w(s)d,s'

= ,-lr'K(s,)d,s,+lo'

p;-j = 
llurolr*o {-,;1rn ) lo" 

e1")a",} lrto)){,t(0)t,"(s)li(0))l (A.s)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.8)

(A.e)

= l(j(o)lw(s)li(0))|'?. (A.6)

Now we wish to determine the form of W(s). Substituting Ue(") into Eq. (2.2O), and reducing the
resulting relation by the derivative of fu(s) using Eq (2.22), we find a differential equation for l4l(s),

ry: -olA,#6rw 1e.7)

which can be integrated to give

o"' lo dsilK(st)r((r,,) - ... ,

t7l
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where we have iterated the equation as we expect W(s) to be similar to the identity operator, and

K(s) = OIAI@4As)dr. Ib first order, then, we can write,

P;-i = llr' 
at <i to)U((s')li(o)) 

l'?

where

(A.10)

(A.l l)

(A.14)

(A..16)

(A.r7)

(A.18)

0(0)lr($)lt(0) 

=

(j (qolr At (a A I a s) srli(o))

U(0)l/t(aAlas)lr(o)) *p {-,T lo" 
G;b)- ey(s,)) ds,} (A.12)

(i({l@lls)t,;(,))*n{-u# 
lo' 

k,G)- e.r(s,)) or}. (A.r3)

This is the simplest form we can obtain for 4*r. Now we wish to massage it into a form which
has a clear physical meaning. By taking the derivative of the eigenvalue equation with respect to the
dimensionless variable s, we find

where a5; = (e i - e;) lh,. lf wetransform from the dimensionless time variable s to the real time variable
T,theprobability of a jump is given by

p;-i(t) =ll,' arffiti(ql,;in tar)lr(/))"*n{; 1,,@i,6)r",}l . (A.r5)

It (j(tt)l@E lAt)li(tt)l and r.5;(t') are independenr of time, we would obtain

(i (s)l@ I al l;(r)) - - U(s)l(a-rlas)li(s)) 
.h,ui; )

p;-;(t) -ltitqloa=taqlqilll' ,, -t iffil (t-cos(r't;?))'

so we know that P;-i must be a quantity of order

p;_i L,,,-Trgt,

Hence the adiabatic approximation will hold if P;-; ( l, which occurs when

lrr,=' {r) {i {r )l@ n I }illi(r)) | < h,w i;(t),
which is the required result.



Appendix B

Proof of Eq. (3.19)

In this appendix, we wish to show the infinite sum in Eq. (3.18) can be evaluated as a sum of delta
functions, peaked at the eigenenergies E^, and to determine the coefficients for each of these energies.
Initially it will be useful to prove the following result,

f [""t"t1" = T 
d^6(E - E*),,

where

Zmr
2tr

0'@a'

and we have assumed ?'(Ern) I 0. In a distributional sense, as -f[ -+ oo, the partial sum

0(E*) =

d^=

(B.l)

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(B.s)

(8.6)

Ny [";alayluutl
n=0 -

tendstozeroexceptwhensin l|(E)l = 0. Expandingtofirstorderaroundoneof thesevalues.E_ grves

0(E) x 2trm * 0t (E*)(E - E*),

The partial sum for values of -E around .E* is then

which tends to a delta function, l2r 10,(E^)]6(E - E*) N N * oo.

As IAD I BC I = l, we identify IAD lBCl = ei? , and we can write the infinite sum in Eq. (3.18) as
a sum of deltafunctions, which have peaks at energies where AD IBC = l, which is precisely the same
condition as forthe eigenenergies. So
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where E^ are the eigenenergies, and
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=*ffi6(E-E*)' (8.7)

(8.10)

(8.8)

Having shown that the initial infinite sum can be written as a sum of delta functions peaked at the

eigenenergies, we now need only determine tbe coefficients of the delta functions for each of these

eigenenergies. To do this, we assume the range of energies with which we are concerned, and the
potential is of a form that we can use the WKB approximation, and hence obtain an analytic form for the

wavefunctions between the two points o1 and c2 chosen sufficiently far enough away from the range of
classical turning points, and between them for the given energy spread. Neglecting for the moment the

boundary conditions, we can write the WKB solutions as

d*,o(z; E) = rexp {tui { ttelae}
./l_ft(-'J7

exp {afo(r;E)} (B.e)

o'(E)=ft*'lffil

with k(c) as defined in Eq. (3.14) and the general solution as a linear superposition of the WKB solurions

Note that a+ = e* as the general solution is real.

If we consider one sided solutions, which satisfy the boundary conditions at only the right hand

side, thus retaining a continuum of energy eigenstates, the connection formula for the right hand banier
requires the phase of the energy eigenstate at x5(E) (the classical turning point for energy E at the right
hand banier) tobe r 14. Ys(c) should thus be of the form cos(@(c; E) - @(ro; E) + r l\ we note

here that while the amplitude of the WKB solution diverges at the classical turning point, the phase

doesn't and can be evaluated to ob. We know then that the argument of aq for an eigenstate satisfying
the boundary conditions at the right hand barrier only is

Arg(ar.) = LO - @(oa;E). (B.n)

Since 4.. = a!-, and as we have already shown in section 4.1, (Al B) - -(o- lo+), we obtain

{EGlt '

Ye(r) = o+(E)dd,rn@; E) + a-(E)g;xs('; E)

= 2ne [o..{So(r;^e)] .

r - Arg(a1)

| + za1x6; n1.

*, (#) =

(8.12)
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Using a similar argument for solutions which only satisff the boundary conditions at the left barrier,
which has a classical turning point o.(E), we get

(8.13)

This gives a physical interpretation of Arg(AD I BC) as the total change in phase in a round trip between
the classical tuming points. We also rederive the quantization condition used in the "old" quantum
theory, as the condition for an energy eigenstate, Arg(AD I BC) = 2mr implies that

*t (il =; - ze(a"; E).

O(tu;E)-O(2";4=mr-t.
Finally then, we obtain

(8.14)

(8.17)

o'(E) = ft*rlW"r]

(B.15)

Note that the terms which contain the derivatives of o,(E) and o6(E) vanish due to these being classical
hrrning points.

We wish to relate 0'(E^) to the otherparameters in the systemandin particular, to la1(.8-)12, which
we determine by normalization of the energy eigenmodes. To do this, we need to choose the basis set of
uE@) modes' This set of modes is also needed to expand our initial conditions, so we require a set of
zs functions, defined on the entire o-axis, which are proportional to the WKB solutions in their region
of validity rt < x ( rz, and further are delta function normalizable.

I:["El'l]. ["],(')] = d(r, - Ez). (8.16)

A convenient choice of the uf (o) is to make them solutions of a modified potential, which matches the
real potential in the region rr < a ( c2. We choose the modified potential as

vNsw(r) -- { YO' tt.< x.< 02 
,

L 0 otherwise

which has the unnormalized energy eigenstates

#"*p (r1' -
Vn'_

fi*"1c, ^e;

+#"*p(,J'-
v-,-r

*t\rffi

,rltffi

n<rl

111fi1t2
rl12

l-

^A I fu(s) lZ*= 'an lJ,"o U F

dfrnw(e' E) = (8.r8)
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Noting that the complex exponential part dominates the normalization, and exploiting the well known

relation

Using this relation gives the delta function normalized energy eigenstates of the modified potential as

where in this case, /c =

L

and hence we obtain lo+- l' *

lfzmnPz we find

*o 
f' 
(l* fH']* =ztr6(E - "'t{@ .u20)

r, . IT..
"-n@)=lffiOfrew(r,E).

l* exp['i,(k - k')x]d,x = 2tr6(k - k'),

fooI = J_*lh*@)l'da
rcilEl

= J,",tB\ laa-ufi(x) * a-^u^(x)l'dr.

(B.le)

(8.23)

(8.24)

(8.25)

(8.26)

(8.27)

(8.21)

To determinela+^12, where e** = a+(E*) and E^ is an eigenenergy of the original potential, we
need to normalize the mode functions, which between 11 and c2 have the form

$^(r) = a1^ufi(x) * o--u;(c). (8.22)

Our first approximation is that due to the fact that we are using systems for which the 1VKB
approximation is valid, which means that the contribution is small outside the classical tuming points.

As (c1, x2) can be brought sufficiently close to (ro.,xb),we write

As the ufr ( o ) are highly oscillatory for the range of energies we are considering, the overlap fiufi(x))2 dx
is small, so we can write

t *z 
l,','rlr) b*^lrlu*(r)l2d,n,

lo+^l' =

So we have finally obtained the result

fzblr') IJx"(E)@
Ztr

@

i fA!91?!?l' = I la*^tz\n - E, ).
,?=ol,B(E)c(E)) ,n

(8.28)
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This may be a more general relation, and not depend upon the WKB approximations which have been
used to obtain it, but the general result has not been proved.
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The quadrature phase state

We wish to show that an infinitely squeezed state is an eigenstate of the quadrature phase operator.
The squeezed state laetf , ,"2h) isdefined by t99l

lo"nq,, "zir) = D 1ae;a ) S @"2;, )lo), (c.l)
where l0) is the v:lcuum state of the radiation field , and D(aei?1 and S(re2it) are the displacement and
squeezing operators respectively, which are defined by

where a, beta, r and 1 are real. The Wigner contour representations of a coherent state, a squeezed state,
and a quadrature phase state are given in Fig 5.3.

we shall define the "infinitely squeezed" quadrature phase state as

n@e;B) = expfaeil at - o"-rl of ,

S(re2it1 = *o {l' l"-r,ro, - e-2it (rt)t] } ,

liel = M"Wlf,x*.t,,"-r,r).

(c.2)

(c.3)

(c.4)

(c.s)

where we have replaced the t / 1@i[(7) term which usually normalizes the squeezed state wirh | / ffi
so as to obtain the correct normalizationl. We have placed a tilde over the ket vector as we do not
know yet that this "infinitely squeezed" quadrature phase state is an eigenstate of the quadrature phase
operator, and hence we need to distinguish it from the quadrature phase state IXB) defined in Eq. (5.59).
It is convenient for our purposes to write the "infinitely squeezed" quadrature phase state in terms of a
number state basis,

lir\ = D("lfr)1"),
where

rWe shall note later how to show that (1!lXe) = 6(Xe - Xb), that is, the quadrature phase srate defined here is conectly
normalized.
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v = sinh(r)e2id (c.8)

tt = cosh(r) (C.9)

B : paeiB * uae-ia, (C.10)

and E"(a) is the nth Hermite polynomial. Performing some tedious, but simple, algebra gives

(nlxe)=,B W*lf;xr"",r"2i\. (c.6)

Now from [00], the inner product between a number state and a squeezed state is

(nlaeip,,"zi') = h(il' "" (h) *r {-}r ot' + fir"\, (cr)

where

(c.r l)

We now show that our defined "infnitely squeezed" quadrature phase state, is in fact an eigenstate

of the quadrature phase operator defined in Eq. (5.57),

(ntte) = h #,ffi u - (#r) "-xt 
/ + 

.

(""-ie + "t 
rit) ltrl

oooo

D"-ntf("lxe)|" - l) + l"t'r6\nlf,slln+ rl
n=l n=0

@.

e-is (t lxo)lo) + D ["-t, t/l+Tln+ llir) + ",trfr(o- llf,d)] l")
n=l

xelxol,

xr-lf,ol =

(c.12)

(c.13)

(c.14)

= h"-*',loyr1o1

-E+^-^{*"-*?,ro#rlr*,(#

Using the recurrence relation for Hermite polynomials,

) + zon^-, (#r)lr, (c.rs)

(c.16)

-x2ettun(#)r, (c.r?)

(c.18)

(c.19)

we find

E +r(c) = 2xfl"(s) * ZnE"a(x),

*,lh,.er.] ro) + xoi hh#"
oo

x,l1"1Ys11"1
n=O

xelte).xeltp)



t8t

So the "infinitely squeezed" quadrature phase state lxa) is an eigenstate of the quadrature phase opemtor,
and thus is equal to the quadratue phase state, lftl = lXo). Ciu"n that these quadrature phase states axe

eigenstates of an Hermitian operator & we know that for each d they form a complete and orthogonal
basis. To prcve they are orthonormal and hence a practically usable basis we now only need to show

they are normalized. This is achieved using the limit of two squeozed states as the squeezing parameter

(c20)

r approaches infinity,

kelxbt = JiT" #,ir eeie,re2ielf,xbeil,r""'1,

which can be analytically shown to approach the Dirac delta-function d(1p - xn t10U.
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As mentioned in the main body of the thesis, we define the Fourier eosine and sine transforms as

Appendix D

Fourier transforms

f(*)

f(r)

g(s)

s(y)

respectively. These have inverse Fourier transforms

lo* ilr)cos(cy)dc

lo* ilr)sin(o31)dr,

7rco
; J, s@)cos(xv)d's

)t6

; J, s@)sin(as)d'v.

(D.l)

(D.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.s)

In addition we need to use the complex Fourier transform which is defined as

s@)= [* f@)"-ic!d,x,J-x

and has inverse Fourier transform

/(o) = * I:s(y)ei'ody.
(D.6)

We shall use the symbol ++ to represent the relation between Fourier transforms, with a letter on the top

to define the type, "C'for a cosine transform, "s" for a sine transfonn and "e" for a complex exponential

transform. Hence

c

f(s) 
- 

g(v) (D.7)

implies that g(y) is the Fourier cosine transform of /(c). Further, we shall reprcsent an even or an odd

function by a subscript € or o respectively.
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Before proceeding to derive Eq. (5.148) to Eq. (5.150), we need to note trryo rclationships. The first
is well known, that for a cosine or sine transforrr

while for a complex Fourier transform

e

g(s) 
- 

zrf(u). (D.e)

Second, we wish to derive convolution theorems for sine and cosine transforms. If we define the functions
go@) nd s.(y)by

c

f"(t) +_+ g"(Y)

s

t"@) <-, g"(y)

then the complex exponential Fourier transforms take the form,

(D.10)

(D.l l)

SrG

s(a) ,---' it<ul

e

l"@) (_+ Zg"(v)

e

t"@) .+ 2ig,(il.

Now using the convolution theorem for the complex Fourier transform we know that

e 1; 2i f@
f"@)h@) .--- ik" * g,Xy) = ; J_*e.(s - s')go(y')dy'.

s

f"(r)f,(r) *-" ftr" * s")@) = + I:e.(y - u)go(y,)ds,.

(D.8)

(D.12)

(D.r3)

(D.14)

Rrrther, f "@)1"@) 
must be an odd function, so we can simplify this to being a Fourier sine transform.

Doing this gives the required result,

(D.ls)
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Using these results, and some reasonably well known Fourier cosine and sine relations, we can derive

the required equations. First, from Erdelyi [92] we can write

wherea isacomplexnumberand z is aninteger. Rrtting a= l/Zandrc = l,2respectivelygives

Io* ffia, : 2rycschQry)

lr*ffi* = lcscnQry)(u'+r) ,

s

asech(ao) - fi,in^ (H-*u (#)

Using Eq. (D.8), and putting o = rr gives

s

'to (i) '*n' (;) ,- g{s) - 2ovsech(zrv).

Using Erdelyi for the last time,

c

sech(oc) *, firu^(X),

(D.16)

(D.17)

(D.18)

(D.19)

(D.20)

(D.2r)

(D.?2)

which are Eq. (5.148) and equation Eq. (5.149) respectively.

Obtaining equation Eq. (5,150) is a little more difficult! Once again, from Erdelyi we obtain the

equation

whichfora = l12gives

Noting that the left hand side of Eq. (D.20) is odd, and the left hand side of Eq. (D.22) is even we can

use the convolution theorem for Fourier sine transfonns we derived earlier to give

c
/r\

secn (fJ *-, gz(y) - r sech(rs).

,'n (;) *"n, (;) I fn, * sz)(y). (D.23)
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Tlre convolution on the right hmd side can be,sollrcd via a tlmnsfsrmad;n xo = r(Zyo - g),

){n,. gz)(il = * I:-dso 'r 
s*h( rsa) hr(y- yo) sechlr(y - g,o)l @.u\

t@ a-go=rul_*dthffi
I f* ,_ co-TA= ; J-**u**h(oF"h-(ro)

= Ztrgzcwh(rg)1

which gives the required rpsult,

(D2.5)

,(D.26i

p.n\

;[* "*trsrrffi tlu = z,ryz;o6qony. (D28)
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